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THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

This report contains the Environmental Protection Auihoritfs environmental assessment and 
recommendations to the Minister for the Environment on the environmental acceptability of the 
proposal. 

Immediately following the release of the report there is a 14-day period when anyone may 
appeal to the Minister against the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations. 

After the appeal period, and determination of any appeals, the Minister consults with the other 
relevant ministers and agencies and then issues his decision about whether the proposal may or 
may not proceed. The Minister also announces the legally binding environmental conditions 
which might apply to any approval. 

APPEALS 

If you disagree with any of the assessment repmt recommendations you may appeal in writing 
to the Minister for the Environment outlining the environmental reasons for your concern and 
enclosing the appeal fee of $10. 

It is important that you clearly indicate the part of the report you disagree with and the reasons 
for your concern so that the grounds of your appeal can be properly considered by the Minister 
for the Environment. 

ADDRESS 

Hon Minister for the Environment 
18th Floor, Allendale Square 
77 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 
CLOSING DA TE 

Your appeal (with the $10 fee) must reach the Minister's office no later than 5.00 p.m. on 20 
December, 1991. 
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Summarv and recommendations 
~ 

Metro Brick (A Division of Bristile Ltd) currently excavate clay for brick making purposes in a 
quarry located on Part Lot 36 Coondaree Parade, Upper Swan, just east of Great Northern 
Highway and about 14 km north of Midland. The environmental impact of the project was 
previously assessed by the Environmental Protection Authority in 1988 prior to the Minister for 
the Environment setting conditions on the project. 

An Application for Renewal of Excavation Licence by Metro Brick Pty Ltd was referred to the 
Environmental Protection Authority by the Shire of Swan in August, 1990. The Authority has 
assessed the environmental impact of the proposal by way of a Consultative Environmental 
Review, in conjunction with other nearby clay excavation proposals which potentially impact 
on the habitat of the extremely rare and endangered Western Swamp Tortoise (Pseudemydura 
umbrina). The clay excavation proposals are being assessed concurrently by the Environmental 
Protection Authority, and have been described in a common document. The Consultative 
Environmental Review was briefly open for public review in October, 1990 and the Authority 
received ten submissions on the proposals. The proponents held a public open day near the site 
in December, 1990, at which time further comments were received from some members of the 
local community. 

Ellen Brook Nature Reserve has been especially created by the State Government for the 
purpose of conserving the tortoise. About 20 to 30 short necked tortoises live in the specially 
fenced-off Wildlife Sanctuary within the reserve, and they are thought to be the only known 
population of naturally occurring short necked tortoises in the world. A similar number of 
tortoises are the subject of a special breeding programme at the Perth Zoo. The population of 
short necked tortoises at the nearby Twin Swamps Reserve has declined from over l 00 animals 
in 1965, to virtual extinction by 1985. 

The Authority has assessed the potential environmental impacts of the proposal, both as 
described in the Consultative Environmental Review and in responses to public submissions. 

Major issues 
The environmental impact of the clay excavations on all of the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook 
l'✓ar,;,re Reserv·e, specifically the area outside the tortoise srva,np, required additional details. 

In their response to submissions, Metro brick has acknowledged this and provided 
further infonnation necessacy to enable the Authority to adequately assess the irnpact of 
the clay excavation over the whole of the tortoise habitat area. 

Runoff water from the clay excavation could impact upon the habitat of the rare and endangered 
short necked tortoise. 

The Environmental Protection Authority believes that drainage impacts on the tortoise 
habitat can be managed by the proponent to the benefit of the tortoise, as a result of the 
following: 

• Metro Brick has also given a commitment to the containment of 
turbid water within its excavations and immediate surroundings 
thus ensuring it does not flow on to the tortoise habitat; 

• For the first three annual excavations on Lot 10, Metro Brick 
would contain all their drainage water to within their site and 
immediate surrounds bv bundine: the oerimeter with overburden to 
a height of 0.8m; and - ~ · 

• Metro Brick propose that future stages of excavation could be 
accommodated by diverting drainage waters to the north, by 



blocking off the existing culvert and enlarging and deepening the 
drainage iine un the east side uf the highway. 

The proposed drainage modifications have been further strengthened by the Authority's 
recommendation 2 in this report for the proponent to prepare and implement a drainage 
management plan in consultation with appropriate government Authorities and to the 
satisfaction of the Authority, which would enable Metro Brick to: 

• monitor drainage to detect, report on, and manage any drainage 
impacts on the habitat of the short necked tortoise at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve; 

• remedy any unacceptable drainage impacts on the tortoise habitat 
by this proposal; 

• detain all drainage waters on site in the first 3 years of operation, 
so that they do not enter the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve nor create an unacceptable impact elsewhere; 

• divert all drainage waters from the eastern side the Great Northern 
Highway from entering the tortoise habitat area at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve within two years of approval of the proposal, and 
in so doing, ensure it does not create an unacceptable impact 
elsewhere. 

These recommendations are in line with expert submissions which indicate that the 
tortoise would benefit by the elimination of external drainage waters into the reserve, as 
water requirements for the tortoise habitat could be met by rainfall. 

The clay excavations could lead to a nwre rapid drying up of the winter-wet swamp habitat that 
is essential for the short necked tortoises to breed in, by draining perched groundwater/ram the 
area. 

The proponent has documented substantial hydrological data to show that water levels in 
the main tortoise swamp habitat are predominantly dependant on rainfall, rather than 
surface flow or a hydraulic connection with other groundwater from outside the area. 

The proponent acknowledges that there may be an element of uncertainty with perched 
groundwater and depressions of surface water within the reserve, particularly when 
quarrying is close to the boundary. 

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that, from investigations undertaken 
and advice given, the proposal by Metro Brick is most unlikely to impact on the 
groundwater of the tortoise habitat, provided that the following stringent controls and 
management procedures are adopted: 

preparation of a staged excavation plan as part of an Environmental 
Management Programme (see Recommendation 4), with the first 
excavation to commence at the furthermost point away from the 
tortoise habitat; 

• preparation of an approved groundwater protection plan, as part of 
the Environmental Management Programme (see Recommendation 
4), with the objective of delineating and monitoring perched 
groundwater levels and pit seepages, and designing suitable 
management practices to remedy any potentia!!y unacceptable 
impacts; and 
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• establishment of a no-quarrying buffer of 100 metres around the 
reserve, untii further investigations are abie tu cunciusiveiy 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority that no adverse effect could occur (see Recommendation 
3). 

The clay excavation proponents could assist in the provision of additional habitat area for the 
short necked tortoise, particularly as many of their excavations are proposed in old habitat areas 
whjrh wnulfl nthPrwi..,P hP r1£-ffirult nnfl PYz1JPn('ilJP tri hP rPhnhih"tntPrl fnr tlw hPnpfit of the 
tortoise. 

Improvements to the habitat area by mechanical deepening of some areas to provide 
sufficiently deep swamps for the tortoise to swim and eat in, providing suitable 
aestivating refuges, and rehabilitating the native vegetation are being investigated. Parts 
of the current reserve that do not hold water for extended periods each winter may also 
be deepened and rehabilitated. The fox-proof fence would also need to be extended. 

In their response to issues raised in submissions, Metro Brick has indicated that it is 
agreeable to assisting with machinery time for potential earthworks. The timing of 
assistance would preferably need to fit in with the company's seasonal working 
arrangements, and would be subject to further liaison and negotiation. 

The Environmental Protection Authority encourages other companies and individuals 
who may wish to participate in the recovery and survival of this extremely endangered 
species of wildlife to liaise with the Department of Conservation and Land Management. 

Whether the clay excavations could affect groundwater supplies, particularly if dewatering of 
the superficial aquifer occurred or there was a n'.ajor fuel spillage inside a pit, was of concern. 

It is unlikeiy that the proponent wouid want to excavate clay into the superficiai aquifer 
because the plastic clay to be mined sits on top of the water table. In addition, wet 
plastic clay is difficult to excavate and would need dewatering, which is expensive and 
time consuming. If dewatering was necessary, it could be accomplished by pumping to 
another part of the pit, therefore minimising any drawdown effects. 

The Water Authority of Western Australia has indicated that a groundwater licence 
would be required by the proponent prior to drawing groundwater. 

The Environmental Protection Authority has recommended that Metro 
Brick should prepare an approved groundwater protection plan as part of 
the Environmental Management Programme, in consultation with the 
Water Authority of Western Australia. The plan should outline 
procedures to be used by the proponent to protect the quality and 
quantity of groundwater from the impacts of the clay excavation and 
earth moving machinery (see Recommendation 4). 

After the excavations cease, the resultant end use, such as urban residential, may indirectly lead 
to extinction of the short necked tortoise 

The Environmental Protection Authority previously made recommendations in 1983 that 
ways and means of providing a protective buffer zone around Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve be sought through planning procedures. 

The proponent has made the following commitments~ 

• to consult with planning authorities to facilitate the derivation of a 
term strategic plan for the Upper Swan locality which recognises and 
accepts the interim priority land use of clay extraction; and 
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• to establish an inter-company liaison mechanism to enable a co
ordinated approach between aii three proponents with respect to 
addressing potential cumulative operational effects and overall 
rehabilitation goals. 

These commitments have been further strengthened by: 

• the Authority's recommendation in this report for the joint preparation 
of a re2ional develooment. draina2e and rehabilitation olan for the 
locality ~by all the clay excavation proponents, in consultation with 
government authorities, and within two years of approval 
(Recommendation 5). 

The proposed clay excavations could have the potential to impact on the comfort of local 
residents, through noise, dust and visual impacts, unless managed. 

Metro Brick have outlined a number of management strategies which are currently used 
to minimise noise and dust impacts. These procedures have been used by the company 
successfully over the years, including at the nearby Part Lot 36, and there have not been 
any complaints registered against the company at this location to their knowledge. The 
company has stated that it would restrict its operating hours to 6.30am to 5.30pm, 
Monday to Friday. Metro Brick propose sequential rehabilitation and screening with 
vegetation to reduce visual impacts. 

The community at Upper Swan townsite is less likely to be affected by Metro Brick's 
excavations, as the townsite is about 900m away from the boundaries of the property 
and 1.5km from the initial excavation site. 

The Environmental Protection Authority has recommended that the 
proponent should prepare, implement and regularly review noise, dust 
and visual irnpact :management plans as part of the Environmental 
Management Programme, in consultation with the Shire of Swan and to 
the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority (see 
Recommendation 4). The plans should document the company's procedure for 
handling complaints, including the person responsible within the company for receiving 
and recording the complaints, for following them up and, if appropriate, for rectifying 
th.e cause of the co1nplaint. 

The clay pits could become a source of mosquito nuisance or disease to the public, and may 
represent a danger to young children in the area, unless managed. 

Metro Brick are prepared to rehabilitate their pits to a lake form that is compatible with .. ....,, . ,. .... . . ,.,.. . . . . ...... . .. . 
rnc ,:;nirc or .Jwan rcqu1rcmcnrs1 to ensure tnesc crrects arc m1n1m1sca. Yuo11c access 1s 
restricted by fences in good condition and a lockable gate for security, and steep, 
dangerous areas would be fenced-off within the excavation. Metro Brick has advised 
that it is prepared to consider the provision of materials and/or machine time (on a one
third basis with Midland Brick and Prestige Brick) for recreational areas provided by the 
Council, if this was considered of value in keeping children away from the site. 

The Environmentai Protection Authority considers that the proponent 
should liaise with the Shire of Swan and the Department of Conservation 
and Land Management to ensure that community health and safety issues 
are catered for in the management and rehabilitation of the clay 
excavations, and addressed in the Environmental Management 
Programme (Recommendation 5). 
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The Swan Valley area is known to have sites of major Aboriginal significance in both 
archaeoiogicai and ethnographic terms. 

The Authority advises that the proponent should discuss with the 
Department of Aboriginal Sites of the West Australian Museum 
appropriate ways of complying with the provisions of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 1972-80. 

The ~nvirnnmtlont!:11I Prnf,:i,r-finn A, nthnrity recognises the very rare status of the 
short necked Western Swamp tortoise, and the requirement to protect its 
habitat. Accordingly, the Authority has set a very high onus of proof on this 
and other nearby quarrying proposals, to demonstrate that there will be no 
adverse impacts on the tortoises and their habitat. It is only after detailed study 
that the Authority considers that the proposal would not have any adverse 
impacts and therefore could proceed. 

Based on its assessment of the proposal and additional information provided 
by the proponent in response to questions raised as a result of the assessment 
process, the Authority makes the following conclusions and recommendations: 

Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that the proposal by Metro 
Brick to quarry clay on Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36, as outlined in the 
Consultative Environmental Review and subsequently modified during the 
process of interaction between the proponent, the Environmental Protection 
Authority, and government agencies, and those members of the public who 
were consulted, is environmentally acceptable. 

In reaching this conclusion, the Authority identified the main issues requiring 
detailed consideration as: 
• protection of the habitat of the endangered Western S,vamp Tortoise, 

Pseudemydura umbrina, at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve; 

• protection of groundwater resources; 

• rehabilitation of the quarried area; 
• noise, dust, and visual impacts from the quarrying operations; 

• public safety and management of mosquito breeding. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that these and other issues, 
such as planning considerations, have been addressed and are manageable, 
either by changes to the proposal by the proponent during assessment, the 
environmental management commitments given by the proponent, or by the 
Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed, subject to the proponent's commitments (Appendix 1) 
and the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 
Any approval for the proposal should be for a maximum of 10 years from the 
time of commencement. Subsequent applications will be reviewed in the light 
of the proponent's environmental performance at the site. 
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Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities and in consultation with the Department of Conservation 
and Land Management, the Main Roads Department, the Swan River Trust and 
the Shire of Swan, Metro Brick should prepare a drainage management plan as 
part of an Environmental Management Programme to the satisfaction of the 
Minister for the Environment. This plan should enable the proponent to: 

• monitor drainage to detect, report on, and manage any drainage impacts 
on the habitat oi the short necked tortoise at Eiien Brook Nature 
Reserve; 

• remedy any unacceptable drainage impacts on the tortoise habitat by this 
proposal; 

• detain all drainage waters on site in the first 3 years of operation, so that 
they do not enter the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve nor 
create an unacceptabie impact eisewhere; and 

• divert all drainage waters from the eastern side the Great Northern 
Highway from entering the tortoise habitat area at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve within two years of approval of the proposal, and in so doing, 
ensure it does not create an unacceptable impact elsewhere. 

The drainage management plan should be implemented and periodically 
reviewed to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 

Recommendation 3 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that there be no quarrying 
within 100 metres of the boundaries of the Wild Life Sanctuary at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve and any additions thereto, until further investigations are able 
to conclusively demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority that no adverse effect could occur to the tortoise habitat. 

Recommendation 4 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
uuarrvi112 activities. Metro Brick should oreoare an Environmental Mana2ement 
Programme to the satisfaction of the . Minister for the Environmenf: This 
programme should enable the proponent to detect, report on, and manage any 
impacts, and remedy any unacceptable impacts on the environment by this 
proposal, and should be implemented and periodically reviewed to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. Details to be prepared 
as part of the Environmentai Management Programme should inciude, but not 
necessarily be limited to: 

• a staged quarrying strategy; 

• drainage management; 

• groundwater protection; 
• progressive rehabilitation of the site; 

• procedures to mm1m1se noise, dust and visual impacts associated with 
the quarrying and transportation operations; 

public safety and mosquito breeding; and 
• periodic reporting of monitoring results and consequential changes to 

environmental management. 



The timing of the preparation, implementation and review of the Environmental 
Management Programme shouid be to the satisfaction of the Environmentai 
Protection Authority. 

Recommendation 5 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that Metro Brick, in 
consultation with the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the 
Department of Planning and Urban Development, the Shire of Swan, and other 
current and known proposed clay producers in the area, should contribute to 
the preparation of a regional development, drainage and rehabilitation strategy 
for the Upper Swan Locality, within 2 years of approval of this proposal and 
to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 
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1. Introduction and background 
Metro Brick (A Division of Bristile Ltd), hereafter referred to as Metro Brick, propose to 
excavate clay on Lots 10, 11 and Part 36 Coondaree Parade, Upper Swan, just east of Great 
Northern Highway and about 14 km north of Midland (Figure 1). 

An Application for Approval to Commence Development on Lot 10 and Part Lot 36 by 
International Brick and Tile Pty Ltd was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority by 
the Shire of Swan in October. 1989. The Authoritv determined that a formal level of assessment 
was necessary, to allow the Minister for the Environment to set environmental conditions on the 
project. 

In 1989 the Authority advised Lhe proponents of all clay excavation proposals in the vicinity of 
the habitat of the rare and endangered short necked tortoise at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve that, 
prior to assessing their individual proposals, a study of the water relationships in the area 
would need to be undertaken. This work has subsequently been ca..rried out and reported in a 
joint Consultative Environmental Review (CER) document, which was released for public 
review in OciOber, 1990. Metro Brick has recently provided further information on their 
proposal, in response to issues raised by the Authority as a result of the CER process 
(Appendix 2). 

Metro Brick currently excavate clay for brick making purposes in a quarry located on Part Lot 
36 Coondaree Parade. This project was previously assessed by the Environmental Protection 
Authority in 1988 prior to the Minister for the Environment setting environmental conditions on 
the proponent (International Brick and Tile Pty Ltd), which required the submission to the 
Authority of a report on environmental impacts of the company's operations after 12 months 
operation. This report was assessed by the Authority in consultation with other government 
authorities, and apart from the failure of a suitable establishment of screening vegetation (due to 
poor drainage), it showed that the project could operate without any unacceptable impacts on 
the enviroruuent. 

In November 1991, Metro Brick wrote to the Authority to clarify that, due to their role as the 
major and managing partner in International Brick and Tile Pty Ltd, Metro Brick (A Division of 
Bristile Ltd) are ihe proponent for ihe proposal covering Part Lot 36 and Lots l O and 11 
(Appendix 3). Due to the shortage of suitable clay on Part Lot 36 and shortage of space at their 
Malaga factory, tv1etro Brick now propose to change the originally intended use o-f Part Lot 36 
to long term stockpiling of clay extracted from Lots 1() and 11. These changes have been 
documented in the company's recent Application for an Excavation J ,icence, which was referred 
to the Authority in November, 1991, together with a late change to proposed drainage 
modifications in December, 1991 (Appendix 4). 

2. The Western Swamp Tortoise 
The Western Swamp Tortoise (Pseudemydura umbrina) which is more commonly known as 
the short necked tortoise, is generally recognised as the most endangered species of vertebrate 
animal in Australia. Ellen Brook Nature Reserve was declared in 1962, in order to protect one 
of the two known remaining populations of such tortoises in the world from extinction. The 
tortoise is known only from Ellen Brook 1"{ ature Reserve and the Twin Swamps Nature 
Reserve, 4 km to the north, 

The Western Swamp Tortoise is easily distinguishable from other fresh water tortoises in 
Western Australia by its short neck and the fact that it inhabits ephemeral (winter-only) 
swamps; it does not seem to occur in permanent rivers, creeks, lakes or swamps. The short 
necked tortoise aestivates (sleeps) in naturally occurring tunnels in the clay gilgai soils during 
summer and autumn. Pseudemydura umbrina is the smallest Australian chelid tortoise. It is the 



only species in which the female is smaller than the male. Maximum age attained is not known, 
but is at least 50 years. Pseudemydura umbrina is a relict species, apparently little changed 
since the Miocene (12 to 25 million years ago). The species is so different from other members 
of its family, Chelidae, that a separate sub-family, the Pseudemydurinae, has been proposed for 
it. 

The population of short necked tortoises at Twin Swamps Reserve has declined from over 100 
animals in 1965, to virtual extinction by 1985. A specially fenced-off, fox-proof area within the 
nearby Ellen Brook Nature Reserve, constructed in 1990, now contains the only known, 
naturally occurring population of such short necked tortoises in the world, consisting of about 
25 to 30 animals, including about eight adult females. A captive population of about 49 
tortoises is held in the Perth Zoo as part of a special breeding programme. 

The endangered status of the short necked tortoise is due to a combination of factors, including: 

• a small geographic range, with most of the original habitat having been lost to 
agricultural, urban and industrial uses since European settlement; 

• the protected habitat being in only two small nature reserves that are of marginal 
quality; 

• a dependence on: (i) an unusual habitat of winter-wet ephemeral swamps, with 
suitable aestivating (summer "hibernating") refuges 
nearby; 

(ii) a wholly carnivorous diet of live food which is only 
available for a short time each year 

• low fecundity (fertility) and slow growth rates; 

* below average rainfall in the Perth area over the last 30 years, combined with a 
marginal habitat and prospects for drier climatic conditions in the future; 

• presence of exotic predators, particularly the European fox. 

A Management Programme for the Western Swamp Tortoise was launched in November, 
1990. The aim of the programme for the next 10 years is to create two viable populations in the 
wild. This will be achieved with a number of different strategies, inciuding: - -

• management of the tortoise population (monitoring and a captive breeding 
programme); 

• management of the tortoise reserves to maintain and improve the habitat (water 
availability and quality, predation, err.db.:.ation); 

• identification, acquisition and rehabilitation or construction of additional habitat 
(Twin Swamps and Ellen Brook Nature Reserves); 

• recognition of the importance of the reserves at all levels of government when 
development proposals are considered for the area; 

• public support, including an educational programme. 

In its report titled "Conservation Reserves for Western Australia - the Darling System - System 
6" ( commonly referred to as the "Red Book") in 1983, the Environmental Protection Authority 
recommended that ways and means of providing protective buffer areas around both Ellen 
Brook and Twin Swamps Nature Reserves (Ml 7) be sought through planning procedures. 
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3 . 'fhe proposal 
3 .1 Need for proposal 

The Swan Valley contains deposits of high quality plastic clays used in the manufacture of 
bricks, pavers and roof tiles. Manufacturing plants have traditionally been located in the Swan 
Valley, both for ease of access to raw materials and minimisation of transport costs. 

The clays of the Swan Valley have specific properties of excellent fired colour, high fired 
strength, high plasticity and good green binding strength. The material represents the basic 
bonding agent for all brick and tile products and comprises a minimum of 15% ofraw material 
components. 

Expansion of urban and special mral development has effectively sterilised large areas of land 
for clay excavation. l\ number of people who have chosen to lead a semi-rural lifestyle in close 
proximity to the city can be expected to be opposed to clay extraction proposals. As a 
consequence, brick and tile manufacturers have been forced to seek more of their raw materials 
further away from their plants. 

About 70% of new dwellings in the Perth area use brick and tile construction, compared with 
about 40% in the Eastern States .. The State Planning Commission estimated in 1987 that there 
would be a demand for an additional 171,000 houses by 2001. This demand for housing can 
be expected to be reflected in the rate of clay extraction. 

The proposed clay excavations around Ellen Brook Nature Reserve are within areas identified 
as important resource areas in the Department of Planning and Urban Development's Basic 
Raw Materials Policy. More recently the Department recognised the need to protect the high 
quality clay resources north and east of the Upper Swan townsite for brick and tile manufacture 
• • bl. 1. • ........... ....T • 1 • - - "d - -1 • • _j 1 • II 1n ns pu 11c u1scuss1on paper - 1he nonn-east com or - p1anr11ng issues anu growtn options , 
released in November, 1991. 

3. 2 Project description 

T nt1.: H\ 11 ~nd P~rt ?.h :1n:•_ 1(\{'Meti tn thP. e~l1-:t of the r.-rP.~t Northern H.lghw~y
7 

north of thF 

upper Swan townsite (Figure l ). An unconstructed road reserve, Coondaree Parade, forms part 
of the southern boundary of Lot 10. The existing access road is north of the road reserve, 

The excavation would be for clay needed at the Malaga brickworks. Metro Brick estimate that 
30,000 m3 would be required annually, although this volume would vary with demand. Work 
on Lot 10 and eventually Lot 11 would take place over several decades by a series of annual 
excavations over the summer periods. The internai access road woulu. be constructed. in the first 
year and a stockpile of clay on Part Lot 36 established (Figure 2). There is no vegetation to 
clear, and the area would be stripped of topsoil and overburden using scrapers and dumped in 
separate stockpiles adjacent to the excavation area. The surface area of each annual excavation 
is approximately 1 hectare, with 3 to 4 metres depth of overburden overlying 3 to 4 metres 
thickness of clay, 

The rehabilitation objectives of the proponent are for the excavation pit to be rehabiiitated as an 
artificial lake, and the stockpile area would be screened and the highway views framed by 
landscaping. Reshaping of the pit and drainage control would be completed before each winter. 
The procedure \.vould involve recontouring the pit walls to acceptable grades, replacing and 
spreading overburden, respreading the topsoil, and reseeding with grasses. 
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A permanent stockpile of clay is proposed to be established to the south of the existing Jake on 
Part Lot 36, to allow continuing supply of material to the Malaga brickworks, where capacity is 
limited to 1000 tonnes. The stockpile, which would be 5 metres high and cover approximately 
50 x 100 metres, would be screened by landscaping. The tree planting around the stockpile area 
and along the highway would be initiated in the next planting season (1992), and be regularly 
monitored and supplemented as required. 

Truck movements would occur throughout the year for approximately 4 days every six weeks. 
The truck movements would be between 2 to 5 hours each day during this period, depending 
on demand at the plant. Trucks would access the site from the Great Northern Highway along 
an existing formed access road next to Coondaree Parade and travel to Malaga via Great 
Northern Highway, West Swan Road, Gnangara Road, Beechboro Road and Beach Road. 

4. Existing environment 
Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36 are mostly cleared and the flat land on the western side is 
developed as pasture. A small creek flows south of the existing excavation on Part Lot 36 and 
there is a drainage reserve through Lot 10, and along the western boundary of Part Lot 36 to 
provide drainage of the area to Coondaree Swamp. 

Ellen Brook Nature Reserve (A27620) is an A Class reserve vested in the National Parks and 
Nature Conservation Authority and managed by the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management. Apart from its function in providing a natural habitat for the last remaining 
population of Western Swamp Tortoises, the reserve has high conservation value because it is 
particularly rich in aquatic plants and contains a number of rare plants and a variety of 
invertebrates and fish. Depressions within the fenced-off wildlife area fill up with water in 
winter and spring. These depressions carry shrubland of robin redbreast bush, sedges and 
aquatic species including Chara australis and Hydrocotyle lemnoides. The higher ground 
between the depressions carries shrubs including Acacia salinga, swishbush and stinkwood, 
and annuals such as sundews Drosera gigantea and t{eurachne alopecuroides and at least 
fourteen species of orchids. 

In the long term, the proposed excavation could cover most of Lots 10 and 11, and extend to 
the western boundaries alongside the Great Northern Highway, which would then be within 
50m of the eastern boundary of the fenced-off habitat of the short necked tortoise. However 
lv1etro Brick propose to cornrnence operations in the south easterly section of Lot 10, \vhich is 
the furthermost point possible from the habitat area (about 600 m away) and have given a 
commitment not to mine within 100 metres of the reserve boundary, until further investigations 
are able to conclusively demonstrate that no adverse effect could occur. 

5. Public consultation 
TI1e proponent prepared a Consultative Environmental Review document which was released 
for public review in October, 1990, Seven Government submissions and three private 
submissions were received by the Authority. 

The clay excavation proposal was amongst about 70 proposals that were selected for expedited 
assessment at this time. However, due to the complex nature of the clay excavation proposals, 
the Authoritv determined that its assessment of the issues was not amenable to the expedited 
process, and~the proposals were rerfloved frorn the "expedited lisf. -

An open day was held near the site in December, 1990, which was attended by approximately 
25 local residents and. repre~entati vet; frorn the Shire of Swan, the three clay excavation 
proponents, the Social Impact Unit and the Environmental Protection Authority. Issues of 
noise, dust, visual impacts and public safety were discussed. 
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A more detailed submission was recently received from the Department of Planning and Urban 
Development in July, 1991 in relation to regional planning issues. 

6. Environmental impacts and management 
6.1 Definition of the habitat area of the short necked tortoise 

In attempting to address the impact of the clay excavation proposal on the short necked tortoise, 
the CER was deficient in fullv defining the habitat area used bv the tortoise. It was understood 
by the proponent at the time of preparing the CER that the swamp was the principal habitat area 
which required protection. 

The swamp covers only about 30% of the area which the 7,00logy Department of the University 
of Western Australia and the Department of Conservation and Land Management now regard as 
the important habitat area of the short necked tortoise. The actual area used by the tortoise 
includes all of the nature reserve south and south-east of Ellen Brook, plus the areas of semi
natural vegetation on private property to the south and west of the nature reserve. Although 
most of the tortoises live in the swamp area, 13% of all tortoises found between 1988 and 1990 
were outside the swamp and in or south of the natural drainage channel which passes through 
the fenced-off area, and south of the swamp. 

The proponent has recognised this deficiency in the CER documentation, and has provided 
further information to the Authority in its response to issues raised in submissions (Appendix 
2). 

6. 2 Impact of surface drainage waters on tortoise habitat 

The main factors identified as likely to impact on the tortoise habitat are the quality and quantity 
of the water in which the tortoises swim and eat. 

The proponent has investigated the potential sources of water coming into the swamp. 
Substantial evidence is presented in the CER, including survey data on ground levels, surface 
water flow directions, and water qualities (chemical and suspended solids content), to suggest 
direct rainfail is the main contribution to the water coming into the main swamp habitat area, 
rather than surface water flowing into the area from outside the reserve. 

However the highway drain (Figure 3) located in the south-east of the reserve, which carries 
runoff waters from Great Northern Highway and fannland to the south, west and east into the 
reserve, does represent a significant risk to the health of the tortoise and an interference to its 
movements. Nutrients washed into the reserve could encourage the growth of exotic species 
over native plants, and may lead to eutrophication of small pools of water when the tortoises are 
actively feeding in spring. A major truck parking area is located within the catchment of the 
reserve, at the corner of the highway and Apple Street, and a spillage of petroleurn products or 
other hru-inful materials could have disastrous consequences for the tortoise. Surface waters 
emanating from any ground disturbance, such as the proposed clay excavation, could lead to a 
further deterioration in the quality of drainage water into the reserve, and possibly siltation of 
the water course. 

In their submission to the Authority and in further discussions, both the Zoology Department of 
the University of Western Australia and the Department of Conservation and Land Management 
have advised that the tortoise would benefit by the elimination of external drainage waters into 
the reserve. Water requirements for the reserve would be met by rainfall. 

As a consequence of further interaction between Metro Brick, the Zoology Department of the 
University of Western Australia, the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the 
Shire of Swan, the Main Roads Department and the Environmental Protection Authority, the 
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company now proposes that surface drainage water from their clay excavation could be 
prevented from entering the tortoise habitat area by the construction of a suitable drainage 
diversion system (refer to Appendicies 2 and 4). Metro Brick has also given a commitment to 
the containment of turbid water within its excavations and immediate surroundings thus 
ensuring it does not flow on to the tortoise habitat. 

For the first three annual excavations on Lot I 0, Metro Brick would contain all their drainage 
water to within their site and immediate surrounds by bunding the perimeter with overburden to 
a height of 0.8m. This would prevent outside surface water from flowing into the disturbed 
area, and allow it to follow natural drainage patterns. The existing excavation site on Part Lot 
36 would be rehabilitated to pasture before next winter, and bunded to prevent runoff waters 
entering the catchment of the tortoise habitat. 

Metro Brick acknowledge that future stages of excavation may need diversion of drainage 
waters to the north, to prevent them from entering the tortoise habitat area. The company 
favours the option of blocking off water which currently enters the culvert leading under Great 
Northern Highway and discharges into the nature reserve (Figure 4). The drainage line along 
the east side of the highway could be enlarged and deepened to encourage flow in a northerly 
direction and into the next culvert. Here the water flows west under the highway, through Ellen 
Brook Nature Reserve but outside the fenced-off habitat area, and discharges into Ellen Brook. 
This modification to the drainage would require further engineering appraisal and possibly 
negotiation with other land owners prior to implementation. 

The Environmental Protection Authority believes that the clay excavation proponents should 
carry out appropriate modifications to the drainage systems with which their proposals interact, 
to ensure that the habitat of the short necked tortoise is protected. The Authority considers that 
Metro Brick's drainage modifications are reasonable, and are consistent with the objectives of 
protecting the habitat of the tortoise. However, to ensure that the long term drainage works are 
carried out in a suitable time frame that meshes with the preparation of new habitat areas by the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management on the reserve and proposed extensions, 
the Authority believes this work should be carried out within two years of approval of the 
proposal (see Recommendations 2 and 4). 

6. 3 Groundwater impacts on tortoise habitat 

The Environmental Protection Authority is concerned that excavations around the tortoise 
habitat area could lead to a more rapid drying up of the wet areas which represent essential 
feeding environments for the tortoise. 

The proponent has investigated and reported on the depth of the water table and the presence 
and extent of perched groundwater, which are the two principal aspects of the groundwater 
regime that are likely to impact on the hydrology of the tortoise habitat. 

As mentioned in Section 6.2, the proponent has been able to establish with a reasonable degree 
of certainty that water levels in the swamp habitat are principally dependant on rainfall. 
Groundwater levels in the area of the proposed clay pits fluctuate at a similar depth of between 
8 and 9 metres below the surface.The proponent concludes that the main groundwater aquifer is 
not a source of water, based on the observation that regional groundwater levels which 
approximate the water levels in the nearby Ellen Brook in summer, are always significantly 
lower than the swamp water levels. This is supported by the fact that water levels in the swamp 
are maintained long after rainfall has ceased, presumably due to impervious clay sediments at 
the base of the swamp which prevent rapid movement of the water through the profile and into 
the superficial aquifer, thus precluding a direct hydraulic connection between the two. 

Of less certainty is the impact of clay excavations on the perched water table. Should there be a 
link between the perched water table and water levels in the swamp or other tortoise habitat, 
then a clay excavation could potentially lead to a reduction in the wet area available to the 
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tortoise. Such an effect is likely to occur and would be of major concern when clay excavations 
are in close proximity to the boundaries to the habitat area. 

The proponent has noted the presence of perched groundwater in the area. During winter and 
into spring the groundwater can sit above the layer of plastic clay, which commences about 3 to 
4 metres below the surface. It is generally a temporary occurrence which dissipates relatively 
quickly via evaporation and infiltration. The perched water is not continuous, tending to occur 
in lenses or pockets within shallow sediments above the clay. In the environmental report 
provided to the Authority on Part Lot 36 operations, monitoring of two bores in the perched 
groundwater over a 12 month period recorded a wide variation in water levels, with one bore 
maintaining a level between 16.8 and 18.4 metres, whereas the other bore fluctuated between 
11.8 and 18.4 metres (ground level 23.5 and 20.8 metres AHD respectively). Of significance 
was the monitoring of the clay pit, which showed that there was no shallow seepage back into 
the pit. 

Based on topographical information, the proponent considers that the main swamp habitat is an 
isolated clay pan that is not hydraulically linked to adjoining land. The swamp is cut off to the 
north by Ellen Brook and to the south and west by the drain through the reserve. Land to the 
east, which was probably originally part of the tortoise habitat prior to clearing and subsequent 
agricultural land use, incorporates Lots 10 and 11. The proponent acknowledges the possibility 
of some sub-surface hydraulic link between this land and the swamp, although concluding that 
the potential is low, based on the nature of sediments at the base of the swamp, and the 
probability of compaction during construction of the highway which would have formed a 
barrier to sub.,surface flow in the direction of the swamp. 

The Water Authority of WA have submitted that the proponent's conclusions about the 
groundwater relationships with the swamp may be an over-simplification of the hydrology of 
the area. The CER shows the perched groundwater upstream is higher than the the swamp 
level. The Water Authority considers that, while the nature reserve drain intercepts some 
groundwater flowing from the south east, it is probable that the groundwater system provides 
upward pressure to the swamp, thereby limiting the infiltration of water from the swamp to the 
groundwater system. This conclusion conflicts with that received from the Geological Survey 
of WA, which agreed with the proponent in that interception of the perched groundwater by the 
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proposals by Metro Brick and other clay excavation proponents are most unlikely to impact on 
the groundwater of the tortoise habitat, provided that stringent controls and management 
procedures are adopted (see below). 

Of concern to the Authority are the impacts that the clay excavations might have on tortoise 
habitat areas within the fenced-off reserve but outside the swamp area, particularly as these 
impacts were not been addressed in detail by the proponent in the CER. In their response to 
submissions, Metro Brick acknowledge that there is insufficient evidence to say that there is 
negligible risk to the tortoise sv,1amp habitat from the clay excavation, especially when in close 
proximity to the to the nature reserve. The company considers that the principal element of 
uncertainty rests with the shallow perched groundwater regime and the degree of hydraulic 
connection between surface water in depressions within the habitat area and any sub-surface 
water which may be present. In recognition of this risk, the company is committed to verifying 
that no adverse effects are experienced, by appropriate staging and monitoring of their 
excavations on Lots 10 and I 1. 

The Department of Conservation am] Land Management have submitted that a no-quarrying 
buffer of 100 metres be established to guard against any error in the proponent's management 
oractices or oredictions. Metro Brick are committed to not quarrving within 100 metres of the 
reserve boundary, until further investigations are able to conclusively demonstrate that no 
adverse effect could occur. Furthermore, the company propose to commence operations on Lot 
1() as far as possible from the reserve, which would be initially at least 600 metres from the 
south-eastern corner of the reserve. 
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The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that, from investigations undertaken and 
advice given, the proposals by Metro Brick and other clay excavation proponents are most 
unlikely to impact on the groundwater of the tortoise habitat, provided that the following 
stringent controls and management procedures are adopted for each proposal: 

• Preparation of an approved Staged Excavation Plan as part of an Environmental 
Management Programme, prior to excavation and in consultation with the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management (see Recommendation 4). The Plan should be 
implemented to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, with the first 
excavation to commence at the furthermost point away from the tortoise habitat; 

• preparation of an approved Groundwater Protection Plan, as part of the Environmental 
Management Programme, prior to excavation and in consultation with the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management, the Water Authority of WA, and the Geological 
Survey of WA (see Recommendation 4 ). The Plan should be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, with the objective of delineating 
and monitoring perched groundwater levels and pit seepages, combined with suitable 
management practices to remedy any potentially unacceptable impacts; 

• establishment of a no-quarrying buffer of 100 metres around the reserve, until further 
investigations are able to conclusively demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Authority that no adverse effect could occur (see 
Recommendation 3). 

6. 4 Rehabilitation 

Metro brick are committed to introduce sequential rehabilitation of previously worked areas as 
soon as practicable, and in accordance with the rehabilitation objectives developed in 
consultation with Planning Authorities and the landowner (ie in respect of leasehold 
arnmgernenN). 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that the rehabilitation objectives of Metro 
Brick are consistent with the Authority's objective of re-establishing wetlands on the coastal 
plain .. The pioponent should liaise with the Department of Conservation arid Lai.id tv1anagement, 
to ensure that native species are catered for in the rehabilitation of the lakes and that suitable 
wildlife refuges (in the form of islands), are provided. The proponent should incorporate these 
plans into an approved rehabilitation plan as part of the Environmental Management 
Proi,,,.ramme, to be prepared prior to excavation and in consultation with the Shire of Swan and 
the Department of Conservation and Land Management. The Plan should be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, 

6, 5 Provision of additional tortoise habitat 

In the CER, Metro Brick has suggested that there may be some difficulty in re-establishing the 
existing tortoise habitat following excavation of the clay. The clay pans that the tortoise inhabits 
only hold water in winter, compared with clay quarries which are substantially deeper and tend 
to have water in them all year. Additionally the soil profile is significantly altered in the 
excavation process. The proponent has suggested that it might be more cost-effective and 
practical to expand the tortoise habitat by recovering adjoining land that may have previously 
supported the tortoises and rehabilitate the area to its original fonn. 

The Department of Conservation and Land Management have indicated that, under the current 
proposals for rehabilitation to a series of lakes, the excavated sites wonld be of no value to the 
tortoise. Any such site would need to be gazetted as a Nature Reserve if it was to be restocked 
with the short necked tortoise, and it could be expensive to construct to specific standards and 
manage to the benefit of the tortoise. 
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An extension to the existing (fenced-off) reserve is regarded by the Department of Conservation 
and Land Management and the Zoology Department of the University of Western Ausrraiia as 
one of the best ways to help increase the numbers of short necked tortoises in the wild. 
Earthworks to isolate the reserve and divert the existing drainage waters to an area outside the 
reserve is considered essential to improving and protecting the quality of water in the current 
and future habitat areas. Recontouring of some areas within the existing or extended reserve 
would be required. 

In their response to issues raised in submissions, Metro Brick has indicated that it is agreeable 
to assisting with machinery time for potential earthworks. The timing of assistance would 
preferably need to fit in with the company's seasonal working arrangements, and would be 
subject to further liaison and negotiation. 

The Environmental Protection Authority notes the intention of Metro Brick to assist with the 
provision of additional habitat for the short necked tortoise, and encourages other companies 
and individuals who may wish to participate in the recovery and survival of this extremely 
endangered species of wildlife to liaise with the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management . 

6. 6 Regional development, drainage and rehabilitation 

The Authority notes that a large extent of land is likely to be affected by future proposals for 
clay extraction in the area between the Swan River and Ellen Brook. These clay excavations are 
within an important resource area identified by the Department of Planning and Urban 
Development in its Basic Raw Materials Policy for the State. 

In its submission to the Authority, the Department of Planning and Urban Development has 
indicated the following: 

• any structure plan for the locality would reflect the need to protect the clay resource 
areas from incompatible developments; 

• only limited future urhan development will occur in the Upper Swan locality, due to the 
need to protect the clay resource, and the remoteness of the area from the existing 
sewerage system; 

• the Department would most likely not support the subdivision of existing rural lots in the 
immediate locality of the clay excavations into "Special Rural" sized lots, as this would 
lead to more intensive uses that would be incompatible ·w'ith the clay excavation 
operations and possibly prejudice future long term planning options for the locality; 

• It would be appropriate for the proponents of the different excavation proposals to 
prepare a comprehensive long term rehabilitation/development strategy for the locality, 
in consultation with the Council, Environmental Protection Authority and the 
Department of Planning and Urban Development The strategy could he based on 
transfonning Lhe excavation ~iLes into a wetland syslern surrounded by co1npatlble 
re,ereation and tourism developments. 

The Authority notes the proponent's commitment to consult with planning authorities to 
facilitate the derivation of a long term strategic plan for the Upper Swan locality which 
recognises and accepts the interim priority land use of clay extraction. Metro Brick is also 
committed to establishing an inter-company liaison mechanism to enable a coordinated approach 
between all three proponents with respect to addressing potential cumulative operational effects 
and overall rehabiiitation goals. · ~ • · 

The Authority considers that the proponents of all clay excavations in the Upper Swan locality, 
including Metro Brick, should iointly prepare a regional development, drainage and 
rehabilitation plan for the locality, and the obJec.tives of the plan should inciude the protection of 
the habitat of the Western Swamp Tortoise (see Recommendation 5). 
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6. 7 Groundwater impacts generally 

The proposed clay excavations are situated in the Swan Groundwater Area. In the area east of 
the Great Northern Highway, the Leederville Formation, which is a major aquifer for the Perth 
area and an important source for private users, is recharged directly from the Superficial 
Formation. 

The Water Authority of WA has submitted that a groundwater licence would be required by the 
proponents of clay excavations to draw groundwater. Pollution of the Leederville Formation by 
contaminants such as diesel fuel would be impossible to clean up and could render parts of the 
aquifer unusable. The Water Authority has indicated that safeguards should be built into the 
clay excavations to prevent water pollution, and fuels and oils should not be stored inside the 
catchment area. The Water Authority indicated that excavation and dewatering activities could 
cause drawdown in the local water table and affect up to six neighbouring private wells. The 
proponents should monitor private shallow wells and make good supplies if affected. 

The main superficial groundwater aquifer is situated about 8 to 9 metres below the surface, and 
generally below the level of the plastic clay which the proponent wishes to excavate. In the 
CER, the proponent points out that it is uncommon for clay excavation to occur below the water 
table because of logistical difficulties. Excavation of wet plastic clay is extremely difficult, and 
the proponent would be required to continuously dewater the pit to successfully excavate below 
the water table. In addition, this clay is generally of inferior quality and would need to be 
blended with higher quality clay to be of use. The proponent considers that in the event that 
dewatering was required, this could be accomplished by pumping groundwater to another 
section of the pit or a nearby pit, where recharge could occur, thus concluding that the overall 
effect on the groundwater resource would be negligible. 

In Metro Brick's response to submissions, the company indicated that excavations had been 
conducted to a depth of 9 metres on Part Lot 36 (since 1988) without intersecting groundwater. 
As fnrther eYplnr:ao1;r rl-rillint: is cnnrh,ctP>.rl nvr>r I .ot 10, it ,wrn1 ld hP :rn~Sihlf". for the r.ornpany 
to establish the depth of the pernrnnent water table. Metro Brick recognise and accept the 
philosophy of water resource protection and conservation, and have indicated that, in the 
unlikely event that the excavation did reach the water table or proceed slightly below it, the area 
would be backfilled with overburden to maintain at least one metre of cover. '.Vater for dust 
suppression purposes would be obtained from a property owned by the company in Middle 
Swan, which was previously used for viticultural purposes. Rainfall and runoff water collected 
within the excavation couid aiso be used for this purpose. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that Metro Brick should prepare an approved 
groundwater protection plan as part of the Environmental Management Programme, in 
consultation with the Water Authority of Western Australia, prior to the extraction of clay on 
Lots 10 and 11. The plan should outline procedures to be used by the proponent to protect the 
quality and quantity of b.1oundwater from the impacts of the clay excavation and earth. moving 
machinery, The plan should be implemented and reviewed regularly to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Authority (see Recommendation 4). 

6. 8 Noise, dust and visual impacts 

The proposed clay excavations in the area have the potential to impact on the comfort of local 
residents, through noise, dust, and visual impacts. 

The noise environment of the Upper Swan locality is already influenced by a number of non
rural activities. These include the standard gauge railway, the Great Northern Highway, the 
truck marshalling yard, and the existing clay excavations in the area. Noise would be generated 
at the quarry sites when overburden and clay are excavated, and along trucking routes when the 
clay is moved off-site. In the CER, the proponents indicate that the excavation season 



encompasses the summer months, for up to 12 hours per day, 6 days per week, although it is 
unlikely that all proponents would be operating at the one tirne for this periocl. 

In response to submissions, Metro Brick has stated that it would restrict its operating times to 
6.30am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday. The truck movements at the Metro site are expected to 
be less intensive in comparison to the other excavation sites, and would be between 2 to 5 
hours each day for approximately 4 days every six weeks, depending on demand at the plant. 

The clay excavation proponents recognise that noise control and minimisation is a prerequisite 
to community acceptance and would incorporate routine management practices to reduce the 
potential for noise disturbance, including: 

• strategic placement of both topsoil and overburden stockpiles to shield nearby 
residences from noise generated from within the quarries; 

• ensuring that only licensed vehicles are utilised and that they are adequately maintained 
to comply with relevant noise level regulations; 

• location of driveways to the quarries at points which are optimally positioned to 
minimise noise disturbance to nearby residences from the effects of trucks braking, 
turning and accelerating; 

• careful inventory management of clay stockpiles and logistics of storage at each plant to 
ensure that the number of excavations and trucking campaigns is minimised during each 
excavation season; 

• introduction of a co-ordinated approach to the timing of individual campaigns at the 
various quarries, if necessary, to avoid excessive truck movements on local roads. 

In the case of Metro Brick's proposed excavation on Lots 10 and 1 L the noise impacts are 
reduced by their distance from most residences. The nearest residence is located on the 
proposed Midland Brick excavation site on Lot 22, about 350 m from the boundary to Lot 10 
and about 1 km from the initial excavation site. The more densely populated Upper Swan 
to,vnsite is located about 90()m west of the ,vestem boundary of Lot 10. 

The proponents recognise the potential for dust pollution from the quarry sites, particularly as 
much of the activity would occur in the drier summer months. Easterly and north-easterly 
winds, which would tend to transport dust in the direction of the Upper Swan townsitc, are 
quite strong and frequent during this time. When the clay is dry, dust pollution could occur 
from worked surfaces within the pits, unsealed access tracks, and stockpiles of clay, 
overburden and topsoil. 

However, previous clay excavation experience by the proponents in the area indicates that a 
dust is unlikely to be a problem, due to various factors including: 

• when freshly dug, the clay retains some moisture and is therefore not mobile, tending to 
stick together; 

• most of the proposed excavations are accessed directly off sealed roads, and would not 
require long service roads; 

• major sources of dust are easily controlled using a watering truck; 

• stockpiles of overburden and topsoii tend to be self-sealing once exposed to rain, 
although hydro-mulching is a viable option; 
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• the sequential rehabilitation programme, which minimises the area left open at any one 
time, and is generaliy a standard condition on excavation licences issued by the Shire of 
Swan. 

In their response to submissions, Metro Brick indicate that it is their intention to operate the clay 
quarry within noise and dust limits which can be tolerated by the local community with minimal 
inconvenience, and to preclude adverse effects to through traffic on Great Northern Highway. 
In the company's experience on Part Lot 36, there is not a dust problem with temporary 
overbmden stockpiles and longer term clay stockpiles on the excavation site. To the company's 
knowledge, there have been no nuisance effects reported, and there have been no complaints to 
Metro brick in respect to noise or dust emissions. The most likely source of dust emissions is 
from working areas and the access track when traversed by trucks, which is simply controlled 
by watering. The company have stated that a watering truck would be present for all campaigns 
from their site, and for any trucking campaigns which occurred during the drier months of the 
year. 

The flat terrain, coupled with the extensive clearing of vegetation in the past, means that the 
proposed clay excavations would be visible to local residents and traffic passing along Great 
Northern Highway. The proponents point out that the flat terrain is advantageous to some 
extent, in that the pit faces would be generally excluded from view because they would be 
below ground level. However the proponents recognise the potential of the excavations to 
impair visual quality to the area in the short to medium term, and that there is a need to 
incorporate some landscape planning during the operational life of the the quarries, in addition 
to the final rehabilitation plan. Principal techniques that could be used to minimise adverse 
visual effects include: 

• strategic placement of temporary overburden stockpiles to screen the site from major 
viewsheds of concern; 

~ ensuring that stockpiles are smoothly contoured instead of a nun1ber of different sized 
heaps; 

• planting vegetation screens at the site boundaries in areas where visual impact is 
required to be softened. 

Metro Brick propose tree planting around the stockpile area and along the highway in the next 
planting season (1992), which would be regulariy monitored and supplemented as required. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that noise, dust and visual impacts from 
Metro Brick's proposed clay operation on Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36 are likely to be 
manageable to the extent that they do not cause an unacceptable impact on the environment. In 
order that these impacts are monitored and managed correctly, the Authority believes the 
proponent should prepare, implen1ent and regularly review noise, dust and visual in1pact 
management plans as part of the Environmental Management Programme, in consultation with 
the Shire of Swan and to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority (see 
Recommendation 4 ). The Plans should document the company's procedure for handling 
complaints, including the person responsible within the company for receiving and recording 
the complaints, for following them up and, if appropriate, for rectifying the cause of the 
complaint. 

6. 9 Public safety and management of mosquito breeding 

Some of the clay pits would be in close proxirr1ity to residences; particularly the Upper Swan 
townsite, and could be left open with deep expanses of water prior to final rehabilitation. The 
pits could become a source of mosquito nuisance or disease to the public, and may represent a 
danger to young children in the area. 
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in response to these issues, the Metro Brick indicate that they have had discussions with the 
health surveyor from the Shire of Swan. To preclude mosquito breeding, it has been 
recommended to the company that they maintain relatively sharp edges in the rehabilitated pits 
and that the sides are free of vegetation, to minimise the area of sheltered water that the 
mosquitos breed in. The proponent suggests that the lake could be stocked with fish, to predate 
on the mosquito larvae, as is the case at the Ballajura Lakes Estate. 

The company has stated that public access is presently restricted by boundary fences in good 
condition and a lockable gate off Great Northern Highway. A warning fence (eg fluorescent 
ribbon) would be placed around the sides of steep parts of the excavation. The company 
considers that their site would probably be of less risk to the children of the Upper Swan 
townsite than the other clay pits , due to the separation of distance and the highway. Metro 
Brick is prepared to consider the provision of materials and/or machine time (on a one-third 
basis with Midland Brick and Prestige Brick) for recreational areas provided by the Council, if 
this was considered of value in keeping children away from the site. 

The Environmental Protection Authority is concerned that the subsequent lake development 
does not create a public nuisance, and considers that the proponent should liaise with the Shire 
of Swan and the Department of Conservation and Land Management to ensure that these issues 
are addressed in the Environmental Management Programme. 

6 .10 Aboriginal sites 

Through a literature search the proponent identified an Aboriginal site of archaeological 
significance which is located about 2 kilometres away, on the north side of the Swan River and 
near the Great northern Highway bridge. However a register search at the Department of 
Aboriginal Sites of the Western Australian Museum has shown there are no recorded sites for 
the proposed quarry area. 

The Department of Aboriginal Sites has advised the Authority that the Swan Valley area is 
known to have sites of major Aboriginal significance, in both archaeological and ethnographic 
terms. The Department of i\.boriginal Sites has suggested that a surv'ey of such sites should be 
carried out prior to approval, and it may also be desirable to carry out some monitoring of 
subsurface material during excavation. 

The Authority suggests that the proponent discuss with the Department of Aboriginal Sites of 
the West Australian Museum appropriate ways of complying with the provisions of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972-80. 

8. Co11clusioi1s ai1d reco:n1i11ei1datioi1s 
The Environmental Protection Authority recognises the very rare status of the 
short necked tortoise, and the requirement to protect its habitat. Accordingly, 
the Authority has set a very high onus of proof on this and other nearby 
quarrying proposals, to demonstrate that there will be no adverse impacts on 
the tortoises and their habitat. It is only after detailed study that the Authority 
considers that the proposal ,vcnI!d not have any adverse impacts and therefore 
could proceed 
Based on its assessment of the proposal and additional information provided by the proponent 
in response to questions raised as a result of the assessment process, the Authority makes the 
following conclusions and recommendations: 
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Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that the proposal by Metro 
Brick to quarry clay on Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36, as outlined in the 
Consultative Environmental Review and subsequently modified during the 
process of interaction between the proponent, the Environmental Protection 
Authority, and government agencies, and those members of the public who 
were consulted, is environmentally accepta hie. 

In reaching this conclusion, the Authority identified the main issues requiring 
detailed consideration as: 

• protection of the habitat of the endangered Western Swamp Tortoise, 
Pseudemydura umbrina, at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve; 

• management of drainage waters; 

• protection of groundwater resources; 

• rehabiiiiation of the quarried area; 

• noise, dust, and visual impacts from the quarrying operations; 

• public safety and management of mosquito breeding. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that these and other issues, 
such as planning considerations, have been addressed and are manageable, 
either by changes to the proposal by the proponent during assessment, the 
environmental management commitments given by the proponent, or by the 
Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed, subject to the proponent's commitments (Appendix 1) 
and the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 
Any approval for the proposal should be for a maximum of 10 years from the 
time of cO":nmcnccmcnt. Subsequent applications will be reviewed in the light 
of the proponent's environmental performance at the site. 

Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities and in consultation with the Department of Conservation 
and Land .Management, the Main Roads Department, the Swan River Trust and 
the Shire of Swan, Metro Brick should prepare a drainage management plan as 
part of an Environmental Management Programme to the satisfaction of the 
Minister for the Environment. This plan should enable the proponent to: 

• monitor drainage to detect, report on, and manage any drainage impacts 
on the habitat of the short necked tortoise at Ellen B,ook Nature 
Reserve; 

• remedy any unacceptable drainage impacts on the tortoise habitat by this 
proposal; 

• detain all drainage waters on site in the first 3 years of operation, so that 
they do not enter the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve nor 
create an unacceptable impact elsewhere; 

• divert. all drainage waters from the eastern side the Great Northern 
Highway from entering the tortoise habitat area at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve within two years of approval of the proposal, and in so doing, 
ensure it docs not create an unacceptable impact eisewhere. 

The drainage management plan should be implemented and periodically 
reviewed to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 
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Recommendation 3 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that there be no quarrying 
within 100 metres of the boundaries of the Wild Life Sanctuary at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve and any additions thereto, until further investigations are able 
to conclusively demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority that no adverse effect could occur to the tortoise habitat. 

Recommendation 4 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities, Metro Brick should prepare an Environmental Management 
Programme to the satisfaction of the Minister for the Environment. This 
programme should enable the proponent to detect, report on, and manage any 
impacts, and remedy any unacceptable impacts on the environment by this 
proposal, and should be implemented and periodically reviewed to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. Details to be prepared 
as part of the Environmental Management Programme should include; but not 
necessarily be limited to: 

• a staged quarrying strategy; 

• drainage management; 

• groundwater protection; 

• progressive rehabilitation of the site; 

• procedures to minimise noise, dust and visual impacts associated with 
the quarrying and transportation operations; 

• public safety and mosquito breeding; and 

• periodic reporting of monitoring results and consequential changes to 
environmental management. 

The timing of the preparation and review of the Environmental Management 
Programme should be to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority. 

Recommendation 5 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that Metro Brick, in 
consultation with the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the 
Department of Planning and Urban Development, the Shire of Swan, and other 
current and known proposed clay producers in the area, should contribute to 
the preparation of a regional development, drainage and rehabilitation strategy 
for the Upper Swan Locality, within 2 years of approvai of this proposai and 
to the satisfaction of the Enyironmcntal Protection Authority. 

The Authority considers that any approval for the proposal based on this assessment should be 
limited to five years. Accordingly, if the proposal has not been substantially commenced within 
five years of the date of this report, then such approval should lapse. After that time, further 
consideration of the proposal should occur only following a new referral to the Authority. 

The Authority notes that during the detailed implementation of proposals, it is often necessary 
to make minor and non-substantial changes to the designs and specification which have been 
examined as part of the Authority's assessment. The Authority considers that subsequent 
statutory approvals for this proposal could make provision for such changes, where it can be 
shov1n that the changes are not likely tn have a significant effect on the environment. 
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Figure 1. Location of proposal in relation to short necked tortoise habitat at 
Ellen Brook Nature Reserve and other current and proposed clay excavations. 
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Figure 4. Proposed changes to Ellen Brook Nature Reserve drainage 
patterns on east side of Great Northern Highway, to be modified by Metro 
Brick within 2 years of approval 
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Appendix 1 

Environmental management commitments 
by Metro Brick Pty Ltd 



The proponent hereby commits itself to the overall environmental 
management and rehabilitation philosophy outlined in the Consultative 
Environmental Review and subsequent modifications as outlined in 
Appenclicies 2 and 4 of this report. In specific terms, this means the 
proponent will; 

(i) Consult with Planning Authorities to facilitate the derivation of a 
long ten11 strategic plan for the locality which recognises and 
accepts the interim priority land use of clay extraction. 

(ii) Establish an inter-company liaison mechanism to enable a co
ordinated approach between all three proponents with respect to 
addressing potential cumulative operational effects and overall 
rehabilitation goals. 

(iii) Implement the management techniques described in both Sections 
5 and 6 to ensure that adverse effects are not experienced in 
relation to: 

potential visual intrusion for residents at Upper Swan and 
through-traffic on Great Northern Highway; 

potential noise and dust disturbance of the residents at 
Upper Swan, particularly near the road junction of Apple 
Street and Almeria Parade; 

potential erosion of working areas and stockpiles and 
consequent silt transport to local drainage; 

de watering of accumulated rainfall and (perhaps) 
groundwater seepage from the working area of the pit 
which may be necessary to allow excavation to proceed. 

(iv) Implement routine surveillance of the quarries at regular intervals 
throughout the year to assess the critical paTan1eters identified in 
the monitoring program. 

(v) Comply with excavation licence conditions negotiated with the 
Shire of Swan and in consultation with the Environmental 
Protection .,ii.._uthority. 

(vi) Introduce sequential rehabilitation of previously worked area ass 
soon as practicable in accordance with the rehabilitation objectives 
developed in consultation with Planning Authorities and the 
landowner (ie. in respect of leasehold arrangements). 

(vii) Contain turbid water within its excavations and immediate 
surroundings thus ensuring it does not flow on to the tortoise 
habitat. 

(viii) Not quarry within a hundred metres of the nature reserve 
boundary, until funher investigadons are able to conclusively 
demonstrate that no adverse effect could occur. 



(ix) Prepare an Environmental Monitoring and Management 
Programme to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority prior to commencement of operations at the site. 

(x) Verify that no adverse effects experienced on the Short Necked 
Tortoise habitat are experienced, by appropriate staging and 
monitoring of excavations on lots 10 and 11. 



Appendix 2 

Proponent's response to issues raised in public submissions 
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METRO BRICK PTY LTD 

LOTS 10/11 GREAT NORTHERN HIGHWAY 

Responses to Questions and Comments in Relation to Proposed Clay Excavations near Ellen 

Brook Nature Reserve (EBNR). 

Preamble 

The following responses have been prepared in order to meet the requirements of the formal 

assessment process for the proposed clay excavation at Upper Swan. The company is 

confident that the principal issues have been satisfactorily addressed to enable on-going 

assessment of this proposal. 

Noise, Dust, Visual and Safety Issues 

QL What are the numbers of residences and people living in residences 

(approximatefy) within: 

( i) 1 oo metres 

(ii) 500 metres 

(iii) 1000 metres 

The following information has been interpreted from aerial photography (scale 1 :20,000; date 

= 4.1.91). 

(i) 100 metres - no houses. 

(ii) 500 metres - 2 houses. 

(iii) 1000 metres - 78 houses. 
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Note that this is a worst-case scenario especially for the initial years of excavation br-,._.-eause the 

estimates are derived by measuring from the boundaries of the site, whereas there is a 

substantial buffer zone available within the site. For example, most of the houses occur to the 

south'-west and, given that excavation will commence approximately 600 metres inside the 

south-west corner of the site, the number of houses within 1000 metres would then be 

reduced to less than 20. 

Q 2. What noise and dust limits will the proponents be operating to - refer to page 45 

1n the CEA. Win monitoring be done to ensure operations are within these iimits? 

How many trucks per hour are likely to operate from the quarries each hour? 

What are the dominant wind directions and velocities for the area during the 

proposed times of mining? How i!'; this likely to affect nearby residences or major 

traffic routes, with respect to noise and dust impacts?-P46. 

(i) Noise and Dust Limits 

This clay quarry proposal essentially represents a continuation of the excavation activity which 

has occurred on the adjoining Pt. Lot 36 for the last four years. It is proposed to commence 

excavation on Lot 10, only a short distance from the north-western corner of Pt. Lot 36. To 

the company's knowledge, no nuisance effects have been reported and there have definitely 

been no complaints to Metro Brick in respect of noise and dust emissions. (111is also applies 

to Bristile Ltd., a company closely associated with Metro Brick, which has operated a clay 

quarry on adjoining land for the last 15 years or so). ~ 

fr is the intention of Metro Brick to operate the clay quarry within noise and dust limits which 

can be tolerated by the local community with minimal inconvenience, and to preclude adverse 

effects to through-traffic on Great Northern Highway. With at least 20 years supply of clay 

available on Lots 10 and 11, it is obviously in the company's best interests to operate in a 

manner which is unoblrusive to neighbouring residents. 

In the company's experience, there is not a dust problem from the temporary overburden 

stocl--piles and longer term clay stockpile which is maintained on Pt Lot 36. The main source 

of dust emissions is from the work areas and access track when traversed by trucks, which is 

simply controlled by watering. A watering truck will be present for all campaigns from this 

site and for the trucking campaigns which occur during the drier months of the year. 
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The potential for dust nuisance is also mitigated by the substantial buffer zone that is available 

between the quarry site and the nearest cluster of residences. 

For the same reason, noise emissions are not an issue at this site. 

(ii) Truck Movements 

Truck movements at this site are less intensive in comparison to pits operated by other 

companies in the vicinity; but occur throughout the year. This is because the storage capacity 

at the Malaga plant is limited to 1,000 tonnes, under the terms of its original operating licence. 

Therefore, truck movements are anticipated to be between 2-5/hour for approximately 4 days 

every 6 weeks. The number of campaigns during the year is ultimately linked to 

economic/market factors. 

(iii) Wind Data 

Wind frequency analyses (speed and direction) have been obtained from the Bureau of 

Meteorology for wind data recorded at the nearby Department of Agriculture's Upper Swan 

Research Station. These monthly analyses were first produced for this station in April 199i. 

Summary statistics for the drier months of the year are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

North-easteriy winds are noted as the main winds of concern with respect to potentiai dust 

impacts on the nearest residential area within the Upp-er Swan townsite. Consideration of the 

data in Tables 1 ai1d 2 reveals ti1at 

From the perspective of wind direction analysis, May is the worst month because the 

prevailing morning wind is north-easterly, although the wind speeds at this time of 

the year are generally lighter. 

• From the perspective of wind speed analysis, the period December to March has a 

relatively higher frequency of stronger north-easterly winds, but only in the morning. 
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Tabie l 

Analysis of North-Easteriy Winds During Potential Excavation Season 

North-Easterlies Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apt May 

Morning winds % Occu1rence 13 13 14 15 15 19 17 30 

(0900 hrs) Wind Strength: 

% moderate 11-20km/hr 32 32 43 32 32 38 35 27 

% Strong, >20km/hr 8 16 21 32 26 22 12 10 

Afternoon Winds 0/0 Occurr-eoce 4 2 3 4 4 s s rn 

(1500 hrs) Wind Strength: 

% moderate, 11-20km/hr 29 50 33 25 25 23 20 29 

% Strong, >20km/hr 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 
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Table 2 

Prevailing \Vind Directions 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

E,NE E,SW E,SW E E, NE E,Calm NE 

SW SW SW SW SW SW SW SW,W 

Prevailing wind (or winds) defined as% occurrence equal to 30¾ or more. Where two wind 

directions are given, each component wind has less than 30% occurrence, but are the two 

most frequent wind directions, 

Table 3 

Analysis of Easterly Winds During Potential Excavation Season 

....... .. . ,-,c,..---v< . . ~,-

Easter! ies Oct 
d 
Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

-- ····---· 

Morning Winds '1o Occurrence 20 21 26 28 38 ?9 20 12 

(0900 hrs) Wind Strength: 

% Moderate, 11-20km/hr 36 30 34 39 32 ?4 30 24 

°I<, Strong, >20km/hr 41 44 38 39 45 52 45 40 

Afternoon Winds ¾ Occurrence 10 10 9 12 13 78 15 i.2 
' 

(1500 hrs) Wind Strength: 

% Moderate, 11 ?Okm/hr 30 32 36 33 33 39 27 25 

% Strong, >20km/hr 20 21 12 17 28 22 20 17 
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• December and April may be considered as the optimum months (October and 

November are also favourable but it is unlikely that access would be possible due to 

wet soil conditions). Obviously, soi-I moisture content would be higher early in the 

excavation season, with a consequent reduced dust generation risk. 

From Table 3 it is clear that the period December to March is characterised by relatively 

fre1-1uent and strong easterly winds in the mornings and, in February and March, these winds 

a.re also more common in the afternoons. However, the residential density due west of the site 

is extremely low. 

As a result of the above analysis, Metro Brick undertakes to excavate and stockpile its annual 

clay requirement as soon as access to the site is possible, following the winter rainfall period. 

This is when winds are most favourable and when soil moisture contents a.re relatively high, 

therefore minimising the potential for dust generation. 'Ille more frequent trucking campaigns 

will be strictly managed by access track watering during the higher risk periods of January to 

March. 

(iv) Conclusion 

Whilst north~easterly winds are recognised as the most unfavourable in terms of potential dust 

effects on the Upper Swan townsite, it is emphasized that these winds do not occur 

frequently. They occur for 13-19% of the time in the mornings (November to April) and for 

2-5% of the time in the afternoons. 

In addW.on, trucking camp:: r gns which i:.re the main source of potential dust nuisance, occur 

for only about 10% of the time. 

03. With the removal of overburden, have the proponents considered the use of 

alternative (quieter) machlrrnry to bultdozers e.g. scrapers, in an effort to reduce 

noise levels? -P42. 

Whilst the company has used scrapers at Pt. 1..-0t 36, it was found that the overburden was too 

hard to preclude the use of dozers in conjunction with the scrapers, for supplementary ripping 

or power assistance. 
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Given that noise is not an issue at this site, the use of dozers is not constrained by the potential 

for off-site disturbance. 

04" What are the transport routes and access points for each site? Have the 

proponents considered the potential noise and dust impacts on residents in their 

selection? 

The access point and transp011 route are shown on Figure L The on-site access is an all-

weather limestone road to enable collection and transfer of clay to Malaga during winter. The 

objective in selection of the road alignment was to avoid the use of the Coondaree Parade road 

reserve so that public access could be controlled. The road does not pass residential areas. 

05, Mining and trucking activities should be restricted to something less than 

daylight hours. Are the proponents prepared to commit to specific operating 

days and hours, to allay any concerns of affected residents?-P42 & 53. Could 

the life of each pit be reduced by excavating for longer periods of time? 

Metro Brick will restrict operating times to the hours of 6.30am to 5.30pm, Monday to 

friday, 

The life of tl1e pit is dictated by demand for bricks and therefore to reduce the lifetime it would 

be necessary to create larger stockpiles. This could result in an aesthetics problem so the 

intention is to stockpile only 9-12 months supply of clay at the site at any particular time. 

· ,.:;, Most ci Hrn c!;,y ;. its are Viithio rn:.osonable proximity to residences and are likely 

to be left open for a considerable period of time, prior to final rehabilitation. Are 

the pits likely to be a breeding ground for mosquitos and any other public health 

nuisance? If so, how are these impacts to be managed? The presence of large 

expanses of water could also attract younger members of the population, What 

measures de the proponents "intend carrying out to exciude and discourage 

children and other members of the public from using the area? Are the 

proponents prepared to assist the local community in providing alternative 

recreation areas (e.g. parks) for children away from the site? 
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Discussions have been held with a health surveyor from the Shire of Swan in relation to the 

mosquito issue. There is potential for open water areas to be a breeding ground for mosquitos 

wherever there is sufficient shelter to preventwind--induced turbulence of the water's surface. 

To preclude mosquito breeding activity, the Shire's health surveyor recommends that the pits 

are maintained with relatively sharp edges (i_e_ no shallow water areas where small pools may 

form as water levels decline in summer) and the sides are maintained clear of vegetation which 

would otherwise provide sheltered water. This will be readily accomplished in the clay pit 

during its operati_onal life. 

Ultimately, if a lake is formed during the rehabilitation programme, attention will be devoted 

to contowing of the sides to minimise mosquito breeding risk. The lake could also be stocked 

with fish, as is the case at Ballajura Lakes Estate, to predate on mosquito larvae_ 

Public access is presently restricted by boundary fences which are in good condition and by a 

lockable gate at the entrance to the limestone access road. The area wi.H be signposted with 

"danger - open pit" signs. Fluorescent ribbon or a supplementary wa.i.t1ing fence would be 

placed around the open pit in areas where the sides were left relatively steep, particularly in 

future yea.rs as excavations are conducted nearer to Great Northern Highway. (However, 

given that children are the main concern, it is considered that children residing in the Upper 

Swan townsite would tend to remain or be restrained by parents to the other side of the 

highway, due to the greater risk of injury in crossing Great Northern Highway). 

Metro Brick is prepared to consider provision of assistance with the cost of materiali; aI1d/or 

machine time (on a one-third basis with Midland Brick and Prestige Brick) for recreational 

areas provided by Council if this was considered of value in keeping children away from the 

site, 
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Short-Necked Tortoise Habitat Generally 

Q 7. only 20 to 30 short-necked tortoises. exist in the EBN A. The Zoo considers that 

· this number is critically low for the survival of the population. It is understood 

that only minor environmental disturbances have caused the virtual loss of the 

whole tortoise population at the Twin Swamps Reserve, estimated in the mid-

1960's to be over 100. There is insufficient evidence in the CER to conclusively 

show that the proposed operations will have no impact on the last surviving short 

necked tortoises (see conflicting statements on P30, 38, 39). 

Whilst it would appear that on the balance of probabilities there is negligible risk to the tortoise 

swamp habitat frorn ihe proposed clay excavations, it is accepted that there is insufficient 

evidence to remove all uncertainty especially in close proximity to the nature reserve. The 

principal element of uncertainty rests with the shallow, perched groundwater regime and the 

degree of hydraulic connection between surface water in 'depressions' within the tortoise 

habitat area and any sub-surface water that may be present. In this regard, the extent of lateral 

continuity of the shallow groundwater needs to be clarified prior to excavating near to the 

reserve. 

Q 8. I-, major probiem with the CER is that discusslon of the habitat of the tortoise is 

confined to the swamp (a restricted clay pan area) which covers only about 30% 

of the lmporta nt habitat area of the short necked tortoise. i 3% of a !I tortoises 

found between 1988 and 1990 were outside the swamp and in or south of the 

The conclusions drawn in clie CER relate mainly to the clay pan swamp because the 

hydrological data collected indicates strongly that this area is isolated from external 

hydrological influences other than direct rainfall. It was understood at the time that this clay 

pan was the principal habitat which required protection. 

Given the fact that tortoises exist outside of this clay pan (data which we have only recently 

been made aware) and that the nature reserve is presently being expanded to encompass 

additional fond to the south and west, then it is accepted that there may still be a risk. albeit 

slight, of hydrological effects between future, potential excavation sites and the nearest habitat 
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area. Metro is committed to verifying that no adverse effects are experienced, by appropriate 

staging and monitoring of excavations on Lots 10 and 11. This is why the initial excavation is 

proposed near to previous excavations on Pt, Lot 36, i.e. as far as possible from the nature 

.reserve and in a11 area where monitoring has shown no adverse hydrological effect-; from clay 

quarrymg. 

Qg. An exiension to the existing (fenced-off) reserve may be required to help 

increase the numbers of short necked tortoises. Earthworks to close and divert 

the existing drain to an area outside the reserve is essential to improving and 

protecting the quality of water in the habitat area. Recontouring of some areas 

within the existing or extended reserve may be required, To what degree and how 

might the proponents be prepared io assist CALM in this regard? 

Metro Brick is agreeable to assisting with machinery time for potential earthworks that may be 

required for recontouring or drainage works. The timing of assistance would preferably need 

to fit in with the company's seasonal working arrangements, subject to further liaison and 

negotiation. 

010 .. Is the lot 6, tdmer!a Parade deposit part of the Viiginal habitat occupied by the 

short necked tortoise? What ls the potential for excavation of this site to impact 

on the habitat of the tortoise? 

Question not relevant to Metro Brick. 

rortoic;es; Iles east of ihe swamp. What is the basis for this delineation? Why is 

this are not favoured as a logical extension of the habitat for the short necked 

tortoise as opposed to land south and west of the current fenced off area? 

In Figure 8 of the CER, the basis for delineation of the 'original' swamp habitat is essentially 

arbitrary, in that it stems from the present natural hydrological boundaries of the residual clay 

Th 1 • L -' -" ' ., h •. h • - - • . d pan are:L " _c remnant ciay pan 1s uounueu to tne non:n uy s11g1itl)t clcvatcct land on tl1e e ge 

of Ellen Brook and to the west/south-west by a natural drainage channel. Therefore, it was 

considered logical to assume that this habitat area originally extended to the east and south, on 

low-lying terr:l~n where surface pondir1g still occurs today. 
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The probability that additional tortoise habitat originally existed on. land further to the south 

and south-west of the nature reserve is also acknowledged and indeed, much of the land 

encompassed by the 20 metre topographical contour on Figure 8 could have supported suitable 

habitatfonhe short-necked tortoise. Ifis low-lying arid would have been poorly drained prior 

to establishment of the existing drainage system The original vegetation would have 

prevented rapid loss of surface water to Ellen Brook, thus maintaining pools of water in the 

spring months which is an important time for the tortoises. 

It is assumed that land to the cast of the nature reseive is not favoured by CALM as an 

extension of the habitat because of the position of Great Northern Highway. Land to the 

south and west, which is presently being targete.d for inclusion within the nature reserve, has 

the advantages of: 

some native vegetation is still present in these areas, and 

• there are no physical barriers (outside CALM's control) to inclusion of these areas 

within the nature reserve. 

Metro Brick's land is not being considered by CALM for future tortoise habitat The site has 

no remnant native vegetation and tJ1e surface soils have been substantially disturbed as a result 

of past agriculturaJ practises. 

Surface ½'ater Impacts on Tortoise Habitat 

Q 1 2. Since the tortoise is well known to habitat the drain and area to the south of the 

swamp, any deterioration in water quality of the habitat could potentially lead to 

the extinction of the sub-population which inhabits the area. What steps can the 

proponents take to ensure that discharged pit water and run-off water f;om the . 
clay excavations does not enter the habitat of the tortoise?-P47. 

Refer to answer for Question 13 below. 

BOWMAN B!SHAW GORHAM 
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013. What options are there for diversion of the drainage channel away from EBNR, if 

it is necessary to close it off to ensure the survival of the short-necked 

tortoise? Could the proponents assist in this regard?-Fig.6. 

Apparently, CALM are now keen to have the drainage channel through the nature reserve 

diverted away from the EBNR. There are basically two options available for consideration: 

• Diversion of the drain through private property on the southern and western sides of 

the nature reserve; 

Diversion of the drain along the eastern side of Great Northern Highway to discharge 

into Ellen Brook, around the north-eastern corner of the tortoise habitat 

The latter option appears to be the most economic and practical of the alternatives on the basis 

of distances involved and engineering and logistical constraints. The cooperation of the Main 

Roads Department would be required with respect to such aspects as utilisation of the road 

reserve for drainage purposes and design/installation of appropriate culverts underneath Great 

Northern Highway etc. 

In the event thai drainage from Lot 10, where clay excavation is initially proposed, is required 

to be diverted away from the nature reserve, then Metro Brick has two options: 

(i) capture all runoff from disturbed areas and divert it to the south, into the catchment 

\Vhich drains to the Swar1 PJ.ver, or 

(ii; block the culvert which leads under Great No.rthem Highway (and discharges into the 

nature reserve), then to enhance the drain along the eastern side of Great Northern 

Highway to encourage flow in a northerly direction, as mentioned above. This 

would not involve any disruption to traffic throughflow on Great Northern Highway 

as it would not be necessary to rc':.construct the culvert 

Metro Brick is prepared to contribute to the necessary drainage line enhancement At present 

there is additional runoff that is diverted onto Lot IO from Pt. Lot 36 ('clean' runoff from the 
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Darling Scarp which is diverted away from the clay workings), therefore increasing flow 

volumes in the Great Northern Highway drain. Once the Pt Lot 36 operation has ceased, this 

excess drainage can be returned to its natural flow pattern, some of which flows to the south. 

Q 14. Does WAWA still consider Ellen Brook as a potential source of domestic water? 

If so, where is it likely to be dammed? Would damming upstream affect the 

tortoise habitat?-P23. 

The Water Authority still considers Ellen Brook as a potential source of domestic water 

(Mauger, G.: Planning Future Sources for Perth's Water Supply· 1989 Revision). It is a 

currently preferred option, although further investigation is required. The most likely 

impiementation date is post 2012. 

A preliminary dam site, as indicated in the above planning document, is located near to the 

confluence of Ellen Brook and the Swan River. It would only be a pipehead dam and the 

constraints of nearby residential land suggests that the dam height would need to be relatively 

low. (Pipehead dams are designed to inject water directly into the reticulation system, with or 

without treatment and therefore only function during the winter months. They are not water 

storages for the summer pericxi). 

TI1e Water Authority would need to demonstrate that the proposal would not affect the tortoise 

habitat. 

Q 1 5. What data has been used to show the presence and depths of perched water 

tables and groundwater table levels?-P26. Does the perched groundwater sit on 

the plastic clay zone to be mined? If it does, won't the mining of clay cause 

these perched groundwater po'tkets or :enses to drain into the excavation? If 

such a scenario is possible and happens, wouldn't this affect the water levels in 

the current and future tortoise habitat areas? 
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Groundwater data has been collected from numerous monitor bores installed during a number 

of studies con<lncted in the area since November 1986 (refer to Table 1 in the CER), Prior to 

about mid-1989, investigations at each of the proposed excavation sites were conducted in 

isolation and monitoring has not been conducted on a continuous basis at each site. Monitor 

bores (simple tube piezometers) were installed and generally only monitored for one season to 

establish the principal groundwater characteristics such as relative depths of the marn 

groundwater table, perched groundwater and the target clay layer. 

The only long term recorcl<; available are from two \\Tater Authority monitor bores near to Ellen 

Brook, in the vicinity of Lexia A venue. (See Figure 2 for approximate locations). Up-dated 

hydro graphs have recently been obtained from the Water Authority (Figures 3 and 4). 

Figure 3 (Bore A) shows that the permanent water table is at about 12 metres AHD in the 

vicinity of Lexia A venue and has fluctuated within a 1.0 metre range during the eight year 

period 1979 to 1987. Seasonal fluctuations as little as 0.4m have been recorded. Well EE9 

(Figure 4) exhibits iarger fluctuations in water levei which probably reflects its proxirruty to 

Ellen Brook and interaction with winter flood levels in the watercourse. 

Four monitor bores were installed at Pt. Lot 36 in May 1988, at the locations shown on Figure 
__ , ~ " ~~ • • ~ ,. 'II "i 'I ' -,, ~ • _1 • ., 1 ". 

), ln actd1t1on to lncasuru1g water tao1e 1eve1s., oosen'at1ons \Vere conuucrea \V1u11n r.r1e c1ay p11 

to detem1ine whether or not groundwater inflow occurred. 

Monitoring was conducted at about monthly intervals during the period June 1988 to May 

1989; inclusive Warer lF:vF:lS re-.conie<l in each of the bores are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4 

""-Aon;fnr llnrneo Dnci ■■ lf C' ... Pt I ,-.f -:tr. 
~1'..1..VIII LV.1 J.-~VI. 'I,..-~ J-'\r.'-.,.-i.JIUll...:J - A Lo A-IV'I.- ._JV 

,., .. ,.,,.,., .. ,,., .. ,.,, .. .. .... 

Water Levels (metres, AHO) 

Date Bore l Bore 2 Bore 3 Bore 4 

22 June 1988 11.19 17.05 12.11 14.90 

1 July 11.26 17.43 12.19 16.53 

lAugust 11.37 17.59 12.30 16.25 

22 August 11.41 17.84 12.40 16.95 

19 September 11.57 18.01 12.63 18.24 

17 October 11.66 18.38 12.76 18.41 

21 November 11.69 17.78 12.81 18.30 

19 December 11.65 17.52 12.75 17.36 

18 January 1989 11.57 17.39 12.70 16.05 

22 February 11.47 17.22 12.60 13.30 

20 March 11.37 17.06 12.48 12.56 

,1 11.11' "" 11.23 16.78 ,,, ');i 1 1 '7/:.. 
I ..i..•.A.IU.J .I..L#'.~""T J. .l, I U 

Total Variation 0.5m 1.5m O.?m 6.65m 

Ground Level 20.46 23.48 24.95 20.82 

Bore numbers two and four exhibit large fluctuations in water levels at shallow depth, which 

is typical of the perched groundwater lenses that arc known to occur in the area. Bore two, 

located in the north-eastern sector, recorded a water level variation of 1.6 metres and at its 

maximum ievel, water was 5.1 metres below surface. Bore four, located in the south-western 

sector, recorded a much larger water level variation (6.6 metres) and at the maximum level, 

was only 2.4 metres below surface. 
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The latter bore is located in an area of the site which is regularly flooded due to poor drainage. 

111e extremely large fluctuations in water level suggests that either the bore is situated in a zone 

of "delayed" recharge to the underlying true aquifer, or some leakage was occurring down the 

side of the casing from the surface. \Vhilst the casing was sealed with both bentonite and 

cement plugs, this bore was inundated for long periods following rainfall and the possibility 

of leakage occurring has not been discounted. 

However, it is reasonable to assume that both of these bores indicate the development of 

perched groundwater during winter. The important result with respect to potential 

environmental effects is that no shallow seepage occurred within the clay pit Thus, despite 

the fact that perched groundwater was recorded between 2.4 and 5.1 metres below surface and 

the clay pit was just over 7 metres deep, no seepage \Vas recorded .. Bore two is approximately 

230 metres from the excavation, whilst bore four is only about 140 metres distant. 

Obviously, these perched groundwater lenses are discontinuous and highly iocalised. 

Deco Groundwater 

Bore numbers one and three monitored the main Guildford Fom1ation aquifer. The results 

indicate a relatively small variation in water levels of 0.5 and 0.7 metres (fable 4). Maximum 

water table heights were recorded in November and were 12.81 metres (AHD) on the eastern 

side of the quarry and 11.69 metres (AHD) on the western side . 

. 
The clay pit did not exceed about nine metres in depth and, by interpolation of topographic 

contours and recorde..d water levels, the base of the pit was always above the water table. 

(11i) Conclusion 

The perched groundwater occurs above the plastic clay layer to be mined, but is not 

necessarily perched on the clay layer. That is, the full thickness of overburden sediments is 

not necessarily a 'continuous' aquifer. There is considered to be a high degree of variabilit'j in 

the hydraulic conductivity of the shallow sediments as they are known to vary from almost 

'pure' sand to strong sandy clays and gravelly clays. In addition, the experience of the clay 

extraction industry in the Swan Valley is that there is a high degree of lateral variability in the 

characteristics of both the overburden and the clay. The clay itself is not continuous therefore 

it is highly unlikely that perched groundwater occurs other than in small 'pockets'. 
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If, in the process of clay mining, the excavation intersects a shallow zone of water-bearing 

sediments, then it is acknowledged that water would most likely drain into the excavation. 

However, this would only affect water levels in the cuffent and future tortoise habitat areas if 

the following circumstances apply: 

... that surface water levels in the tortoise habitat areas are maintained or augmented by 

the presence of shallo\:v groundv/ater (rainfall could be tJ-1e sole source of ponded 

water); 

• that the shallow groundwater is continuous from the habitat areas to the clay 

excavation site. 

Experience with existing clay pits in the locality strongly suggests that large 'bodies' of 

perched groundwater are very much the exception. This is supported by the monitor bore 

data. 

Q 1 6. Land east and south of the EBNR could be hydrauiica!iy iinked to the tortoise 

habitat area. For example, data presented on P35 and Figure 11 shows a 

potential link between the perched water tables and the current and future 

tortoise habitat areas, and Figure 12 shows the perched groundwater 

higher than the tortoise swamp. Without more conclusive data to show that the 

water levels in the habitat areas are independent of the proposed excavations, 

then any mining east and south of the current and proposed extensions to the 

tortoise habitats should be progressed with groat caution. Are the proponents 

prf,f:Frnd tc.> mak.r, a corr1rn'itment not to mine wlthln a specitled distance horn the 

reserve without further investigations and the approval of EPA? 

It is noted that CALM has suggested an arbitrary distance of 100 metres as a buffer zone for 

the nature reserve. where clay quarrying should not occur unless proven to pose no risk to the 

tortoise habitat. 

Metro Brick will commit to not quarry clay within 100 metres of the nature reserve boundary, 

until further investigations are able to conclusively demonstrate that no adverse effect could 

occur. Furthermore, Metro Brick proposes to commence operations on Lot 10 as far as 
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possible from the reserve, which will initially be at least 600 metres from the south-eastern 

comer of the nature reserve. For the first 10-15 years of operation, excavation activity will be 

restricted to Lot 10 (rhe southern half of the company's iandhoiding). 

017. To assist EPA's assessment of likely impacts on the short necked tortoises' 

habitats, could the proponents provide a cross-section showing the perched and 

permanent water table !evels relative to the wate; levels in the swamp, reserve; 

creeks and drain.-P.28. 

At present, the company has insufficient detailed information on stratigraphic levels and in 

particular, the degree of continuity of the sub-swiace clay iayer, to compile a meaningful 

cross-section between the nature reserve and existing operations on Pt. Lot 36 (and the 

proposed excavation on Lot 10). 

Q18, Mining should stay 1 to 2 metres above the water table and the proponents 

should be prepared to make a commitment to this effect. Groundwater table 

levels need to be established prior ta mining to ensure this doesn't happen" 

Excavations have been conducted to a depth of 9 metres on Pt. Lot 36 without intersecting 

groundwater. Exploratory drilling will be conducted on Lot 10 to define the clay resource 

prior to commencing excavation. At the same time, it will ce possible to establish the depth to 

the permanent water table to plan the excavation. \Vhilst it is not considered essential to only 

excavate clay that is above the water table the company recognises and accepts the philosophy 

of water resource protection and conservation. Therefore, in the unlikely event that the 

,>:c.uvation did reach the water 1· bie or proceed siightly tx:low it, the area would be backfilled 

overburdn1 to maintain aL least 1 metre of cover. 

019_ Detail on the presence and lateral continuity of the perched water table seems 

critical in achieving an understanding of the hydrology of the tortoise habitat 

area.. Is there more data than• that presented in Figure 11 that could assist EPA 

in evaluating these proposals? 
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Data from the groundwater investigations conducted at Metro Brick_'s excavations on Pt. Lot 

36 were submitted to EPA in June 1989, in the name of International Brick and Tile Holdings 

who was the operator at the time. These data are summarised under question 15 above. 

Additional data will be collected during the exploratory drilling phase mentioned previously. 

Q20. Has there been coring of the swamp to substantiate the claim that clayey 

sediments of the swamp represent a strong aquitard?-P39. 

No coring of the swamp has been conducted. 1l1e claim that the clayey sediments represent a 

strong aquitard is based on direct observation of the strong, grey clay in the swamp and the 

faci that it 'holds' water so effectively once rainfall has ceased. Note that the swamp is 

bounded by 'drainage-depressions' on the northern side (Ellen Brook) and to the west, south

west and south (nature reserve drain). If the swamp sediments were not a strong aquitard and 

did allow water to infiltrate into the sub-surface, then \Vater levels would be observed to 

decline more rapidly via: 

• 

021 C 

vertical sub-surface drainage to the underlying deep water table, or 

horizontal sub-surface drainage to the adjacent 'drainage-depressions'. 

What is the source of water for dust suppression and does this affect other 

water users in the area? 

W <>tF"r fnr rl11C't C'nnpr"'"";"" n,;11 be r.bh,;norl h-o•n., p"opor+y r.n,np~ h» •ho ~omp~ny ;n M;d,:il= 
U.L.'--'J... V.JL '1...-.4-U-1.H- .;;up .1v,.:,0.1_v.1..1 VT.J_,LJ, V ~l:"\A...t- ",I, ~ U l. , .. ..i.t.. VYV \.A,.J VJ U \.,, V J, l au l J l .l.!. UV 

::;wan, which has r: dam that has previously supplied water for viticulturai purposes, ln 

addition, 'dams' could be forme<l within Lhe excavation to collect runoff and rainfall to provide 

water for this purpose. (This may impede progressive restoration somewhat, but only to a 

limited degree). 
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Impacts on Other Water Users 

022, The superficial aquifers of the area directly recharge the Leedervi!le Formation, 

which is an important source of wate'r for both private and public water supply. 

What measures will the proponents take (and commit to) to ensure diesel or oil 

spillage does not contaminate the aquifer? 

Only the excavation machinery (dozer and hydraulic excavator) will be refuelled on-site; the 

trucks will be refuelled elsewhere. On-site refuelling will be conducted via provision of a 

temporary above-ground tank, which will only be present during each excavation campaign. 

This is considered to pose negligible risk of a serious diesel spill. 

The tank will be placed in an enclosure of bunded soiL If a substantial spillage occurs, the 

contaminated sediments will be excavated and removed from the site to an approved disposal 

location. The Red Hill tip site or the Shire of Chittering's Muchea tip site would be the most 

secure lc:mdfill sites in the vicinity. 

023. Do the proponents intend to monitor private well levels prior, during and after 

mining the area to gauge and manage the impact of dewatering of the pits? 

No. Dewatering of groundwater from the main aquifer will not be conducte-..<l, 

Rehabiiitation 

Q24. What are the proposed and potential long term uses for the site after 

excavations are complete? Who will be consulted and to whose satisfaction will 

the work be carried out? 

The proposed use of the site after excavation is complete is either rural-residential (low 

density) or agricultural (grazing etc). 

Rehabilitation will be conducted to the satisfaction of the Shire of Swan under the terms of an 

excavation licence. It is expected that DPUD will also be consulted during the requisite 

planning approval stage. 
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Given a swell factor of 35% for over-burden, how quickly does the material settle 

down to a stable surface following rehabilitation of the pit? What restrictions on 

iand use are there after rehabilitatior1,. of the pits? 

Most of the settling occurs in the first two years with respect to suitability for general 

agricultural use. It may take many years (5-10) before the site could be used for building 

upon, although it is believed to offer suitable foundations in the long term. Ilowever, the 

material exhibits excellent compaction characteristics. 

Q26. Midland Brick's proposal on the corner of Apple Street and Great Northern 

Highway is not considered short term (8 years!) and, being close to the highway, 

is exposed to constant observation by the public. The area may require special 

rehabilitation treatment, such as sequ entia I rnhab iii tat ion a fte; exca vatio 11, 

screens of trees and strategically placed overburden stockpiles, to minimise 

visual impacts-P17. 

Question not relevant to Metro Brick. 

027 ~ 

put back (rehabilitated) in the same season to minimise dust and visual 

impacts?-P46. 

In the company's expenence, the temporary overburden stockpiles, as well as the clay 

stockpile, are not subject to wind erosion and 'dusting'. Therefore, hydro-mulching for grass 

cover is not i.ntcndccL 

The company intends to plant native trees along Great Northern Highway and on Pt Lot 36, 

near to the clay stockpile, for screening purposes. Planting would commence in the autumn 

after approval is granted. 

028. EPA would prefer a commitment from proponents to progressively restore the 

pits to a landform 'tJUh an onhanced aesthetic appea!, tc tho satisfaction of EPA. 

Metro Brick is prepared to commit to progressive restoration of the pits (presumably an annual 

re~t,.._.,..,,+;,-,..., ,,.f"for+ ;,, h.,,;ncr ~ugrre~•,,A "" ,,.,..;,.factnru to PPA \ 
J. .:, vi.auv1.1. vi..L J. L ~~ U"v-1.1 E, i:> E, c,~ ~ iJi'4U.;,.L Lv.L .J .. ......, .... ,. 11• 
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Some setback requirements near property boundaries could possibly be 

eliminated in a regional rehabilitation scheme, to allow efficient utilisation of the 

clay resource and rehabilitation to wetlands-PSS. What pro-active work have the 

proponents carried out to introduce a regional rehabilitation strategy for the 

areas being mined in the Upper Swan Valley? 

It is agreed that some setback requirements could be eliminated, for example along the east-

west property boundaries between Lots IO and 1 I and between Lot 10 and the lots on the 

southern side. In the latter case, there is a gazetted road reserve (Coondaree Parade) between 

the lots, which could also be mined for clay as it is not required for access purposes in the 

forseeable future. Efficient utilisation of this scarce clay resource is considered essential by 

Metro Brick and a relaxation of setback requirements from property boundaries would be 

endorsed. 

In relation to a regional rehabilitation strategy, an approach was made to DPUD in 1990 to 

advise of the extent of qua..rrying that was proposed in the area. This approach was made 

when it was found that DPUD was initiating a Structure Plan for the 'foothills' region north of 

Midland. Discussions were held with Mr Tim Aurett who advised that the Structure Planning 

exercise is preliminary only, and that the area \:vould remain available for clay excavation 

because of Lhe scarcity of this resource. In the long term it should be assumed that residential 

development in the area will intensify. 

Rehabilitation of the area with a mix of lakes and recontoured land would be consistent with 

future residentiai development intermingled \Vith open space for passive recreation. The 

cqrripany is prepared ;c liaise fur;J·,cr with Phmning Authorities, as required during the lifetime 

of the excavation, to ensure compatibiiity with long-term plans for the area. 

030. What is meant by amenity lakes?-P56. 

An amenity lake in this context refers to a Hay pit which has been rccontoured to form a basin 

that collects and holds water. Its primary purpose is to provide a landscape with aesthetic 

value. Open water areas are generally regarded as visually attractive and can form the basis of 

'added-value' for future development or as a focal point for public open space. 
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Aboriginal Sites 

Q31. The proponents should keep in mind the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage 

Act. -P20. Do the proponents intend consulting with traditional landowners as 

well as current ones? Will a survey for sites of significant archaeological and 

ethnographic interest be carried out? 

In response to a letter addressed to the company's environmental consultant from the Swan 

Valley Fringedwellers, an approach was made to both the Robert Bropho group and the Corrie 

Bodney group for the purposes of facilitating further consultations. A direct approach was 

made at the suggestion of the WA Museum, because at the time, Robert Bropho in particular, 

had indicated a reluctance to consult with any of the practising ethnographic/archaeological 

consultants in Perth. 

A follow--up consultation attempt will be made once environmental approval is granted, with 

the objective of establishing the need for a detailed ethnographic/archaeological survey to 

satisfy t.1.c requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage Act. 

CALM notes the existence of declared endangered flora Hydrocotyle Jemniodes 

(Aquatic pennywart). No mention of this species occurs in the text. Does 

rehabilitation lend itseff to propagation of this species?-P21. 

Q 3 3. CALM does not mention the shield shrimp. What is the distribution of this 

species? Does rehabilitation of the clay pits lend itself to the propagation of 

this species?-P22. 

No further investigations have been conducted in relation to the matters raised here. On page 

59 of the CER, the option of rehabilitation of day quarries for tortoise habitat was briefly 

considered, along with the alternative option of expanding the existing nature reserve into 

areas that are not proposed for clay excavation. It ·is noted that CALM is presently pursuing 

the second option. 
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Environmental Monitoring and Management Programme (EMMP) 

Q34~ Management practices (P43&56) sho';!id be prepared for each proposal and either 

. made as commitments or incorporated into an EPA - approved EMMP. 

Metro Brick commits to preparation of an EMMP to the satisfaction of EPA pnor to 

commencement of operations at tt'le site. 

The fundamental approach in the EMMP would be to focus on the initial years of excavation 

on the site and the manner in which groundwater aspects would be monitored to verify the 

acceptability of the operation. It is considered premature to prepare the EM1'v1P at t½.is stage 

until Ministerial approval is granted, without which there seems little point in conducting 

further preparatory work. 
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Appendix 3 

Clarification of proposal and proponent, October, 1991 
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M,z,tra Drick 
A Dti.,i~Eot1 of Brim!~ Lrd A.C N. OOH Mif! 'HO 

245 South Western l·lwy, Arrnadale. \\tstern Australia 
Locked Hag No. 1. Armadale. WA 6112. 

1dephone (09) J99 0399. Telefa.x (09) 399 60.H 
Sales (09) 399 0333 

23 October, 1991 

T~-tt==-~ c:,h2. ]_ rrno.n 
Environmental Protection Authority 
i i0iount :street 
PEfrfH W A 6000 

Attention: Mrs Sadlier 

Dear Sir, 
f-1" 

Re: Clay Excavation Proposals - Lots 36, 10 and 11 Great 
Northern Highway Upper Swan 

1i.Je wish to thank you and Dr l{ennedy for agreeing tc.1 meet 
t,.1 i. th L'E aL short notice. Subsequent to that meeting c,f 
Tuesday 22 October 1991 
foJ lowing points arising 

this Company wishes to confirm 
out of Lhose discussions. 

1 . for the confus j_ ()n surrounding 
nc~nir1cJa.t.Lcir; cJf pr·cir:-ionents. Ple2se c:..()f'ifirrn i'.l-1•,~~t t-'2et () 
Brick (A Division of Bristile Ltd) L-'", the major, ,3nd 
managing partner in Internatic,nal Brick and Tile. It 

et.c. 
appropriatP therefore 

relating to Lots 10, 11 
Highway, Upper Swan J 2h.oul d 

anrl 
have 

proµosals/licences 
Pt. 36 Great Northern 

Me.tr'C> Eir-ic1': aE~ the 
",Proi=:ionE;nt" . l"Jetr-ci 81'"' i ck as2.1Jmt~S fu. l l reE};).:)1~12, it, 5. lit ·1 

fr_:::,1, the ~~)r'C;t-JCjsed pY()jL~ct. If it is: ;~eer1 as~. nec~8,r:::'.,sar:I 
t. c\ ( .h 2. t1g;e cl i.) c. urn 1~1 n tat i o r1 l _p l t:-: ,3 ~~, (? t Ci k f:·1 t l1e ,3. [) ;~1 -~-,.~-.pr i_ :'.J. ·::~ i:-~::· 

If 
not hesitate to call the writer. 

2. Economically viable clay has run out on Pt. Lot 36. We 
2,ec:k C)nly r>er1nis-:=·,ic)n tcj· ext.I'a·ct cla~/ 01jt1'·:j_r1 I_,c;t:~: 10 ar1cl 

;:; 1_1_rn trt3 r y 
36 for permanent stockpiling oG]y_ 

..t,'P""ch.., Brick Works: ArnMlak 24 5 South \Vcstem Highway Tele-phone: Adrnin (09) 399 0399 Card up: Kiln Road, Byford. k kphone: (09) .399 0399. 
#.;/j a , .• -~A- Malaga· Cnr Beach Road and Alnander Drive. Telephone (09) 2491409. Waterloo: Dardanup Road lelephonc.· (097) 26 3000. 

cl :_I, l\ris1ik Ltd (lnc:rnporar,·d in Western Australia) 

I 
Ej~ 
Company 



4 ~ Cuntact hcis been made,,. this day with The M2,in Pca.ds 
Department to enable discussions re: drainage works, tn 
commence. 

5. The Company has above ground supplies of this material 
until sometime 1n January. Any new extraction will be 
of about 5 10eeks duration. 

\,.Je are now rather more optimistic 
receJ.ve a pos.itive response prior 
being exhausted jn January. 

that our proposal V)ill 
to our material 2,upply 



Appendix 4 

Drainage modifications to proposal, December, 1991 



M,z,tra Drick 
A Dwi~ion of fln,;_l(k 1 !d AC N 008 (1(:8 5-40 

245 South \\tstern Hw1: Armada It'.. \\btern A.Ll.Strali;i. 
Lxked Bag No. 1. Armadaie. WA. 6112. 

Telephone (09) 399 0399. Telefax (09) 39lJ 6033 
Sales: (09) 399 0333 

3 December, 1991 

The Chairman 
Environmental Protection Authority 
1 Mount Street 
PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Mr S Sadlier 

Dear Sir, 

... ., or r 
..... ~J .. .J-1. .... 'u-

Re, Clay Excavation Proposals - Lots 36, 10 & 11 Great 
Northern Highway, Upper Swan. 

Following discussions on December 2, 1991 with your Mr 
Sadlier it is now evident that a change to our proposal is 
necessary. 

The intention to divert drainage water southwards from our 
first three extraction campaigns may be at odds with current 
wetlands legislation in respect to Coondaree_ Swamp. 

Metro Brick (a division of Bristle Ltd.) hereby gives total 
commitment to the containment of turbid water within i tB 
excavations and their immediate surroundings thus ensuring 
it does not flow on to the tortoise habitat. 

This will be effectively achieved by close bunding of each 
excavation cell with overburden. The overburden will be 
placed by scrapers approximately 800mm high and two scraper 
widths wide around the entire ~dge of the excavation. 
Topsoi 1 wi 11 be placed over the bund. In so doing run-off 
water from the Scarp will be directed around the excavations 
and follow natural drainage patterns. 

In addition, the existing excavation on Lot 36 will be 
completely backfilled to a level condition and seeded thus 
ensuring run-off from this area fl owB south and away from 
the tortoise habitat. Run-off from Lot 36 w i 11 be 
effectively returned to its original path, south-west to 
Coondaree Swamp. 

During the first winter and prior to initial growth, it is 
not anticipated that the rehabilitated area of Lot 36 will 
contribute to turbidity entering Coondaree Swamp. I'Jo clay 
will be exposed to run-off only the land and durable 
overburden and topsoil of the region. 

I ,;)'-"9,- Brick Works: Armadale: 245 South Western Highway Tele-phone: Admin (09) 399 0399 Card up: Kiln Road. Byford. Tele-phone W9) 399 0399. 
Mabga: Cm Reach Road and Alexander Dm-T. Telephone: (09) 2491409. \Vaterloo: Dardanup Ro:id. Telephone: (097) 26 3000. E~~ 

,-y '1.,, Bt1::,,uk l.i-i..:l (lnr,1rpnr;unl Hl \\\.'s:i:crn .·\n.:.[r.1lia1 Comp-any 
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Bundi ng of excavations would., be a temporary measure unt i 1 
arrangements can be made to divert all drainage away from 
the tortoise habitat. 

The height of these bund walls and their distance from Great 
Northern Highway will ensure that visual impact from this 
proposal is negligible. 

We await your most urgent consideration of our proposals. 

Yours faithfully, 

/) 

BWOL~ 
Technical Manager. 



Proposed clay excavation, Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 
36 Great Northern Highway, Upper Swan 

Metro Brick (A Division of Bristile Ltd) 

Report and recommendations 
of the Environmental Protection Authority 

Environmental Protection Authority 
Paith, 'lv'estem AustrBiia 

Bulletin 604 
December, 1991 



THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

This report contains the Environmental Protection Authority's environmental assessment and 
recommendations to the Minister for the Environment on the environmental acceptability of the 
proposal. 

Immediately following the release of the report there is a 14-day period when anyone may 
appeal to the Minister against the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations. 

After the appeal period, and determination of any appeals, the Minister consults with the other 
relevant ministers and agencies and then issues his decision about whether the proposal may or 
may not proceed. The ~1inister also announces the legally binding environmentai conditions 
which might apply to any approval. 

APPEALS 

If you disagree with any of the assessment report recommendations you may appeal in writing 
to the Minister for the Environment outlining the environmental reasons for your concern and 
enclosing the appeal fee of $10. 

It is important that you clearly indicate the part of the report you disagree with and the reasons 
for your concern so that the grounds of your appeal can be properly considered by the Minister 
for the Environment. 

ADDRESS 

Hon Minister for the Environment 
18th Floor, Allendale Square 
77 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 
CLOSING DA TE 

Your appeal (with the $10 fee) must reach the Minister's office no later than 5.00 p.m. on 20 
December, 1991. 
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Summary and recommendations 
Metro Brick (A Division of Bristile Ltd) currently excavate clay for brick making purposes in a 
quarry located on Part Lot 36 Coondaree Parade, Upper Swan, just east of Great Northern 
Highway and about 14 km north of Midland. The environmental impact of the project was 
previously assessed by the Environmental Protection Authority in 1988 prior to the Minister for 
the Environment setting conditions on the project. 

An Application for Renewal of Excavation Licence by Metro Brick Pty Ltd was referred to the 
Environmental Protection Authority by the Shire of Swan in August, 1990. The Authority has 
assessed the environmental impact of the proposal by way of a Consultative Environmental 
Review, in conjunction with other nearby clay excavation proposals which potentially impact 
on the habitat of the extremely rare and endangered Western Swamp Tortoise (Pseudemydura 
umbrina). The clay excavation proposals are being assessed concurrently by the Environmental 
Protection Authority, and have been described in a common document. The Consultative 
Environmental Review was briefly open for public review in October, 1990 and the Authority 
received ten submissions on the proposals. The proponents held a public open day near th.e site 
in December, 1990, at which time further comments were received from some members of the 
local cmnnmnity. 

Ellen Brook Nature Reserve has been especially created by the State Government for the 
purpose of conserving the tortoise. About 20 to 30 short necked tortoises live in the specially 
fenced-off Wildlife Sanctuary within the reserve, and they are thought to be the only known 
population of naturally occurring short necked tortoises in the world. A similar number of 
tortoises are the subject of a special breeding programme at the Perth Zoo. The population of 
short necked tortoises at the nearby Twin Swamps Reserve has declined from over 100 animals 
in 1965, to virtual extinction by 1985. 

The Authority has assessed the potential environmental impacts of the proposal, both as 
described in the Consultative Environmental Review and in responses to public submissions. 

Major issues 
The environmental impact of the clay excavations on all of the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve, specifically the area outside the tortoise swamp, required additional details. 

In their response to submissions, Metro brick has acknowledged this and provided 
further information necessary to enable the Authority to adequately assess the impact of 
the clay excavation over the whole of the tortoise habitat area. 

Runoff water from the clay excavation could impact upon the habitat of the rare and endangered 
short necked tortoise. 

The Environmental Protection Authority believes that drainage impacts on the tortoise 
habitat can be managed by the proponent to the benefit of the-tortoise, as a result of the 
following: 

• Metro Brick has also given a commitment to the containment of 
turbid water within its excavations and immediate surroundings 
thus ensuring it does not flow on to the tortoise habitat; 

For the first three annual excavations on Lot 10, Metro Brick 
would contain all their drainage water to within their site and 
immediate surrounds by bonding the perimeter with overburden to 
a height of {t8.tu; and 

• Metro Brick propose that future stages of excavation could be 
accommodated by diverting drainage waters to the north, by 



blocking off the existing culvert and enlarging and deepening the 
drainage line on the east side of the highway. 

The proposed drainage modifications have been further strengthened by the Authority's 
recommendation 2 in this report for the proponent to prepare and implement a drainage 
management plan in consultation with appropriate government Authorities and to the 
satisfaction of the Authority, which would enable Metro Brick to: 

• monitor drainage to detect, report on, and manage any drainage 
impacts on the habitat of the short necked tortoise at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve; 

• remedy any unacceptable drainage impacts on the tortoise habitat 
by this proposal; 

• detain all drainage waters on site in the first 3 years of operation, 
so that they do not enter the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve nor create an unacceptable impact elsewhere; 

• divert a!! drainage waters from the eastern side the Great Northern 
Highway from entering the tortoise habitat area at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve within two years of approval of the proposal, and 
in so doing, ensure it does not create an unacceptable impact 
elsewhere. 

These recommendations are in line with expert submissions which indicate that the 
tortoise would benefit by the elimination of external drainage waters into the reserve, as 
water requirements for the tortoise habitat could be met by rainfall. 

The clay excavations could lead to a more rapid drying up of the winter-wet swamp habitat that 
is essential for the short necked tortoises to breed in, by draining perched groundwater from the 
area. 

The proponent has documented substantial hydrological data to show that water levels in 
the main tortoise swamp habitat are predominantly dependant on rainfall, rather than 
su..rface f1o\:V or a hyrlr~nlif' rrmnPrtinn urith nthPr gi-rmnrlurntPr fn"lm flllt';'.iilf". thf". ~rP.~. 

The proponent acknowledges that there may be an element of uncertainty with perched 
groundwater and depressions of surface water within the reserve~ particularly when 
quarrying is close to the boundary. 

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that, from investigations undertaken 
and advice given, the proposal by Metro Brick is most unlikely to impact on the 
groundwater of the tortoise habitat, provided that the following stringent controls and 
managernent procedures are adopted: 

• preparation of a staged excavation plan as part of an Environmental 
Management Programme (see Recommendation 4), with the first 
excavation to commence at the furthermost point away from the 
tortoise habitat; 

• preparation of an approved groundwater protection plan, as part of 
the Environmental ~"1anagement Programme (see Recommendation 
4), with the objective of delineating and monitoring perched 
groundwater levels and pit seepages, and designing suitable 
management practices to remedy any potentially unacceptable 
impacts; and - · 
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• establishment of a no-quarrying buffer of 100 metres around the 
reserve, until further investieations are able to conclusivelv 
demonstrate to the satisfaction- of the Environmental Protection 
Authority that no adverse effect could occur (see Recommendation 
3). 

The clay excavation proponents could assist in the provision of additional habitat area for the 
short necked tortoise, particularly as many of their excavations are proposed in old habitat areas 
whic~ would otherwise be difficult and expensive to be rehabilitated for the benefit of the 
tortoise. 

Improvements to the habitat area by mechanical deepening of some areas to provide 
sufficiently deep swamps for the tortoise to swim and eat in, providing suitable 
aestivating refuges, and rehabilitating the native vegetation are being investigated. Parts 
of the current reserve that do not hold water for extended periods each winter may also 
be deepened and rehabilitated. The- fox-proof fence ,:vould also need to be extended 

In their response to issues raised in submissions, Metro Brick has indicated that it is 
agreeable to assisting with machinery time for potential earthworks. The timing of 
assistance would preferably need to fit in with the company's seasonal working 
arrangements, and would be subject to further liaison and negotiation. 

The Environmental Protection Authority encourages other companies and individuals 
who may wish to participate in the recovery and survival of this extremely endangered 
species of wildlife to liaise with the Department of Conservation and Land Management. 

Whether the clay excavations could affect groW1dwater supplies , particularly if dewatering of 
the superficial a,quifer occu"ed or there was a major fuel spillage inside a pit, was of concern. 

It is unlikely that the proponent would want to excavate clay into the superficial aquifer 
because the plastic clay to be mined sits on top of the water table. In addition, wet 
plastic clay is difficult to excavate and would need dewatering, which is expensive and 
time consuming. If dewatering was necessary, it could be accomplished by pumping to 
another part of the pit, therefore mi.11iwising any drawdo,vn effects. 

The Water Authority of Western Australia has indicated that a groundwater licence 
would be requi..red by the _proponent prior to drawing &Oundwater. 

The Environmental Protection Authority has recommended that Metro 
Brick should prepare an approved groundwater protection plan as part of 
the Environmental Management Programme, in consultation with the 
Water Authority of Western Australia. The plan should outline 
procedures to be used by the proponent to protect the quality and 
quantity of groundv;ater from the impacts of the day excavation and 
earth moving machinery (see Recommendation 4). 

After the excavations cease, the resultant end use, such as urban residential, may indirectiy iead 
to extinction of the short necked tortoise 

The Environmental Protection Authority previously made recommendations in 1983 that 
ways and means of providing a protective buffer zone around Ellen Brook t{ature 
Reserve be sought through planning procedures. 

The proponent has made the following commitments: 

• to consult with planning authorities to facilitate the derivation of a 
term strategic plan for the Upper Swan locality which recognises and 
accepts the interim priority land use of clay extraction; and 
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• to establish an inter-company liaison mechanism to enable a co
ordinated approach between all three proponents with respect to 
addressing potential cumulative operational effects and overall 
rehabilitation goals. 

These commitments have been further strengthened by: 

• the Authority's recommendation in this report for the joint preparation 
of a regional development, drainage and rehabilitation plan for the 
iocaiity by aii the ciay excavation proponents, in consuitation with 
government authorities, and within two years of approval 
(Recommendation 5). 

The proposed clay excavations could have the potential to impact on the comfort of local 
residents, through noise, dust and visual inzpacts, unless ;nanaged. 

Metro Brick have outlined a number of management strategies which are currently used 
to rninirnise noise and dust impacts. These procedures have been used by the company 
successfully over the years, including at the nearby Part Lot 36, and there have not been 
any complaints registered against the company at this location to their knowledge. The 
company has stated that it would restrict its operating hours to 6.30am to 5.30pm, 
Monday to Friday. Metro Brick propose sequential rehabilitation and screening with 
vegetation to reduce visual impacts. 
The community at Upper Swan townsite is less likely to be affected by Metro Brick's 
excavations, as the townsite is about 900m away from the boundaries of the property 
and 1.5km from the initial excavation site. 

The Environmental Protection Authority has recommended that the 
proponent should prepare, implement and regularly review noise, dust 
and visual impact management plans as part of the Environmental 
Management Programme, 1n consultation with the Shire of Swan and to 
the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority (see 
Recommendation 4). The plans should document the company's procedure for 
h!lndling f•nmpll'-lintl.':, in,•111ding thf" pPr'-!nn ff":1.:pnntO':ihlP within thP Pnmp:1ny fnr l"'P:N•.iving 

and recording the complaints, for following them up and, if appropriate, for rectifying 
the cause of the complaint 

The clay pits could become a source of mosquito nuisance or disease to the public, and may 
represent a danger to young children in the area, unless managed. 

11etro Brick are prepared to rehabilitate their pits to a lake form t.l-iat is compatible \Vith 
Lhe Shire of Sw:m re'"!_nireme:nts, to ensnre the:se effec:ts are min_imisefL Pnhlk acc:ess is 
restricted by fences in good condition and a lockable gate for security, and steep, 
dangerous areas would be fenced-off within the excavation. Metro Brick has advised 
that it is prepared to consider the provision of materials and/or machine time ( on a one
third basis with Midland Brick and Prestige Brick) for recreational areas provided by the 
Council, if this was considered of value in keeping children away from the site. 

ThP F.nvirnnmPnh1I ProtPctinn Authority eons:itfPrs th~t the propnnPnt 
should liaise with the Shire of Swan and the Department of Conservation 
and Land Management to ensure that community health and safety issues 
are catered for in the management and rehabilitation of the clay 
excavations, auu addressed in the Environ1uental Managen1ent 
Programme (Recommendation 5). 



The Swan Valley area is known to have sites of major Aboriginal significance in both 
archaeological and ethnographic terms. 

The Authority advises that the proponent should discuss with the 
Department of Aboriginal Sites of the West Australian Museum 
appropriate ways of complying with the provisions of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 1972-80. 

The Environmental Protection Authority recognises the very rare status of the 
short necked Western Swamp tortoise, and the requirement to protect its 
habitat. Accordingly, the Authority has set a very high onus of proof on this 
and other nearby quarrying proposals, to demonstrate that there will be no 
adverse impacts on the tortoises and their habitat. It is only after detailed study 
that the Authority considers that the proposal would not have any adverse 
impacts and therefore could proceed. 

Based on its assessment of the proposal and additional information provided 
by the proponent in response to questions raised as a result of the assessment 
process, the Authority makes the foiiowing conclusions and recommendations: 

Recommendation 1 
The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that the proposal by Metro 
Brick to quarry clay on Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36, as outlined in the 
Consultative Environmental Review and subsequently modified during the 
process oi interaction between the proponent, the Environmental Protection 
Authority, and government agencies, and those members of the public who 
were consulted, is environmentally acceptable. 
In reaching this conclusion, the Authority identified the main issues requiring 
detailed consideration as: 

• protection of the habitat of the endangered Western Swamp Tortoise, 
Pseudemydura umbrina, at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve; 

• management of drainage waters; 
• protection of groundwater resources; 
• rehabilitation of the quarried area; 

• noise, dust, and visual impacts from the quarrying operations; 
• public safety and management of mosquito breeding. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that these and other issues, 
such as planning considerations, have been addressed and are manageable, 
either by changes to the proposal by the proponent during assessment, the 
environmentai management commitments given by the proponent, or by the 
Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed, subject to the proponent's commitments (Appendix 1} 
and the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 
Any approval for the proposal should be for a maximum of 10 years from the 
time of commencement. Subsequent applications will be reviewed in the light 
of the proponent's environmental performance at the site. 
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Recommendation 2 
The Enviromnentai Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities and in consultation with the Department of Conservation 
and Land Management, the Main Roads Department, the Swan River Trust and 
the Shire of Swan, Metro Brick should prepare a drainage management plan as 
part of an Environmental Management Programme to the satisfaction of the 
Minister for the Environment. This plan should enable the proponent to: 
• monitor drainage to detect, report on, and manage any drainage impacts 

on the habitat of the short necked tortoise at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve; 

• remedy any unacceptable drainage impacts on the tortoise habitat by this 
proposal; 

• detain all drainage waters on site in the first 3 years of operation, so that 
thev do not enter the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve nor 
create an unacceptable impact elsewhere; and 

• divert all drainage waters from the eastern side the Great Northern 
Highway from entering the tortoise habitat area at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve within two years of approval of the proposal, and in so doing, 
ensure it does not create an unacceptable impact elsewhere. 

The drainage management plan should be implemented and periodically 
reviewed to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 

Recommendation 3 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that there be no quarrying 
within 100 metres of the boundaries of the Wild Life Sanctuary at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve and any additions thereto, until further investigations are able 
to conclusively demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority that no adverse effect could occur to the tortoise habitat. 

Recommendation 4 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities, Metro Brick should prepare an Environmental Management 
Programme to the satisfaction of the r./Hnistcr for the Environment. This 
programme should enable the proponent to detect, report on, and manage any 
impacts, and remedy any unacceptable impacts on the environment by this 
proposal, and should be implemented and periodically reviewed to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. Details to be prepared 
as pa.ri: of the Environmental Management Programme should include, but not 
necessarily be limited to: 
• a staged quarrying strategy; 

• drainage management; 
• groundwater protection; 
• progressive rehabilitation of the site; 
• procedures. to minimise nois.P; rlns.t fllnrl vis.nflll imp~rt~ ~u;:._c.:ori!:-ltP.rl with 

the quarrying and transportation operations; 
• public safety and mosquito breeding; and 

periodic :reporting of :tnonitoring .results and cunsequentiai changes to 
environmental management. 
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The timing of the preparation, implementation and review of the Environmental 
Management Programme should be to the satisfaction of the Environmental 
Protection Authority. 

Recommendation 5 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that Metro Brick, in 
consultation with the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the 
Department of Planning and Urban Development, the Shire of Swan, and other 
current and known proposed clay producers in the area, should contribute to 
the preparation of a regional development, drainage and rehabilitation strategy 
for the Upper Swan Locality, within 2 years of approval of this proposal and 
to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 



1. Introduction and background 
Metro Brick (A Division of Bristiie Ltd), hereafter referred to as Metro Brick, propose to 
excavate clay on Lots 10, 11 and Part 36 Coondaree Parade, Upper Swan, just east of Great 
Nonhern Highway and about 14 km nonh of Midland (Figure 1). 

An Application for Approval to Commence Development on Lot 10 and Part Lot 36 by 
International Brick and Tile Pty Ltd was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority by 
the Shire of Swan in October, 1989. The Authority determined that a formal level of assessment 
was necessary, to allow the Minister for the Environment to set environmenwl conditions on the 
project 

In 1989 the Authority advised the proponents of all clay excavation proposals in the vicinity of 
the habitat of the rare and endangered short necked tortoise at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve that, 
prior to assessing their individual proposals, a study of the water relationships in the area 
would need to be undertaken. This work has subsequently been carried out and reported in a 
joint Consultative Environmental Review (CER) document, which was released for public 
review in October, 1990. Metro Brick has recently provided further information on their 
proposal, in response to issues raised by the Authority as a result of the CER process 
(Appendix 2). 

Metro Brick currently excavate clay for brick making purposes in a quarry located on Part Lot 
36 Coondaree Parade. This project was previously assessed by the Environmental Protection 
Authority in 1988 prior to the Minister for the Environment setting environmental conditions on 
the proponent (International Brick and Tile Piy Ltd), which required the submission to the 
Authority of a report on environmental impacts of the company's operations after 12 months 
operation. This report was assessed by the Authority in consultation with other government 
authorities, and apart from the failure of a suitable establishment of screening vegetation (due to 
poor drainage), it showed that the project could operate without any unacceptable impacts on 
the environment. 

In November 1991, Metro Brick wrote to the Authority to c!a..rify that, due to t.l1eir role as the 
major and managing partner in International Brick and Tile Pty Ltd, Metro Brick (A Division of 
Bristile Ltd) are the proponent for the proposal covering Part Lot 36 and Lots 10 and 11 
(Appendix 3). Due to the shortage of suitable clay on Part Lot 36 and shortage of space at their 
Malaga factory, Metro Brick now propose to change the originally intended use of Part Lot 36 
to Ion£ term stockniling of clay extracted from Lots 10 and 11. These changes have been 
documented in the ;ompany's recent Application for an Excavation Licence, which was referred 
to the Authority in November, 199!, together with a late change to proposed drainage 
modifications in December, 1991 (Appendix 4). 

The Western Swamp Tortoise (Pseudemydura umbrina ) which is more commonly known as 
the short necked tortoise, is generally recognised as the most endangered species of vertebrate 
animal in Australia. Ellen Brook Nature Reserve was declared in 1962, in order to protect one 
of the two known remaining populations of such tortoises in the world from extinction. The 
tortoise is known only from Ellen Brook Nature Reserve and the Twin Swamps Nature 
o,,,._.,.,,..,...,.,. A tr ...... +,.,. .. i. ................ 1.. 
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The Western Swamp Tortoise is easily distinguishable from other fresh water tortoises in 
Western Australia bv its short neck and the fact that it inhabits ephemera! (winter-on!v) 
swamps; it does not seem to occur in permanent rivers, creeks, lakes or swamps. The sho'rt 
necked tortoise aestivates (sleeps) in naturally occurring tunnels in the clay gilgai soils during 
summer and autumn. Pseudemydura umbrirui is the smallest Australian chelid tortoise. It is the 



only species in which the female is smaller than the male. Maximum age attained is not known, 
but is at least 50 years. Pseudemydura umbrina is a relict species, apparently little changed 
since ti'le lvfiocene (12 to 25 miliion years ago). The species is so different from other members 
of its family, Chelidae, that a separate sub-family, the Pseudemydurinae, has been proposed for 
it. 

The population of short necked tortoises at Twin Swamps Reserve has declined from over 100 
animals in 1965, to virtual extinction by 1985. A specially fenced-off, fox-proof area within the 
nearby Ellen Brook Nature Reserve, constructed in 1990, now contains the only known, 
naturally occurring population of such short necked tortoises in the world, consisting of about 
25 to 30 animals, including about eight adult females. A captive population of about 49 
tortoises is held in the Perth Zoo as part of a special breeding programme. 

The endangered status of the short necked tortoise is due to a combination of factors, including: 

• a small geographic range, with most of the original habitat having been lost to 
agricultural, urban and industrial uses since European settlement; 

• the protected habitat being in only two small nature reserves that are of marginal 
quality; 

• a dependence on: (i) an unusual habitat of winter-wet ephemeral swamps, with 
suitable aestivating (summer "hibernating") refuges 
nearby; 

(ii) a wholly ca.-nivorous diet of live food which is only 
availabie for a short time each year 

• low fecundity (fertility) and slow growth rates; 

• below average rainfall in the Perth area over the last 30 years, combined with a 
marginal habitat aI1d prospects for drier climatic conditions in tl1e future; 

• presence of exotic predators, particularly the European fox. 

A Management Programme for the \Vcstern Swamp Tortoise was iaunched in November, 
1990. The aim of the programme for the next l 0 years is to create two viable populations in the 
wild. This will be achieved with a number of different strategies, including: 

• management of the toriOise population (monitoring and a captive breeding 
programme); 

• management of the tortoise reserves to maintain and improve the habitat (water 
availability and quality, predation, emigration); 

• identification, acquisition and rehabilitation or construction of additional habitat 
(Twin Swamps and Ellen Brook Nature Reserves); 

• recognition of the importance of the reserves at all levels of government when 
development proposals are considered for the area; 

e public support, including an educationai progranune, 

In its report titled "Conservation Reserves for Western Australia - the Darling System - System 
6" ( commonly referred to as the "Red Book") in 1983, the Environmental Protection Authority 
recommended that ways and means of providing protective buffer areas around both Ellen 
Brook and Twin Swamps Nature Reserves (Ml 7) be sought through planning procedures. 
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3. 
3.1 

The orooosal 
• • 

Need for proposal 

The Swan Valley contains deposits of high quality plastic clays used in the manufacture of 
bricks, pavers and roof tiles. Manufacturing plants have traditionally been located in the Swan 
Valley, both for ease of access to raw materials and minimisation of transport costs. 

The clays of the Swan Valley have specific properties of excellent fired colour, high fired 
strength, high plasticity and good green binding strength. The material represents the basic 
bonding agent for all brick and tile products and comprises a minimum of 15% ofraw material 
components. 

Expansion of urban and special rural development has effectively sterilised large areas of land 
for clay excavation. A number of people who have chosen to lead a semi-rural lifestyle in close 
proximity to the city can be expected to be opposed to clay extraction proposals. As a 
consequence, brick and tile manufacturers have been forced to seek more of their raw materials 
further away from their plants. 

About 70% of new dwellings in the Penh area use brick and tile construction, compared with 
about 40% in the Eastern States .. The State Planning Com_mission estimated in 1987 that there 
would be a demand for an additional 171,000 houses by 2001. This demand for housing can 
be expected to be reflected in the rate of clay extraction. 

The proposed clay excavations around Ellen Brook Nature Reserve are within areas identified 
as important resource areas in the Department of Planning and Urban Development's Basic 
Raw Materials Policy. More recently the Department recognised the need to protect the high 
quality clay resources nonh and east of the Upper Swan townsite for brick and tile manufacture 
in its public discussion paper -"The Nonh-east corridor - planning issues and growth options", 
released in November, 199L 

3. 2 Project description 

Lots 10, 11 and Port 36 are located to the east of the Great N onhern Highway, north of the 
upper Swa..11 to\vnsite (Figure 1). An unconstru.cted road reserve, Coondaree Parade, forms part 
of the southern boundary of Lot 10. The existing access road is nonh of the road reserve. 

Tne excavation would be for clay needed at the Malaga brickworks. Metro Brick estimate that 
30,000 m3 would be required annually, although this volume would vary with demand. Work 
on Lot 10 and eventually Lot 11 would take place over several decades by a series of annual 
excavations over the sunm1er periods. The internal access road would be constmcted in the first 
year and a stockpile of ciay on Part Lot 36 established (Figure 2). There is no vegetation to 
clear, and the area would be stripped of topsoil and overburden using scrapers and dumped in 
separate stockpiles adjacent to the excavation area. The surface area of each annual excavation 
is approximately 1 hectare, with 3 to 4 metres depth of overburden overlying 3 to 4 metres 
thickness of clay. 

The rehabilitation objectives of the proponent are for the excavation pit to be rehabilitated as an 
artificial lake, and the stockpile area would be screened and the highway views framed by 
landscaping. Reshaping of the pit and drainage control would be completed before each winter. 
The procedure would involve recontouring the pit walls to acceptable grades, replacing and 
spreading overburden, respreading the topsoil, and reseeding with grasses. 
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A permanent stockpile of clay is proposed to be established to the south of the existing lake on 
Part Lot 36, to allow continuing supply of material to the Malaga brickworks, where capacity is 
limited to 1000 tonnes. The stockpile, which would be 5 metres high and cover approximately 
50 x 100 metres, would be screened by landscaping. The tree planting around the stockpile area 
and along the highway would be initiated in the next planting season (1992), and be regularly 
monitored and supplemented as required. 

Truck movements would occur throughout the year for approximately 4 days every six weeks. 
The truck movements would be between 2 to 5 hours each day during this period, depending 
on demand at the plant. Trucks would access the site from the Great Northern fl.ighway along 
an existing formed access road next to Coondaree Parade and travel to Malaga via Great 
Northern Highway, West Swan Road, Gnangara Road, Beechboro Road and Beach Road. 

4. Existing environment 
Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36 are mostly cleared and the flat land on the western side is 
developed as pasture. A small creek flows south of the existing excavation on Part Lot 36 and 
there is a drainage reserve through Lot 10, and along the western boundary of Part Lot 36 to 
provide drainage of the area to Coondaree Swamp. 

Ellen Brook Nature Reserve (A27620) is an A Class reserve vested in the National Parks and 
Nature Conservation Authority and managed by the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management. Apart from its function in providing a natural habitat for the last remaining 
population of Western Swamp Tortoises, the reserve has high conservation value because it is 
particularly rich in aquatic plants and contains a number of rare plants and a variety of 
invertebrates and fish. Depressions within the fenced-off wildlife area fill up with water in 
winter and spring. These depressions carry shrubland of robin redbreast bush, sedges and 
aquatic species including Chara austra!is and Hydrocotyle lemnoides. The higher ground 
between the depressions carries shrubs including Acacia salinga, swishbush and stinkwood, 
and annuals such as sundews Drosera gigantea and Neurachne a/opecuroides and at least 
fourteen species of orchids. 

In the long term, the proposed excavation could cover most of Lots 10 and 11, and extend to 
the western boundaries alongside the Great Northern Highway, which would then be within 
50m of the eastern boundary of the fenced-off habitat of the short necked tortoise. However 
Metro Brick propose to commence operations in the south easterly section of Lot l 0, which is 
tl1e furthermost point possible frotn the habitat area (about 600 m a~way) and have given a 
commitment not to mine within 100 metres of the reserve boundary, until further investigations 
are able to conclusively demonstrate that no adverse effect could occur. 

5. Public consultation 
The orooonent nrenarerl a Consultative Environmental Review dc.cu:ment which was released 
for pubiic review' in October, 1990. Seven Government- submissions and three private 
submissions were received by the Authority. 

The clay excavation proposal was amongst about 70 proposals that were selected for expedited 
assessment at this time. However, due to the complex nature of the clay excavation proposals, 
the Authority determined that its assessment of the issues was not amenable to the expedited 
process, and the proposals were removed from the 0 expedited list". 

An open day was held near the site in December, 1990, which was attended by approximately 
25 local residents and representatives from the Shire of Swan, the three clay excavation 
proponents, the Social Impact Unit and the Environmentai Protection Authority. Issues of 
noise, dust, visual impacts and public safety were discussed. 
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A more detailed submission was recently received from the Department of Planning and Urban 
Development in July, 1991 in relation to regional planning issues. 

6. Environmental impacts and management 
6.1 Definition of the habitat area of the short necked tortoise 

In attempting to address the impact of the clay excavation proposal on the short necked tortoise, 
the CER was deficient in fully defining the habitat area used by the tortoise. It was understood 
by the proponent at the time of prepa..1'-ing t..lJe CER that the swa...T.p was t."1e principal habitat area 
which required protection. 

The swamp covers only about 30% of the area which the Zoology Department of the University 
of Western Australia and the Department of Conservation and Land"Management now regard as 
the important habitat area of the short necked tortoise. The actual area used by the tortoise 
includes all of the nature reserve south. and south-east of Ellen Brook, plus th.e areas of semi
natural vegetation on private property to the south and west of the nature reserve. Although 
most of the tortoises live in the swamp area, 13% of all tortoises found between 1988 and 1990 
were outside the swamp and in or south of the natural drainage channel which passes through 
the fenced-off area, and south of the swamp. 

The proponent has recognised this deficiency in the CER documentation, and has provided 
further information to the Authority in its response to issues raised in submissions (Appendix 
2). 

6. 2 Impact of surface drainage waters on tortoise habitat 

The main factors identified as likely to impact on the tortoise habitat are the quality and quantity 
of the water in which the tortoises swim and eat. 

The proponent has investigated the potential sources of water coming into the swamp. 
Substantial evidence is presented in tal-ie CER, including survey data on ground levels, surface 
water flow directions, and water qualities {chemical and suspended solids content), to suggest 
direct rainfall is the main contribution to the water coming into the main swamp habitat area, 
rather than surface water flowing into the area from outside the reserve. 

However the highway drain (Figure 3) lc.v.::atetl in the south -east of the rescr"c, ~which carries 
runoff waters from Great Nonhern Highway and farmland to the south, west and east into the 
reserve, does represent a significant risk to the health of the tortoise and an interference to its 
movements. Nutrients washed into the reserve could encourage the growth of exotic species 
over native plants, and may lead to eutrophication of small pools of water when the tonoises are 
actively feeding in spring. A major tnick parking area is located within the catchment of tJ1e 
reserve, at the comer of the highway and Apple Street, and a snillae:e of petroleum products or 
other harmful materials could have disastrous consequences for the tortoise. Surface waters 
emanating from any ground disturbance, such as the proposed day excavation, could lead to a 
further deterioration in the quality of drainage water into the reserve, and possibly siltation of 
the water course. 

In their submission to the Authority and in further discussions, both the Zoology Department of 
the University of Western Australia and the Department of Conservation and Land Management 
have advised that the tortoise would benefit by the elimination of external drainage waters into 
the reserve. Water requirements for the reserve would be met by rainfall. 

A .C.C 1 •- • ' -.. • ..-...•• • ~ • I' L"l .~s a consequence 01 1urtner 1nteract1on oetween 1v1etro .tlncK, tne zoology Jepartment 01 tne 
University of Western Australia, the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the 
Shire of Swan, the Main Roads Department and the Environmental Protection Authority, the 
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company now proposes that surface drainage water from their clay excavation could be 
prevented from entering the tortoise habitat area by the construction of a suitable drainage 
diversion system (refer to Appendicies 2 and 4). Metro Brick has also given a commitment to 
the containment of turbid water within its excavations and immediate surroundings thus 
ensuring it does not flow on to the tortoise habitat. 

For the first three annual excavations on Lot 10, Metro Brick would contain all their drainage 
water to within their site and immediate surrounds by bunding the perimeter with overburden to 
a height of 0.8m. This would prevent outside surface water from flowing into the disturbed 
area, and allow it to follow natural drainage patterns. The existing excavation site on Part Lot 
36 would be rehabilitated to pasture before next winter, and bunded to prevent runoff waters 
entering the catchment of the tortoise habitat. 

Metro Brick acknowledge that future stages of excavation may need diversion of drainage 
waters to the north, to prevent them from entering the tortoise habitat area. The company 
favours the option of blocking off water which currently enters the culvert leading under Great 
Northern Highway and discharges into the nature reserve (Figure 4\ The rlrainage line along 
the east side of the highway could be enlarged and deepened to encourage flow in a northerly 
direction and into the next culvert. Here the water flows west under the highway, through Ellen 
Brook Nature Reserve but outside the fenced-off habitat mea, and discharges into Ellen Brook. 
This modification to the drainage would require further engineering appraisal and possibly 
negotiation with other land owners prior to implementation. 

The Environmental Protection Authority believes that the clay excavation proponents should 
carry out appropriate modifications to the drainage systems with which their proposals interact, 
to ensure that the habiiat of the short necked tortoise is protected. The Authority considers that 
Metro Brick's drainage modifications are reasonable, and are consistent with the objectives of 
protecting the habitat of the tortoise. However, to ensure that the long term drainage works are 
carried out in a suitable time frame that meshes with the preparation of new habitat areas by the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management on the reserve and proposed extensions, 
the Authority believes this work should be ca..:.~ed out vvithin two years of approval of the 
proposal (see Recommendations 2 and 4). 

6. 3 Groundwater impacts on tortoise habitat 

The Environmental Protection Authority is concerned that excavations around the tortoise 
habitat area could lead to a more rapid drying up of the wet areas which represent essential 
feeding environments for the tortoise. 

The proponent has investigated and reported on the depth of the water table and the presence 
and extent of perched groundwater, which are the two principal aspects of the groundwater 
regime that a_re likely to impact on the hydrology of the tortoise habitat. 

A • .-:1· ('I • ,,-,..._ 1 • • •• • .. i 'h" ••• £"?.S mcnt1oneu 1n 0ect10.n u . .L.., ine proponent nas oeen a.Die to estabilsn wit a reasonao1e aegree 
of certainty that water levels in the swamp habitat are principally dependant on rainfall. 
Groundwater levels in the area of the proposed ciay pits fluctuate at a similar depth of between 
8 and 9 metres below the surface.The proponent concludes that the main groundwater aquifer is 
not a source of water, based on the observation that regional groundwater levels which 
approximate the water levels in the nearby Ellen Brook in summer, are always significantly 
lower than the swamp water levels. This is supported by the fact that water levels in the swamp 
are maintained long after :rainfall has ceased, presumably due to impervious clay sediments at 
the base of the swa..rnp which prevent rapid movement of Llie water Llirough the profile ai,d into 
the superficial aquifer, thus precluding a direct hydraulic connection between the two. 

Of less certainty is the impact of clay excavations on the perched water table. Should there be a 
link between the perched water table and water levels in the swamp or other tortoise habitat, 
then a clay excavation could potentially lead to a reduction in the wet area available to the 
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tortoise. Such an effect is likely to occur and would be of major concern when clay excavations 
are in close proximity to the boundaries to the habitat area 

The proponent has noted the presence of perched groundwater in the area. During winter and 
into spring the groundwater can sit above the layer of plastic clay, which commences about 3 to 
4 metres below the surface. It is generally a temporary occurrence which dissipates relatively 
quickly via evaporation and infiltration. The perched water is not continuous, tending to occur 
in lenses or pockets within shallow sediments above the clay. In the environmental report 
provided to the Authority on Part Lot 36 operations, monitoring of two bores in the perched 
groundwater over a 12 month period recorded a wide variation in water levels, with one bore 
maintaining a level between 16.8 and 18.4 metres, whereas the other bore fluctuated between 
11.8 and 18.4 metres (ground level 23.5 and 20.8 metres AHD respectively). Of significance 
was the monitoring of the clay pit, which showed that there was no shallow seepage back into 
the pit. 

Based on topographical information, the proponent considers that the main swamp habitat is an 
isolated clay pan that is not hydraulically linked to adjoining land. The swa._mp is cut off to the 
north by Ellen Brook and to the south and west by the drain through the reserve. Land to the 
east, which was probably originally part of the tortoise habitat prior to clearing and subsequent 
agricultural land use, incorporates Lots 10 and 11. The proponent acknowledges the possibility 
of some sub-surface hydraulic link between t.his land and the swamp, although concluding that 
the potential is low, based on the nature of sediments at the base of the swamp, and the 
probabiliiy of compaction during construction of the highway which would have formed a 
barrier to sub-surface flow in the direction of the swamp. 

The Water Authoriiy of WA have submitted that the proponent's conclusions about the 
groundwater relationships with the swamp may be an over-simplification of the hydrology of 
the area. The CER shows the perched groundwater upstream is higher than the the swamp 
level. The Water Authority considers that, while the nature reserve drain intercepts some 
groundwater flowing from the south east, it is probable that the groundwater system provides 
upward pressure to the swarrip, thereby limiting the infiltration of ·water from the swarnp to the 
groundwater system. This conclusion conflicts with that received from the Geological Survey 
of WA, which agreed with the proponent in that interception of the perched groundwater by the 
quarrying should have no effect. The Environmental Protection Authority considers that the 
proposals by !v1etro Brick aitd other clay excavation proponents are most unlikely to impact on 
the groundwater of the tortoise habitat, provided that stringent controls and management 
procedures are adopted (see below). 

Of concern to the Authority are the impacts that the clay excavations might have on tortoise 
habitat areas within the fenced-off reserve but outside the swamp area, particularly as these 
impacts were not been addressed in detail by the proponent in the CER. In their response to 
submissions, Metro Brick acknowledge that there is insufficient evidence to say that there is 
negligible risk to the tortoise swamp habitat from the clay excavation, especially when in close 

• • 'L t ""'' • ~ • • ' . ' ; ' . ,., proxnr.uty to tue to tr1e nature re~erveo 1 ne company cons1aers Ulat the pnnc1pa1 e1emenr or 
uncertainty rests with the shallow perched groundwater regime and the degree of hydraulic 
connection between surface water in depressions within the habitat area and any sub-surface 
water which may be present. In recognition of this risk, the company is committed to verifying 
that no adverse effects are experienced, by appropriate staging and monitoring of their 
excavations on Lots 10 and 11. 

The Depai ....... u11ent of Conservation and Land Management have submitted that a no-qu&rrying 
buffer of 100 metres be established to guard against any error in the proponent's management 
practices or predictions. Metro Brick are committed to not quarrying within 100 metres of the 
reserve boundary, until further investigations are able to conclusively demonstrate that no 
adverse effect could occur. Furthermore, the company propose to commence operations on Lot 
10 as far as possible from the reserve, which would be initially at least 600 metres from the 
south-eastern corner of the reserve. 
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The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that, from investigations undertaken and 
advice given, the proposals by Metro Brick and other clay excavation proponents are most 
unlikely to impact on the groundwater of the tortoise habitat, provided that the following 
stringent controls and management procedures are adopted for each proposal: 

• Preparation of an approved Staged Excavation Plan as part of an Environmental 
Management Programme, prior to excavation and in consultation with the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management (see Recommendation 4). The Plan should be 
implemented to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, with the first 
excavation to commence at the furthermost point away from the tortoise habitat; 

• preparation of an approved Groundwater Protection Plan, as part of the Environmental 
Management Programme, prior to excavation and in consultation with the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management, the Water Authority of WA, and the Geological 
Survey of WA (see Recommendation 4 ). The Plan should be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, with the objective of delineating 
and monitoring perched groundwater levels and pit seepages, combined ,vith suitable 
management practices to remedy any potentially unacceptable impacts; 

• establishment of a no-qua.rrying buffer of 100 metres around the reserve, until further 
investigations are able to conclusively demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Authority that no adverse effect could occur (see 
Recommendation 3). 

6. 4 Rehabilitation 

Metro brick are committed to introduce sequential rehabilitation of previously worked areas as 
soon as practicable, and in accordance with the rehabilitation objectives developed in 
consultation with Planning Authorities and the landowner (ie in respect of leasehold 
arrangements). 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that the rehabilitation objectives of Metro 
Brick are consistent with the Authority's objective of re-establishing wetlands on the coastal 
plain. The proponent should liaise with the Department of Conservation and Land Management, 
to ensure that native species are catered for in the rehabilitation of the iakes and that suitable 
wildlife refuges (in the form of islands), are provided. The proponent should incorporate these 
plans into an approved rehabilitation plan as part of the Environmental ~y1anagement 
Programme, to be prepared prior to excavation and in consultation with the Shire of Swan and 
the Department of Conservation and Land Management The Plan should be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authorit"y, 

6. 5 Provision of additional tortoise habitat 

In the CER, !v1etro Brick has suggested that there n1ay be some difficulty in re-establishing the 
existing tortoise habitat following excavation of the clay. The clay pans that the tortoise inhabits 
only hold water in winter, compared with clay quarries which are substantially deeper and tend 
to have water in them all year. Additionally the soil profile is significantly altered in the 
excavation process. The proponent has suggested that it might be more cost-effective and 
practical to expand the tortoise habitat by recovering adjoining land that may have previously 
supported the tortoises and rehabilitate the area to its original form. 

The Depa.rtment of Conservation and Land l\1anagement have indicated that, under the current 
proposals for rehabilitation to a series of lakes, the excavated sites would be of no value to the 
tortoise. Any such site would need to be gazette-d as a Nature Reserve if it was to be restc-:ked 
with the short necked tortoise, and it could be expensive to construct to specific standards and 
manage to the benefit of the tortoise. 
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An extension to the existing (fenced-off) reserve is regarded by the Department of Conservation 
and Land Management and the Zoology Department of the University of Western Australia as 
one of the best ways to help increase ihe numbers of short necked tortoises in the wild. 
Earthworks to isolate the reserve and divert the existing drainage waters to an area outside the 
reserve is considered essential to improving and protecting the quality of water in the current 
and future habitat areas. Recontouring of some areas within the existing or extended reserve 
would be required. 

In their response to issues raised in submissions, Metro Brick has indicated that it is agreeable 
to assisting with machinery time for potential earthworks. The timing of assistance would 
preferably need to fit in with the company's seasonal working arrangements, and would be 
subject to further liaison and negotiation. 

The Environmental Protection Authority notes the intention of Metro Brick to assist with the 
provision of additional habitat for the short necked tortoise, and encourages other companies 
and individuals who may wish to participate in the recovery and survival of this extremely 
endangered species of wildlife to liaise with the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management . 

6. 6 Regional development, drainage and rehabilitation 

The Authority notes that a large extent of land is likely to be affected by future proposals for 
clay extraction in the area between the Swan River and Ellen Brook. These clay excavations are 
within an important resource area identified by the Depa..rtment of Planning and Urban 
Development in its Basic Raw Materials Policy for the State. 

In its submission to the Authority, the Department of Planning and Urban Development has 
indicated the following: 

• any structure plan for the locality would reflect the need to protect the clay resource 
areas from incompatible developments; 

• only lirrited future urba.11 develop1nent will occur in u1ie Upper Swan locality, due to the 
need to protect the clay resource, and t_he remoteness of the area from the existing 
sewerage system; 

• the Department would most likely not support the subdivision of exist'ing rural lots in the 
immediate locality of the clay excavations into "Special Rural" sized lots, as this would 
lead to more intensive uses that would be incompatible with the clay excavation 
operations aJ1d possibly prejudice future long teun planning options for the locality; 

• It would be appropriate for the proponents of the different excavation proposals to 
prepare a comprehensive long term rehabilitation/development strategy for the locality, 
in consultation with the Council, Environmental Protection Authority and the 
Department of Planning and Urban Development. The strategy could be based on 
transforming the excavation sites into a wetland system su...rrounded by compatible 
recreation and tourisrf1 developments" 

The Authority notes the proponent's commitment to consult with planning authorities to 
facilitate the derivation of a long term strategic plan for the Upper Swan locality which 
recognises and accepts the interim priority land use of clay extraction. Metro Brick is also 
committed to establishing an inter-company liaison mechanism to enable a coordinated approach 
between all three proponents with respect to addressing potential cumulative operational effects 
and overall rehabilitation goals. 

The Authority considers that the proponents of all clay excavations in the Upper Swan locality, 
including Metro Brick, should jointly prepare a regional development, drainage and 
rehabilitation plan for the locality, and the objectives of the plan should include t_he protection of 
the habitat of the Western Swamp Tortoise (see Recommendation 5). 
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6. 7 Groundwater impacts generally 

The proposed clay excavations are situated in the Swan Groundwater Area. In the area east of 
the Great Northern Highway, the Leederville Formation, which is a major aquifer for the Perth 
area and an important source for private users, is recharged directly from the Superficial 
Formation. 

The Water Authority of WA has submitted that a groundwater licence would be required by the 
proponents of clay excavations to draw groundwater. Pollution of the Leederville Formation by 
contaminants such as diesel fuel would be impossible to clean up and could render parts of the 
aquifer unusable. The Water Authority has indicated that safeguards should be built into the 
clay excavations to prevent water pollution, and fuels and oils should not be stored inside the 
catchment area. The Water Authority indicated that excavation and dewatering activities could 
cause drawdown in the local water table and affect up to six neighbouring private wells. The 
proponents should monitor private shallow wells and make good supplies if affected. 

The main supert1cia1 groundwater aquifer is situated about 8 to 9 metres below the surface, and 
generally below the level of the plastic clay which the proponent wishes to excavate. In the 
CER, the proponent points out that it is uncommon for clay excavation to occur below the water 
table because of logistical difficulties. Excavation of wet plastic clay is extremely difficult, and 
the proponent would be required to continuously dewater the pit to successfully excavate below 
the water table. In addition, this clay is generally of inferior quality and would need to be 
blended with higher quality clay to be of use. The proponent considers that in the event that 
dewatering was required, this could be accomplished by pumping groundwater to another 
section of the pit or a nearby pit, where recharge could occur, thus concluding that the overall 
effect on the groundwater resource would be negligible. 

In Metro Brick's response to submissions, the company indicated that excavations had been 
conducted to a depth of 9 metres on Part Lot 36 (since 1988) without intersecting groundwater. 
As further exploratory drilling is conducted over Lot 10, it would be possible for the company 
to establish the depth of the permanent water table. Metro Brick recognise and accept the 
philosophy of water resource protection and conservation, and have indicated that, in the 
unlikely event that the excavation did reach the water table or proceed slightly below it, the area 
would be backfilled with overburden to maintain at least one metre of cover. Water for dust 
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Swan, which was previously used for viticultural purposes. Rainfall and runoff water collected 
within the excavation could also be used for this purpose. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that Metro Brick should prepai-e an approved 
groundwater protection plan as part of the Environmental Management Programme, in 
consultation with the Water Authority of Western Australia, prior to the extraction of clay on 
Lots IO and 11. The plan should outline procedures to be used by the proponent to protect the 
quality and quantity of groundwater from the impacts of the clay excavation and earth moving 
machinery. The plan should be implemented and revie~wed regularly to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Authority (see Recommendation 4). 

6. 8 Noise, dust and visual impacts 

The proposed clay excavations in the area have the potential to impact on the comfort of local 
residents, through noise, dust, and visual impacts. 

The noise environment of the Upper Swan locality is already influenced by a number of non
rural activities. These include the standard gauge railway, the Great Northern Highway, the 
truck marshalling vard, and the existing clav excavations in the area. Noise would be e:enerated 
at the quarry sites when overburden and clay are excavated, and along trucking routes ~when the 
clay is moved off-site. In the CER, the proponents indicate that the excavation season 



encompasses the summer months, for up to 12 hours per day, 6 days per week, although it is 
unlikely that all proponents would be operating at the one time for this period. 

In response to submissions, Metro Brick has stated that it would restrict its operating times to 
6.30am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday. The truck movements at the Metro site are expected to 
be less intensive in comparison to the other excavation sites, and would be between 2 to 5 
hours each day for approximately 4 days every six weeks, depending on demand at the plant. 

The clay excavation proponents recognise that noise control and minimisation is a prerequisite 
to community acceptance and would incorporate routine management practices to reduce the 
potential for noise disturbance, including: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

strategic placement of both topsoil and overburden stockpiles to shield nearby 
residences from noise generated from within the quarries; 

ensuring that only licensed vehicles are utilised and that they are adequately maintained 
to comply with relcva.,t noise level regulations; 

location of driveways to the qua."Ties at points which are optimally positioned to 
minimise noise disturbance to nearby residences from the effects of trucks braking, 
turning and accelerating; 

careful inventory management of clay stockpiles and logistics of storage at each plant to 
ensure that the number of excavations and trucking campaigns is minimised during each 
excavation season; 

introduction of a co-ordinated approach to the timing of individual campaigns at the 
various quarries, if necessary, to avoid excessive truck movements on local roads. 

In the case of Metro Brick's proposed excavation on Lots 10 and 11, the noise impacts are 
reduced by their distance from most residences. The nearest residence is located on the 
proposed Midland Brick excavation site on Lot 22, about 350 m from the boundary to Lot 10 
and about 1 km from the initial excavation site. The more densely populated Upper Swan 
townsite is located about 900m west of the western boundary of Lot 10. 

The proponents recognise the potential for dust pollution from the quarry sites, particularly as 
much of the activitv would occur in the drier summer months. Easterlv and north-easterly 
winds, which would tend to transport dust in the direction of the Uppe; Swan townsite, are 
quite strong and frequent during this time. When the clay is dry, dust pollution could occur 
from worked surfaces within the pits, unsealed access tracks, and stockpiles of clay, 
overburden and topsoil. 

However, previous clay excavation experience by the proponents in the area indicates that a 
dust is unlik:el y to be u problern~ due to various factors including: 

• when freshly dug, the clay retains some moisture and is therefore not mobile, tending to 
stick together; 

• most of the proposed excavations are accessed directly off sealed roads, and would not 
require long service roads; 

• major sources of dust are easily controlled using a watering truck; 

• stockpiles of overburden and topsoil tend to be self-sealing once exposed to rain, 
although hydro-mulching is a viable option; 
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• the sequential rehabilitation programme, which minimises the area left open at any one 
time, and is generally a standard condition on excavation licences issued by the Shire of 
Sw·an. 

In their response to submissions, Metro Brick indicate that it is their intention to operate the clay 
quarry within noise and dust limits which can be tolerated by the local community with minimal 
inconvenience, and to preclude adverse effects to through traffic on Great Northern Highway. 
In the company's experience on Part Lot 36, there is not a dust problem with temporary 
overburden stockpiles and longer term clay stockpiles on the excavation site. To the company's 
knowledge, there have been no nuisance effects reported, and there have been no complaints to 
Metro brick in respect to noise or dust emissions. The most likely source of dust emissions is 
from working areas and the access track when traversed by trucks, which is simply controlled 
by watering. The company have stated that a watering truck would be present for all campaigns 
from their site, and for any trucking campaigns which occurred during the drier months of the 
year. 

The flat terrain, coupled with the extensive clearing of vegetation in the past, means that the 
proposed clay excavations would be visible to local residents and traffic passing along Great 
Northern Highway. The proponents point out that the flat terrain is advantageous to some 
extent, in that the pit faces would be generally excluded from view because they would be 
below ground level. However the proponents recognise the potential of the excavations to 
impair visual quality to the area in the short to medium term, and that there is a need to 
incorporate some landscape planning during the operational life of the the quarries, in addition 
to the final rehabilitation plan. Principal techniques that could be used to minimise adverse 
visual effects include: 

• strategic placement of temporary overburden stockpiles to screen the site from major 
viewsheds of concern; 

• ensuring that stockpiles are smoothly contoured instead of a number of different sized 
heaps; 

• pianting vegetation screens at the site boundaries in areas where visual impact is 
required to be softened. 

Metro Brick propose tree planting around the stockpile area and along the highway iu the next 
pianting season (l 992), which would be regularly monitored and supplemented as required. 

The Environmental Protection Authority considers that noise, dust and visual impacts from 
Metro Brick's proposed clay operation on Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36 are likely to be 
manageable to the extent that they do not cause an unacceptable impact on the environment. In 
order that these impacts are monitored and managed correctly, the Authority believes the 
proponent should prepare, implement and regularly review noise, dust and visual impact 
management plans as pai.---t of the Environmental tv1.a:.1ager11ent Progran11ne, in con~ultation with 
the Shire of Swan and to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority (see 
Recommendation 4). The Plans should document the company's procedure for handling 
complaints, including the person responsible within the company for receiving and recording 
the complaints, for following them up and, if appropriate, for rectifying the cause of the 
complaint. 

6. 9 Public safety and management of mosq_uito breeding 

Some of the clay pits would be in close proximity to residences, particularly the Upper Swan 
to\-vnsite, an.d could be left open. ~·ith deep expanses of water prior to final rehabilitation. The 
pits could become a source of mosquito nuisance or disease to the public, and may represent a 
danger to young children in the area. 
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In response to these issues, the Metro Brick indicate that they have had discussions with the 
health surveyor from the Shire of Swan. To preclude mosquito breeding, it has been 
recommended to the company that they maintain relatively sharp edges in the rehabilitated pits 
and that the sides are free of vegetation, to minimise the area of sheltered water that the 
mosquitos breed in. The proponent suggests that the lake could be stocked with fish, to predate 
on the mosquito larvae, as is the case at the Ballajura Lakes Estate. 

The company has stated that public access is presently restricted by boundary fences in good 
condition and a lockable gate off Great Northern Highway. A wa..-rning fence (eg fluorescent 
ribbon) would be placed around the sides of steep parts of the excavation. The company 
considers that their site would probably be of less risk to the children of the Upper Swan 
townsite than the other clay pits , due to the separation of distance and the highway. Metro 
Brick is prepared to consider the provision of materials and/or machine time (on a one-third 
basis with Midland Brick and Prestige Brick) for recreational areas provided by the Council, if 
this was considered of value in keeping children away from the site. 

The Environmental Protection Authority is concerned that the subsequent lake development 
does not create a public nuisance, and considers that the proponent should liaise with the Shire 
of Swan and the Department of Conservation and Land Management to ensure that these issues 
are addressed in the Environmental Management Programme. 

6 .10 Aboriginal sites 

Through a literature search the proponent identified an Aboriginal site of archaeological 
significance which is located about 2 kilometres away, on the north side of the Swan River and 
near the Great northern Highway bridge. However a register search at the Department of 
Aboriginal Sites of the Western Australian Museum has shown there are no recorded sites for 
the proposed quarry area. 

The Department of Aboriginal Sites has advised the Authority that the Swan Valley area is 
known to have sites of major Aboriginal significance, in boti'i archaeological and ethnographic 
terms. The Department of Aboriginal Sites has suggested that a survey of such sites should be 
cauied out prior to approvai, and it may also be desirable to carry out some monitoring of 
subsurface material during excavation. 

The Authority suggests that the proponent discuss with the Depart.'llent of Aboriginal Sites of 
the West Australian M_useum appropriate ,vays of complying with the provisions of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972-80. 

8. Conclusions and recommendations 
The Environmental Protection Authority recognises the very rare status of the 
short necked tortoise, and the requirement to protect its habitat. Accordingly, 
the Authority has set a very high onus of proof on this and other nearby 
quarrying proposals, to demonstrate that there will be no adverse impacts on 
the tortoises and their habitat. It is only after detailed study that the Authority 
considers that the proposal would not have any adverse impacts and therefore 
could proceed 

Based on its assessment of the proposal and additional information provided by the proponent 
in response to questions raised as a result of the assessment process, the Authority makes the 
followir1g conclusions and recommendations: 
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Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority concmoes that the proposal by Metro 
Brick to quarry clay on Lots 10, 11 and Part Lot 36, as outlined in the 
Consultative Environmental Review and subsequently modified during the 
process of interaction between the proponent, the Environmental Protection 
Authority, and government agencies, and those members of the public who 
were consulted, is environmentally acceptable. 
In reaching this conclusion, the Authority identified the main issues requiring 
detailed consideration as: 
• protection of the habitat of the endangered Western Swamp Tortoise, 

Pseudemydura umbrina, at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve; 
• management of drainage waters; 
• protection of groundwater resources; 
• rehabilitation of the quarried area; 
• noise, dust, and visual impacts from the quarrying operations; 
• public safety and management of mosquito breeding. 
The Environmental Protection Authority considers that these and other issues, 
such as planning considerations, have been addressed and are manageable, 
either by changes to the proposal by the proponent during assessment, the 
environmental management commitments given by the proponent, or by the 
Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 
Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed, subject to the proponent's commitments (Appendix 1) 
and the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations in this report. 
Any approval for the proposal should be for a maximum of 10 years from the 
time of commencement. Subsequent applications will be reviewed in the light 
of the proponent's environmental performance at the site. 

Recommendation 2 
The Environmentai t'rotection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities and in consultation with the Department of Conservation 
and Land l\fanagement, the Main Roads Department, the Swan River Trust and 
the Shire of Swan, Metro Brick should prepare a drainage management plan as 
part of an Environmental Management Programme to the satisfaction oi the 
Minister for the Environment. This plan should enable the proponent to: 
• monitor drainage to detect, report on, and manage any drainage impacts 

on the habitat of the short necked tortoise at Ellen Brook Nat.ure 
Reserve; 

• remedy any unacceptable drainage impacts on the tortoise habitat by this 
proposal; 

• detain all drainage waters on site in the first 3 years of operation, so that 
they do not enter the tortoise habitat at Ellen Brook Nature Reserve nor 
create an unacceptable impact elsewhere; 

• divert all drainage waters from the eastern side the Great Northern 
Highway from entering the tortoise habitat area at Ellen Brook Nature 
Reserve within two years of approval of the proposal, and in so doing, 
ensure it does not create an unacceptable impact elsewhere. 

The drainage management plan should be implemented and periodically 
reviewed to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 
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Recommendation 3 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that there be no quarrying 
within 100 metres of the boundaries of the Wild Life Sanctuary at Ellen Brook 
Nature Reserve and any additions thereto, until further investigations are able 
to conclusively demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority that no adverse effect could occur to the tortoise habitat. 

Recommendation 4 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to the start of 
quarrying activities, Metro Brick should prepare an Environmental Management 
Programme to the satisfaction of the Minister for the Environment. This 
programme should enable the proponent to detect, report on, and manage any 
impacts, and remedy any unacceptable impacts on the environment by this 
proposal, and should be implemented and periodically reviewed to the 
satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. Details to be prepared 
as part of the Environmenta! Management Programme should include, but noi 
necessarily be limited to: 
• a staged quarrying strategy; 
• drainage management; 
• groundwater protection; 
• progressive rehabilitation of the site; 
• procedures to minimise noise, dust and visual impacts associated with 

the quarrying and transportation operations; 
• public safety and mosquito breeding; and 
• periodic reporting of monitoring results and consequential changes to 

environmentai management 
The timing of the preparation and review of the Environmental Management 
Programme should be to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority. 

Recommendation 5 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that Metro Brick, in 
consultation with the Department. of Conservation and Land Management, the 
Department of Planning and Urban Development, the Shire of Swan, and other 
current and known proposed clay producers in the area, should contribute to 
the preparation of a regional development, drainage and rehabilitation strategy 
for the Upper Swan Locality, within 2 years of approval of this proposal and 
io the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority. 

The Authority considers that any approval for the prnposal based on this assessment should be 
limited to five years. Accordingly, if the proposal has not been substantially commenced within 
five years of the date of this report, then such approval should lapse. After that time, further 
consideration of the proposal should occur only following a new referral to the Authority. 

The Authority notes that during the detailed implementation of proposals, it is often necessary 
to make minor and non-substantial cha.11ges to the designs and specification which have been 
examined as part of the Authority's assessment. The Authority considers that subsequent 
statutory approvals for this proposal could make provision for such changes, where it can be 
shown that the changes are not likely to have a significant effect on the environment. 
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Appendix 1 

Environmental management commitments 
by Metro Brick Pty Ltd 



The proponent hereby commits itself to the overall environmental 
management and rehabilitation philosophy outlined in the Consultative 
Environmental Review and subsequent modifications as outlined in 
Appendicies 2 and 4 of this report. In specific terms, this means the 
proponent will; 

(i) Consult with Planning Authorities to facilitate the derivation of a
long term strategic plan for the locality which recognises and
accepts the interim priority land use of clay extraction.

(ii) Establish an inter-company liaison mechanism to enable a co
ordinated approach between all three proponents with respect to
addressing potential cumulative operational effects and overall
rehabilitation goals,

(iii) Implement the management techniques described in both Sections
5 and 6 to ensure that adverse effects are not experienced in
relation to:

potential visual intrusion for residents at Upper Swan and 
through-traffic on Great Northern Highway; 

potential noise and dust disturbance of the residents at 
Upper Swan, particularly near the road junction of Apple 
Street and Almeria Parade; 

potential erosion of working areas and stockpiles and 
consequent silt transport to iocai drainage; 

dewatering of accumulated rainfall and (perhaps) 
groundwater seepage from the working area of the pit 
which may be necessary to allow excavation to proceed. 

(iv) Implement routine surveillance of the quarries at regular intervals
throughout the year to assess the critical parameters identified in
the monitori_ng program.

(v) Comply with excavation licence conditions negotiated with the
Shire of Swan and in consultation with the Environmental
Protection Authority.

(vi) 

(vii) 

(' ""\ illl, 

Introduce sequential rehabilitation of previously worked area ass
soon as practicable in accordance with the rehabilitation objectives
developed in consultation with Planning Authorities and the
landowner (ie, in respect of leasehold arrangements).

Contain turbid water within its excavations and immediate
surroundings thus ensuring it does not flow on to the tortoise
habitat.

Not quarry within a hundred metres of the nature reserve
bounda.�J � until flli.,.,d1er investigations are able to conclusively
demonstrate that no adverse effect could occur.



(ix) Prepare an Environmental Monitoring and Management
Programme to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection
Authority prior to commencement of operations at the site.

(x) Verify that no adverse effects experienced on the Short Necked
Tortoise habitat are experienced, by appropriate staging and
monitoring of excavations on lots JO and 11.



Appendix 2 

Proponent's response to issues raised in public submissions 



METRO BRICK PTY LTD 

LOTSJ0/11 GREAT NORTHERNHI6HWAY 

Page No. 1 

Responses to Questions and Comments in Relation to Proposed Clay Excavations near Ellen 

Brook Nature Reserve (EBNR). 

Preamble 

The following responses have been prepared in order to meet the requirements of the formal 

assessment process for the proposed clay excavation at Upper Swan. The company is 

confident that the principal issues have been satisfactorily addressed to enable on-going 

assessment of this proposal. 

Noise, Dust, Visual and Safety Issues 

Ql. What are the numbers of residences and people living in residences 

(approximately) within: 

(I) 100 metres

(ii) 500 metres

(iii) 1000 metres

of the boundaries of each clay mining proposal? 

The following information has been interpreted from aerial photography (scale 1 :20,000; date 

= 4.1.91). 

(i) 100 metres - no houses.

(ii) 500 metres - 2 houses.

(iii) 1000 metres - 78 houses.

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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Note that this is a worst-case scenario especially for the initial years of excavation because the 

estimates are derived by measuring from the boundaries of the site, whereas there is a 

substantiai buffer zone avaiiabie within the site. For example, most of the houses occur to the 

south-west and, given that excavation will commence approximately 600 metres inside the 

south-west corner of the site, the number of houses within 1000 metres would then be 

reduced to less than 20. 

Q 2. What noise and dust limits will the proponents be operating to - refer to page 45 

in the CER. Will monitoring be done to ensure operations are within these !imits? 

How many trucks per hour are likely to operate from the quarries each hour? 

What are the dominant wind directions and ve!ociHes for the area during the 

proposed times of mining? How is this likely to affect nearby residences or major 

traffic routes, with respect to noise and dust impacts?-P46. 

(i) Noise and Dust Limits

This clay quarry proposal essentially represents a continuation of the excavation activity which 

has occurred on the adjoining Pt Lot 36 for the last four years. It is proposed to commence 

excavation on Lot 10, only a short distance from the north-western corner of Pt. Lot 36. Tu 

the company's knowledge, no nuisance effects have been reported and there have definitely 

been no complaints to Metro Brick in respect of noise and dust emissions. (This also applies 

to Bristile Ltd., a company doscly associaied wiih Metro Brick, which has operated a ciay 

quarry on adjoining land for the last 15 years or so) . 

...-, • A'I • • • • r � ;f - "'""' • � . . ,,i: " • • � • • ... ... • • • • 

n rn me 1menuon or lVAerro uncK to operate me ciay qua.l.ly wunm n01se ana aust ilIT1.its wn1ch 

caJ1 be tolerated by the local community with minimal inconvenience, and to preclude adverse 

effects to through-traffic on Great Northern Highway. With at least 20 years supply of clay 

available on Lots 10 and 11, it is obviously in the company's best interests to operate in a 

manner which is unobtrusive to neighbouring residents. 

In the company's experience, there is not a dust problem from the temporary overburden 

stockpiies and ionger term day stockpile which is maintained on Pt Lot 36. The main source 

of dust emissions is from the work areas and access track when traversed by trucks, which is 

simply controlled by watering. A watering truck will be present for all campaigns from this 

site and for the trucking campaigns which occur during the drier months of the year. 
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The potential for dust nuisance is also mitigated by the substantial buff er zone that is available 

between the quarry site and the nearest cluster of residences. 

For the same reason, noise emissions are not an issue at this site. 

(ii)Truck Movements

Truck movements at this site are less intensive in comparison to pits operated by other 

companies in the vicinity, but occur throughout the year. This is because the storage capacity 

at the Malaga plant is limited to 1,000 tonnes, under the terms of its original operating licence. 

Therefore, truck movements are anticipated to be between 2-5/hour for approximately 4 days 

every 6 weeks. The number of campaigns during the year is ultimately linked to 

economic/market factors. 

(iii)Wind Data

Wind fre.quency analyses (speed and direction) have been obtained from the Bureau of 

Meteorology for wind data recorded at the nearby Department of Agriculture's Upper Swan 

Rese::irch Station. These monthly analyses were first produced for this station in A.pril 199 L 

Summary statistics for the clrier months of the year �re presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

North-easterly ,vinds ctre noted as the main winds of concern with respect to potential dust 

impacts on the nearest residential area within the Upper Swan townsite. Consideration of the 

data in Tables 1 1-md 2 reveals that: 

From the perspective of wind direction anaiysis, May is the worst month because the 

prevailing morning wind is north-easterly, although the wind speeds at this time of 

the year are generally lighter. 

From the perspective of wind speed analysis, the period December to March has a 

relatively higher frequency of stronger north-easterly winds, but only in the morning. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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Table 1 

Analysis of North�Easterly Winds During Potential Excavation Season 

North-Easterlies Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

Morning winds % Occurrence 13 13 14 15 15 19 17 30 

(0900 hrs) Wind Strength: 

% moderate 11-20km/hr 32 32 A') 
.. ,., 32 32 38 35 27 

% Strong, >20km/hr B 16 21 32 26 22 12 10 

Afternoon Winds '%, Cx-,eurrence 4 2 3 4 4 5 5 •, 0 

(1500 hrs) Wind Strnngth: 

% moderate, 11-20km/hr 29 50 33 25 25 23 20 29 

% Strong, >20km/hr 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 
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Morning 

Afternoon 

Notes: 
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Table 2 

Prevailing Wind Directions 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

E,NE E,SW E,SW E,SW E E, NE E,Caim i>JE 

SW SW SW SW SW SW SW SW,W 

Prevaiiing wind (or winds) defined as% occurrence equal to 30% or more. Where two wind 

directions are given, each component wind has less than 30% occurrence, but are the two 

most frequent wind directions. 

Table 3 

Analysis of Easterly Winds During Potential Excavation Season 

Easterlies 

Morning Winds 

(0900 hrs) 

Afternoon V✓inds 

(1500 hrs) 

- -•-•••o ···-····-···-

% Occurrence 

Wind Strength: 

% Moderate, 11 •20km/hr 

% Strong, >20km/hr 

% Occurrence 

Wind Strength: 

% Moderate, 11-20km/hr 

% Strong, >20km/hr 

Oct Nov 

,,,_ , ,,u.,u, -, 

20 

36 

41 

10 

30 

20 

21 

30 

44 

. " 
;v 

32 

21 

Dec 

26 

34 

38 

" 

,;; 

36 

12 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

28 '"' 
29 

n,.., <,., 
.;,o c.v 1,:: 

39 32 24 30 24 

39 45 52 45 40 

12 18 <<> «:; 12 lC [v 

33 33 39 27 25 

17 28 22 20 17 
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• December and April may be considered as the optimum months (October and

November are also favourable but it is unlikely that access would be possible due to

wet soii c.;onditions). Obviously, soil moisture content would be higher early in the

excavation season, with a consequent reduced dust generation risk.

From Table 3 it is clear that the period December to March is characterised by relatively 

frequent and strong easterly winds in the mornings a.rid, in February a.rid March, these winds 

are also more common in the afternoons. However, the residential density due west of the site 

is extremely low. 

As a result of the above analysis, Metro Brick undertakes to excavate and stockpile its annual 

clay requirement as soon as access to the site is possible, following the winter rainfall period. 

This is when winds are most favourable and when soil moisture contents are relatively high, 

therefore minimising the potential for dust generation. The more frequent trucking campaigns 

will be strictly managed by access track watering during the higher risk periods of January to 

March. 

(iv) Conclusion

Whilst north-easterly winds are recognised as the most unfavourable in terms of potential dust 

effects on the Upper Swan townsite, it is emphasized that these winds do not occur 

frequently. They occur for 13-19% of the time in the mornings (November to April) and for 

2-5% of the time in the afternoons.

In addition, trucldng can1paig11s \Vhicl1 are tl1e 111ain so11rce of i)Otential (lust r1uisance� oce,;ur 

for only about 10% of the time. 

03. With the removal of overburden, have the proponents considered the use of

alternative (quieter) machinery to bulldozers e.g. scrapers, in an effort to reduce

noise leveis? •P42.

Wnilst the compa..'1y has used scrapers at Pt. Lot 36, it was found that the overburden was too 

hard to preclude the use of dozers in conjunction with the scrapers, for supplementary ripping 

or power assistance. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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Given that noise is not an issue at this site, the use of dozers is not constrained by the potential 

for off-site disturbance. 

Q 4. What are the transport routes and access points for each site? Have the 

proponents considered the potential noise and dust impacts on residents in their 

selection? 

The access point and transp011 route are shown on Figure L The on-site access is an ail

weather limestone road to enable collection and transfer of clay to Malaga during winter. The 

objective in selection of the road alignment was to avoid the use of the Coondaree Parade road 

reserve so that public access could be controlled. The road does not pass residential areas. 

05.Mining and trucking activities should be restricted to something less than

daylight hours. Are the proponents prepared to comm it to specific operating

days and hours, to allay any concerns of affected residents?-P42 & 53. Could

the life of each pit be reduced by excavating for longer periods of time?

Metro Brick will restrict operating times to the hours of 6.30am to 5.30pm, Monday to 

The life of Ll-ic pit is dictated by demand for bricks and therefore to reduce the lifetime it would 

l.-,,e necessary to create larger stockpiles. This could result in an aesthetics problem so the 

intention is to stockpile only 9-12 months supply of clay at the site at any particular time. 

Q 6. Most of the ciay pits are within reasonabie proximity to residences and are iikeiy 

to be left open for a considerable period of time, prior to final rehabilitation. Are 

th.e pits likely to be a breeding ground for mosquitos and any other public health 

nuisance? If so, how are these impacts to be managed? The presence of large 

expanses of water could also attract younger members of the population. What 

measures do the proponents intend carrying out to exclude and discourage 

children and other members of the public from using the uea? Are the 

proponents prepared to assist the local community in providing alternative 

recreation areas (e.g. parks} for children away from the site? 

BOWMAN B!SHAW GORHAM 
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Discussions have been held with a health surveyor from the Shire of Swan in relation to the 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mosquito issue. There is potential for open water areas to be a breeding ground for mosquitos 

wherever there is sufficient sheiter to prevent wind-induced turbuience of the water's surface. 

To preclude mosquito breeding activity, the Shire's health surveyor recommends that the pits 

are maintained with relatively sharp edges (Le. no shallow water areas where small pools may 

form as water levels declir1e in sumrner) and the sides are maintained clear of vegetation which 

would otherwise provide sheltered water. This will be readily accomplished in the clay pit 

during its operational life. 

Ultimately, if a lake is formed during the rehabilitation programme, attention will be devoted 

to contouring of the sides to minimise mosquito breeding risk. The lake could also be stocked 

with fish, as is the case at Ballajura Lakes Est.ate, to predate on mosquito larvae. 

Public access is presently restricted by boundary fences which are in good condition and by a 

lockable gate at the entrance to the limestone access road. The area will be signposted with 

"danger - open pit" signs. Fluorescent ribbon or a supplementary warning fence would be 

placed around the open pit in areas where the sides were left relatively steep, particularly in 

given that children are the main concern, it is considered that children residing in the Upper 

Swan townsite would tend to remain or be restrained by parents to the other side of the 

highway, due to the greater risk of injury in crossing Great Northern Highway). 

Metro Brick is prepared to consider provision of assistance with the cost of materials and/or 

areas provided by Council if this was considered of value in keeping children away from the 

site. 

BOWMAN BlSHAW GORHAM 
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Short�Necked Tortoise Habitat Generally 

Qi 4 On iy 20 to 30 short-necked torioises exist in the EBN R� The Zoo considers that 

this number is critically low for the survival of the population. It is understood 

that only minor environmental disturbances have caused the virtual loss of the 

whole tortoise population at the Twin Swamps Reserve, estimated in the mid-

1960's to be over 100. There is insufficient evidence in the CER to conclusively 

show that the proposed operations will have no impact on the last surviving short 

necked tortoises (see conflicting statements on P30, 38, 39). 

Whilst it would appear that on the balance of probabilities there is negligible risk to the tortoise 

swamp habitat from the proposed clay excavations, it is accepted that there is insufficient 

evidence to remove all uncertainty especially in close proximity to the nature reserve. The 

principal element of uncertainty rests with the shallow, perched groundwater regime and the 

degree of hydraulic connection between surface water in 'depressions' within the tortoise 

habitat area and any sub-smiace water that may be present. In this regard, the extent of iaterai 

continuity of the shallow groundwater needs to be clarified prior to excavating near to the 

reserve. 

Q 8" A major problem with the CER is that d1scusslon of the habitat of the tortoise is 

confined to the swamp {a restricted clay pan area) which covers on!y about 30% 

of the amportant habitat area of th� short neckad tortoise. 13o/a of an tortoises 

found between 1988 and 1990 were outside the swamp and in or south of the 

drain. 

The conclusions drawn in tI1e CER relate mainly to the day pan swamp because the 

hydrological data collected indicates strongly that this area is isolated from external 

hydrological influences other than direct rainfall. It was understood at the time that this clay 

pan was the principal habitat which required protection. 

Given the fact that tortoises exist outside of this clay pan (data which we have only recently 

been made aware) ru,d that the natt1re reserve is presently being expan.ded. to encompass 

additional 1and to the south and west, then it is accepted. that there may still be a risk, albeit 

slight, of hydrological effects between future, potential excavation sites and the nearest habitat 

BOWMAN BlSHAW GORHAM 
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area. Metro is committed to verifying that no adverse effects are experienced, by appropriate 

staging and monitoring of excavations on Lots 10 and 11. This is why the initial excavation is 
proposed near to previous excavations on Pt. Lot 36, i.e. as far as possible frorn the nature 

reserve and in an area where monitoring has shown no adverse hydrological effects from clay 

quarrying. 

Q9. An extension to the existing {fenced-off) reserve may be required to he!p 

increase the numbers of short necked tortoises. Earthworks to close and divert 

the existing drain to an area outside the reserve is essential to improving and 

protecting the quality of water in the habitat area. Recontouring of some areas 

within the existing or extended reserve may be required. To what degree and how 

might the proponents be prepared to assist CALM in this regard? 

Metro Brick is agreeable to assisting with machinery time for potential earthworks that may be 

required for recontouring or drainage works. The timing of assistance would preferably need 

to fit in with the company's seasonal working arrangements, subject to further liaison and 

negotiation. 

Is the Lot 6, Almeria Parade deposit part of the origii1al habitat occupied 

short necked tortoise? What is the potential for excavatron of this site to impact 

on the habitat of the tortoise? 

Question not relevant to Metro Brick 

Fjgure 8 shows most of the estimated original swamp naonat \tor snort necked 

tortoises) lies east of the swamp. What is the basis for this deHneat!on? Why is 

this are not favoured as a logical extension of the habitat for the short necked 

tortoise as opposed to land south and west of the current fenced off area? 

In Figure 8 of the CER, the basis for delineation of the 'original' swamp habitat is essentially 

arbitrary, in that it stems from the present natural hydrological boundaries of the residual clay 

pan area. The remnant clay pa.'1 is bounded to the north by slightly elevated land on the edge 

of Ellen Brook and to the west/south-west by a natural drainage channel. Therefore, it was

considered logical to assume that this habitat area originally extended to the east and south, on 

low-lying terrain where surface ponding still occurs today. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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The probability that additional tortoise habitat orj_ginaUye:i<:ist� on land f:µrther to the south .. 

and south-west of the nature reserve is also acknowledged and indeed, much of the land 

encompassed by the 20 metre topographical contour on Figure 8 could have supported suitable 

habitat for the short-necked tortoise. It is low-lying and would have been poorly drained prior 

to establishment of the existing drainage system. The original vegetation would have 

prevented rapid loss of surf ace water to Ellen Brook, thus maintaining pools of water in the 

spring months which is an impori.ant time for the tortoises. 

It is assumed that land to the east of the nature reserve is not favoured by CALM as an 

extension of the habitat because of the position of Great Northern Highway. Land to the 

south and west, which is presently being targeted for inclusion within the nature reserve, has 

the advantages of: 

• some native vegetation is still present in these areas, and

• there are no physical barriers (outside CALM's control) to inclusion of these areas

within the nature reserve.

Metro Brick's land is not being considered by CALM for future tortoise habitat. Tne site has 

no remnant native vegetation and the surface soils have been substantially disturbed as a result 

of past agricultural practises. 

Surface Water Impacts on Tortoise Habitat 

a i 2. Since the tortoise is weli known to habitat the drain and area to the south of the 

swamp, any deterioration !n water quality of the habitat could potentially lead to 

the extinction of the sub-population which inhabits the area. What steps can the 

proponents take to ensure that discharged pit water and run-off water from the 

clay excavations does not enter the habitat of the tortoise?-P47. 

Refer to answer for Question 13 below. 

BOWIIIIAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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a 1 3. What options are there for diversion of the drainage channel away from EBNR, ................................. . ................ . . . . . . . 

it is necessary to close lt off to ensure the survival of the short-necked 

tortoise? Could the proponents assist in this regard?-Fig.6. 

Apparently, CALM are now keen to have the drainage channel through the nature reserve 

diverted away from the EBNR. There are basically two options available for consideration: 

• Diversion of the drain through private property on the southern and western sides of

the nature reserve;

• Diversion of the drain along the eastern side of Great Northern Highway to discharge

into Ellen Brook, around the north-eastern corner of the tortoise habitat.

The latter option appears to be the most economic and practical of the alternatives on the basis 

of distances involved and engineering and logistical constraints. The cooperation of the Main 

Roads Department would be required with respect to such aspects as utilisation of the road 

reserve for drainage purposes and design/installation of appropriate culverts underneath Great 

Northern Highway etc. 

In the event Ll-iat drainage from Lot 10, where clay excavation is initially proposed, is required 

to be diverted away from the nature reserve, then Metro Brick has two options: 

(i) capture all runoff from disturbed areas and divert it to the south, into the catchment

\vhich drains to the Svl"J!J-ri. River1 or

(ii) biock the culvert which ieads under Great Northern Highway (and discharges into the

nature reserve). then to enhance the drain along the eastern side of Great Northern

Highway to encourage flow in a northerly direction, as mentioned above. This

would not involve any disruption to traffic throughflow on Great Northern Highway

as it would not be ne.,cessary to re•construct the culvert

Metro Brick is prepared to contribute to the necessary drainage line enhancement. At present 

there is additional runoff that is diverted onto Lot 10 from Pt. Lot 36 ('clean' runoff from the 
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Darling Scarp which is diverted away from the clay work��g�), therefore increasing flow 

volumes in the Greai Northern Highway drain. Once the Pt. Lot 36 operation has ceased, this 

excess drainage can be returned to irs namrai flow pattern, some of which flows to the south. 

014. Does WAWA still consider Ellen Brook as a potential source of domestic water?

lf so, where is it likely to be dammed? Would damming upstream affect the

tortoise habitat?-P23.

The Water Authority still considers Ellen Brook as a potential source of domestic water 

(Mauger, G.: Planning Future Sources for Perth's Water Supply - 1989 Revision). It is a 

currently preferred option, although further investigation is required. The most likely 

implementation date is post 2012. 

A preliminary darn site, as indicated in the above planning document, is located near to the 

confluence of Ellen Brook and the Swan River. It would only be a pipehead dam and the 

constraints of nearby residential land suggests that the dam height would need to be relatively 

low. (Pipehead dams are designed to inject water directly into the reticulation system, with or 

without treatment and therefore only function during the winter months. They are not water 

storages for L11e sun1rner period). 

The Water Authority would need to demonstrate that the proposai would not affect the tortoise 

habitat. 

I:n1pacts 011 Sl1ort=Necked Tortoise TT_ 'I_. _... _ _. 
..... b.u.11,d� 

Q 1 5. What data has been used to show the presence and depths of perched water 

tables and groundwater table levels?-P26. Does the perched groundwater sit on 

the plastic clay zone to be mined? If it does, won't the mining of clay cause 

these perched groundwater pockets or lenses to drain into the excavation? If 

such a scenario Is possible and happens, wouldn't this affect the water !eve!s in 

the current and future tortoise habitat areas? 

BOWMAN BISH.A.W GORHAM 
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Groundwater data has been collected from numerous monitor bores installed during a number 

of studies conducted in the area since November 1986 (refer to Table 1 in the CER). Ptior to 

about mid-1989, investigations at each of the proposed excavation sites were conducted in 

isolation and monitoring has not been conducted on a continuous basis at each site. Monitor 

bores (simple tube piezometers) were installed and generally only monitored for one season to 

establish the principal groundwater characteristics such as relative depths of the main 

groundwater table, perched groundwater and the target clay layer. 

The only long term records available are from two Water Authority monitor bores near to Ellen 

Brook, in the vicinity of Lexia Avenue. (See Figure 2 for approximate locations). Up-dated 

hydrographs have recently been obtained from the Water Authority (Figures 3 and 4). 

Figure 3 (Bore A) shows that the permanent water table is at about 12 metres AHO in the 

vicinity of Lexia A venue and has fluctuated within a 1.0 metre range during the eight year 

period 1979 to 1987. Seasonal fluctuations as little as 0.4m have been recorded. Well EE9 

(Figure 4) exhibits larger fluctuations in water level which probably reflects its proximity to 

Ellen Brook and interaction with winter flood levels in the watercourse. 

5. In addition to measuring water table levels, observations were conducted within the clay pit

to detemrine whether or not groundwater inflow occurred. 

Monitoring was conducted at about monthly intervals during the period June 1988 to May 

1989, inciusive. Water levels recorded in each of the bores are listed in Table 4, 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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Table 4 

Monitor Bores Resuits - Pt. Lot 36 

Date Bore l 

22 June 1988 11.19 

1 July 11.26 

!August 11.37 

22 August 11.41 

19 September 11.57 

17 October 11.66 

21 November 11.69 

19 December 11.65 

18 January 1989 11.57 

22 February 11.47 

20 March 11.37 

A 1\K� •• 1 1 --, ") 
"t" lV.l<1J l ! .L.J 

Total Variation 0.5m 

Ground Level 20.46 

(i) rv1vitc;;u 0:wundwatt:r

Water Levels (metres, AHD) 

Bore 2 Bore 3 

17.05 12.11 

17.43 12.19 

17.59 12.30 

17.84 12.40 

18.01 12.63 

18.38 12.76 

17.78 12.81 

17.52 12.75 

17.39 12.70 

17.22 12.60 

17.06 12.48 
1 F ...,.0 

l 0. / 0 12.24 

1.5m 0.7m 

23.48 24.95 

Bore 4 

14.90 

16.53 

16.25 

16.95 

18.24 

18.41 

18.30 

17.36 

16.05 

13.30 

12.56 

11.76 

6.65m 

20.82 

. ·-

Bore numbers two and four exhibit large fluctuations in water levels at sh::illow depth, which 

is typical of the perched groundwater lenses that are known to occur in the area. Bore two, 

located in the north-eastern sector, recorded a water level variation of 1.6 metres and at its 

maximum level, water was 5.1 metres below surface. Bore four, located in the south-western 

sector, recorded a much larger water level variation (6.6 metres) and at the maximum level, 

was only 2.4 metres below surface. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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The latter bore is located in an ar� of the site which is reguJ�ly floodeddueJo poor drainage. 

The extremely large fluctuations in water level suggests that either the bore is situated in a zone 

of "delayed" recharge to the underiying true aquifer, or some leakage was occurring down the 

side of the casing from the surface. Whilst the casing was sealed with both bentonite and 

cement plugs, this bore was inundated for long periods following rainfall and the possibility 

of leakage occurring has not been discounted. 

However, it is reasonable to assume that both of these bores indicate the development of 

perched groundwater during winter. The important result with respect to potential 

environmental effects is that no shallow seepage occurred within the clay pit. Thus, despite 

the fact that perched groundwater was recorded between 2.4 and 5.1 metres below surface and 

the clay pit was just over 7 metres deep, no seepage was recorded. Bore two is approximately 

230 metres from the excavation, whilst bore four is only about 140 metres distant. 

Obviously, these perched groundwater lenses are discontinuous and highly localised. 

(ii) Deep Groundwater

Bore numbers one arid three monitored the main Guildford Formation aquifer. The results 
. ..,. 1 · 1 11 

· · · 1 1 '""n,:: .JA--, ,,....., , A, , . • mmcate a re.atlve.y sma..., va...'1.atlon m water ,cvc1s 01 v.J a.nu v., metres \ 1;_ ao1e Lf-J. iv1a..x1mum 

water table heights were recorded in November and were 12.81 metres (AHD) on the eastern 

side of the quarry and 11.69 metres (AHO) on the western side. 

The clay pit did not exceed about nine metres in depth and, by interpolation of topographic 

contours and recorded water levels, the base of tl-ie pit was always above the water table, 

(m) Conclusion

The perched groundwater occurs above the plastic clay layer to be mined, but is not 

necessarily perched on the clay layer. That is, the full thickness of overburden sediments is 

not necessarily a 'continuous' aquifer. T'nere is considered to be a high degree of variability in 

the hydraulic conductivity of the shallow sediments as they are known to vary from almost 

'pure' sand to strong sandy clays and gravelly clays. In addition, the experience of the clay 

extraction industry in the Swan Valley is that there is a high degree of lateral variability in the 

characteristics of ooth the overburden and the clay. The clay itself is not continuous therefore 

it is highly unlikely that perched groundwater occurs other than in small 'pockets'. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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If, in the process of clay mining, the excavation intersects a shallow zone of water-�i:ifir1g 

sediments, then it is acknowledged that water would most likely drain into the excavation. 

However, this would only affect water leveis in the current and future tortoise habitat areas if 

the following circumstances apply: 

• that surface water levels in the tortoise habitat areas are maintained or augmented by

the presence of shallow groundwater (rainfall could be t.1-ie sole source of ponded

water);

• that the shallow groundwater is continuous from the habitat areas to the clay

excavation site.

Experience with existing clay pits in the locality strongly suggests that large 'bodies' of 

perched groundwater are very much the exception. This is supported by the monitor bore 

data. 

016. Land east and south of the ESNA could be hydraulically linked to the tortoise

habitat area. For exampie, data presented on P35 and Figure 11 shows a

potential !ink between the pernnea waier tabies and the current and future

tortoise habitat areas, and Figure 12 shows the perched groundwater level is

higher than the tortofse swamp. Without more conclusive data to show that the

waie, levels in the habitat areas are independent of the proposed excavations,

then any mining east and south of the current and proposed extensions to the

tortoiss habitats should be progressed with grnat c�ution. Are the propom:mts

prepu�ci to make a commitment not to mine within a specified distance from the

reserve without further investigations and the approval of EPA?

It is noted that CALM has suggested an arbitrary distance of 100 metres as a buffer zone for 

the nature reserve, where clay quarrying should not occur unless proven to pose no risk to the 

tortoise habitat. 

fv1etro Brick will commit to not qu&"l)' day within 100 metres of the nature reserve boundary, 

until further investigations are able to conclusively demonstrate that no adverse effect could 

occur. Furthermore, Metro Brick proposes to commence operations on Lot 10 as far as 
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possible from the reserve, which will initially be at least 600 metres from the south-eastern 
cOrner of the nature reserve: For the first 16�Ts years of operation, excav�tio� a�tivity will be 
restricte<l to Lot 10 (the southern half of the compan.y's landholding). 

017. To assist EPA's assessment of likely impacts on the short necked tortoises'

habitats, could the proponents provide a cross-section showing the perched and

permanent water table levels relative to the water levels in the swamp, reserve,

creeks and drain.-P.28.

At present, the company has insufficient detailed information on stratigraphic levels and in 
particular, the degree of continuity of the sub-surface clay layer, to compile a meaningful 
cross-section between the nature reserve and existing operations on Pt. Lot 36 (and the 
proposed excavation on Lot 10). 

018. Mining should stay 1 to 2 metres above the water table and the proponents

should be prepared to make a commitment to this effect. Groundwater table

levels need to be established prior to mining to ensure this doesn't happen.

Excavations have been conducted to a depth of 9 metres on Pt. Lot 36 without intersecting 
groundwater. Explorawry drilling will be conducted on Lot 10 to define the clay resource 
prior to commencing excavation. At the same ti.me, it will be possible to establish the depth to 
the permanent water table to plan the excavation. Whilst it is not considered essential to only 
excavate clay that is above the water table the company recognises and accepts the philosophy 
of water resource protection and conservation. Therefore, in the unlikely event that the 
excavation chd reach the water u,ble or proceed slightly below it, the a.--e.a wonld b-� backfilled 
with overburden to maintai.,r1 at least 1 metre of cover. 

a 1 9. Detail on the presence and lateral continuity of the perched water table seems 

critical in achieving an understanding of the hydrology of the tortoise habitat 

area. Is there more data than that presented in Figure 11 that could assist EPA 

In evaluating these proposals? 
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Data from the groundwater investigations conducted at Metro Brick's excavations on Pt. Lot 

36were submitted tOEPA inTune 1989; i..11 the name oflnternational Brick and Tile Holdings 

who was the operator at the time, These data are summarised under question 15 above. 

Additional data will be collected during the exploratory drilling phase mentioned previousiy. 

020. Has there been coring of the swamp to substantiate the claim that clayey

sediments of the swamp represent a strong aquiiard?-P39.

No coring of the swamp has been conducted. The claim that the clayey sediments represent a 

strong aquitard is based on direct observation of the strong, grey clay in the swamp and the 

fact that it 'holds' water so effectively once rainfall has ceased. Note that the swamp is 

bounded by 'drainage-depressions' on the northern side (Ellen Brook) and to the west, south

west arid south (nature reserve drain). If the swamp sediments were not a strong aquitard and 

did allow water to infiltrate into the sub-surface, then water levels would be observed to 

decline more rapidly via: 

.. vertical sub-surface drainage to the underlying deep water table, or 

• horizontal sub-surface drainage to the adjacent 'drainage-depressions'.

0210 What ls the source of water for dust suppression and does this affect other 

water users in the area? 

Water for dust suppression will be obtained from a property owned by the company in Middle 

Swan, which has a dam that has previously supplied water for viticultural purposes. In 

addition; 'dams' could be formed within the excavation to collect runoff and rainfall to provide 

water for this purpose. (This may impede progressive restoration somewhat, but only to a 

limited degree). 
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Impacts on Other Water Users 

a 2 2. The superficial aquifers of the area directly recharge the LeedervHla fo;mation, 

which is an important source of water for both private and public water supply. 

What measures will the proponents take (and commit to) to ensure diesel or oil 

spillage does not contaminate the aquifer? 

Only the excavation machinery (dozer and hydraulic excavator) will be refuelled on-site; the 

trucks will be refuelled eisewhere. On-site refuelling will be conducted via provision of a 

temporary above-ground tank, which will only be present during each excavation campaign. 

This is considered to pose negligible risk of a serious diesel spill. 

The tank will be placed in an enclosure of bunde.d soii. If a substantial spillage occurs, the 

contaminated sediments will be excavated and removed from the site to an approved disposal 

location. The Red Hill tip site or the Shire of Chittering's Muchea tip site would be the most 

secure landfill sites in t.he viciriity. 

a 23. Do the proponents intend to monitor private we!! leve!s prior, during and after 

mining the area to gauge and manage the impact of dewatering of the pits? 

No. Dewatering of groundwater frorn fue main aquifer will not be conducted. 

Rehabilitation 

024. What are the proposed and potential kmg term uses for the site after

excavations are complete? Who will be consulted and to whose satisfaction will

the work be carried out?

The proposed use of Lie site after excavation is complete is either rural-residential (low 

density) or agricultural (grazing etc). 

Rehabilitation will be conducted to the satisfaction of the Shire of Swan under the terms of an 

excavation licence. It is expected that DPUD will also be consulted during the requisite 

planning approval stage. 
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Q 25. Given a swell factor of 35% for over-burden, how quickly does the material settle 

down to a stable surface following rehabilitation of the pit? What restrictions on 

land use are there sfter rahabilltation oj ihe ptts? 

Most of the settling occurs in the first two years with respect to suitability for general 

agricultural use. It may take many years (5-10) before the site could be used for building 

upon, although it is believed to offer suitable foundations in the long tem1. However, the 

material exhibits excellent compaction characteristics. 

026. Midland Brick's proposal on the corner of Apple Street and Great Northern

Highway is not considered short term (8 years!} and, being close to the highway,

is exposed to constant observation by the public. The area may require special

rehabilitation treatment, such as sequential rehabilitation after excavation,

screens of trees and strategically placed overburden stockpiles, to minimise

visual impacts-PH.

Question not relevant to Metro Brick. 

027. Do the proponents intend to hydro-mu!ch C\.':}rburdan stockpiies which are not

put back {rehabilitated) in the same season to minimise dust and vlsuai

impacts?-P46.

In the company's experience, the temporary overburden stockpiles, as well as the clay 

stockpile, are not subject to wind erosion and 'dusting', Therefore, hydro-mulching for grass 

cover is noi intended. 

The company intends to plant native trees along Great Northern Highway and on Pt. Lot 36, 

near to the clay stockpile, for screening purposes. Planting would commence in the autumn 

after approval is granted 

Q 2 8. EPA would prefer a commitment from proponents to progressively restore the 

pits to a !andform with an anhanGed !lestnetic appeai, to tha satisfaction of EPA. 

Metro Brick is prepared to commit to progressive restoration of the pits (presumably an annual 

restoration effort is being suggested as satisfactory to EPA). 
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029. Some setback requirements near property boundaries could possibly be

eliminated in a regional rehabilitation scheme, to allow efficient utilisation of the

clay resource and rehabiHtaticn tc wet:ands-P58. What pro-active work have the

proponents carried out to introduce a regional rehabilitation strategy for the

areas being mined in the Upper Swan Valley?

It is agreed that some setback requirements could be eliminated, for example aiong the east

west property boundaries between Lots 10 and 11 and between Lot 10 and the lots on the 

southern side. In the latter case, there is a gazetted road reserve (Coondaree Parade) between 

the lots, which could also be mined for clay as it is not required for access purposes in the 

forseeable future. Efficient utilisation of this scarce clay resource is considered essential by 

Metro Brick and a relaxation of setback requirements from property boundaries would be 

endorsed. 

In relation to a regional rehabilitation strategy, an approach was made to DPUD in 1990 to 

advise of the extent of quarrying that was proposed in the area. This approach was made 

when it was found that DPUD was initiating a Structure Plan for the 'foothills' region north of 

Midland. Discussions were held with Mr Tim Aurett who advised that the Structure Planning 

exercise is preliminary only, and that the area would remain available for clay excavation 

because of the scarcity of this resource. In the long term it should be assumed that residential 

development in ilie area will intensify. 

Rehabilitation of the area with a mix of lakes and recontoured land would be consistent with 

future residential development intermingled with open space for passive recreation. The 

company is prepared to iiaise further with Planning Authorities; as re1.:iui..""C-d during ttie lifetime 

of the excavation, to ensure compatibility wit.11 long-term plans for the area. 

030. What is meant by amenity lakas?-P56.

An ru1ienity lake in this context refers to a clay pit which has been recontoured to form a basin 

that collects and holds water. Its primary purpose is to provide a landscape with aesthetic 

value. Open water areas are gener,:illy regarded as visually attractive and can form the basis of 

'added-value' for future development or as a focal point for public open space. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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Aboriginal Sites 

031. The orooonents 
I � 

- - - • • - should keep In _..,h.,,.-1 ♦L. ..... 
111111\.1 UIC' ;equlrements oi ihe Aboriginai Heritage

Act. -P20. Do the proponents intend consulting with traditional landowners as 

well as current ones? Will a survey for sites of significant archaeological and 

ethnographic interest be carried out? 

ln response to a letter addressed to the company's environmental consultant from the Swan 

Valley Fringedwellers, an approach was made to both the Robert Bropho group and the Conie 

Bodney group for the purposes of facilitating further consultations. A direct approach was 

made at the suggestion of the WA Museum, because at the time, Robert Bropho in particular, 

had indicated a reluctance to consult with any of the practising ethnographic/archaeological 

consultai1ts in Perth. 

A follow-up consultation attempt will be made once environmental approval is granted, with 

the objective of establishing the need for a detailed ethnographiciarchaeological survey to 

satisfy the re-.quirements of the Aboriginal Heritage Act. 

Other Rare Species Impacts 

a 3 2. CALM notes the existence of declared endangered Hera Hydrocotyle iemniodes 

(Aquatic pennywart). No mention of this species occurs in the text. Does 

rehabilitation lend itself to propagation of this specles?-P21. 

033. CALM does not mention the shfe!d shrimp. What is the distribution or this 

species? Does rehabilitation of the clay pits lend itself to the propagation of 

th is species ?-P22. 

No furttier investigations have been conducte-d in relation to the matters raised here. On page 

59 of the CER, the option of rehabilitation of clay quarries for tortoise habitat was briefly 

considered, along with the alternative option of expanding the existing nature reserve into 

areas that are not proposed for clay excavation. Itis noted that CALM is presently pursuing 

the second option. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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Environmental Monitoring and Management Programme (EMMP) 

Q 3 4. Management practices (P43&56) should be prepared for each proposal and either 

made as commitments or incorporated into an EPA • approved EMMP. 

Metro Brick commits to preparation of an EMMP to the satisfaction of EPA prior to 

commencement of operations at the site. 

The fundamental approach in the EMMP would be to focus on the initial years of excavation 

on the site and the manner in which groundwater aspects would be monitored to verify the 

acceptability of the operation. It is considered premature to prepare the EMMP at this stage 

until Ministerial approval is grante.d, without which there seems little point in conducting 

further preparatory work. 

80\NMA.i'J BJSHAW GORHAM 
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MMatraDrick 
A Divis111-n of B rj5(1k L t<l. A.C N DOS 6 68 540 

245 South Western Hwy, Armadale, Vvtstern ALL~tralia. 
Locked Bag No. 1, Armadale, WA 6112. 

Telephone: (09) 399 0199 T,-lef~v rn9) 399 6033 
Sales: (09) 399 0333 

23 October, 1991 

The Chairman 
Envtronmenta1····· Profection Authority 
1 Mount Street 
D'T7D'T1"L_T 
.1. J .. :.;1\ l Il. W A 6000 , 
Attention: Mr S S2dlier 

I'-_F_lh-~· ·!i}_o~===========~:..:l.:_:n:_::1t,:'F1:_::i,'>-=:-=~:_I 
Dear Sir, 

~ 
Re: Clay Excavation Proposals - Lots 36, 10 and 11 Great 

Northern Highway Upper Swan 

We wish to thank you and Dr Kennedy for ag;r<=e i ng tc) meet 
with us at 2,J-1c1r·t ric)t i c.e. Sut)seque.=nt t c~ that rneet i. ng elf 
Tuesday 22 October 1991 this Company w i she~ to cc,nf i rm the 
following points arising out of those discussions. 

1. Vie apo 1 ogi se for the confusion surrounding the 

2. 

3. 

I10miriaticin of f):ropor1er1tcs. Please (,',()nfil""ITl t.f1E1t t"lt-:::tro 
Brick (A Division of Bristile Ltd) is the majo.r, and 
managing partner in Internati nal Brjck and Tile, Jt 
is a ppr c1-;:1r i a t_e t. her·ef () re t. h2 t al l r=,,r·c11=-,c)2. al:~-,./ l .i c.eric:.r~s:. 
etc. relatir1g tc·j Lots 1.r), 11 a.r1ci Ft. ='..t> (-:;rea.·~- I·~c,::ct.J1ern 
Highway, Upper ::=;wan, should have Metro Brick as t.he 
"P rc<pcir:ien t n . Met re, Br· i c.k ass 1_1mes fu 1 J. r!~E~, f)C1 ns i bi .l _i_ t \l 
f()l"' the l=)I~()p<:)2.ed projec.t,. If i·t is seE•n a2, necessa.r~/ 
tc1 c.f1ar1:g(~ d 1.·~~c..1 i in(:; n tat_ J. t.Jr1; p 1 (.:};J:-3e t c. kt:~ t::. be :J f.)PI'<) pr i a ~c" 1~-

a ct i. on. If furtl1e:·r c::1.sE·,ista,ncc; is.~ cr:.~<~~uir'~:J. f)lea 1:~-: .jc:> 
i'i()t., hes·, i. ti3t.e t.cr C(--1. J. l th':::'. i,..rr i t~:t·. 

Economically viable clay has run out on Pt, Lt 36 
seek onlv permission to extract cJay within I.ots JO and 
11 and rsgri::'t th'=:: app l ic:at i ori which :-er er:c: to Pt . . :36 
and F1t. 10 Tf·1iE;;, lesJ,38 2 ['1rf:!Vi.ous rn2n.~1.g,f2.tn~?r\t ir .. iit_j_.~ti\-1(:; 

which was unknown to us prlor tc the m~eting. Furthc,:r, 
that applic.ation is 

continued use of Pt. 36 for permc:nent stock.piling 
f•=-1r 

only. 
This will include definite rehabilitation and 
beautification work to be completed by July '92. Also 
included will be a staglng plan for excavations 
spanning 10 years on Lots 10 and 11. Thjs summary wj l] 
be available by late next week. 

contd. 

~~'""%·~ Brick Works: Armadale: 245 South Western Highway. Telephone: Admin (09) 399 0399 Cardup. Kiln Road, Byford. Telephone: (09) 39lJ 0399 ~ 
.ft.-#'.. a , -~ Malaw: Cnr Bead1 Road and Alexander Drive 1dephonc: (09) 2491409. \Vaterloo: Dardanup Road. Telephone: (097) 26 3000 eJ~ 

d ""Nt'!, ~ B ristilc Ltd (lnwrporated m We stem Australia) ~,!'pany 
~1;i,e,cj•,a1io.,nt,.,1,~ 
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4. Contact has been made th i2. day with The Main Roads

Depar·tment to enable discussions re: drainage works , to

commence.

5. The Company has above ground supplies of this material

L1ntil sometirne in January. 

of about 5 weeks duration.

Any new extraction will be

\1-Je are now rat.h�;:;r more optimistic 

receive a pos .it i ve res pon;::",e prior 

t,eing exhausted in January. 

Yours faithfully, 

B.W. CLARK 

Technical Manage1·. 

that our proposa.l V\ii l l 

to our material supply 
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Drainage modifications to proposal, December, 1991 



3 December, 1991 

The Chairman 
Environmental Protection Authority 
1 Mount Street 
PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Mrs Sadlier 

Dear Sir, 

MMetraDrick 
A Division c:if Bnstik Ltd- A.CN. OOH 668 540 

245 South Western Hwv, Armadale, Western Australia 
Locked Bag No i, Armadale, WA 6112 

Telephone: (09) 399 0399 Telefux: (09) 399 6ffH 
Sales: (09) 399 0333 

Re~ Clay Excavation Proposals - Lots 36, 10 & 11 Great 
Northern Highway, Upper swan. 

Following discussions on December 2, 1991 with your Mr 
Sadlier it is now evident that a change to our proposal is 
necessary. 

The intention to divert drainage water southwards from our 
first three extraction campaigns may be at odds with current 
wetlands legislation in respect to Coondaree Swamp. 

Metro Brick (a division of Bristle Ltd.) hereby gives total 
commitment to t.ne containment of turbid water within its 
excavations and their immediate surroundings thus ensuring 
it does not flow on to the tortoise habitat. 

This will be effectively achieved by close bunding of each 
excavation cell with overburden. The overburden wi.11 be 
placed by scrapers approximately 800mm high and two scraper 
widths wide around the entire edge of the excavation. 
Topsoil will be placed over the bund. In so doing run-off 
water from the Scarp will be directed around the excavations 
and follow natural drainage patterns. 

In addition, the existing excavation on Lot 36 will be 
completely backfilled to a level condition and seeded thus 
ensuring run-off from this area flows south and away from 
the tortoise habitat. Run-off from Lot 36 will be 
effectively returned to its 
Coondaree Swamp. 

original path, south-west to 

During the first winter and prior to initial growth, it is 
not anticipated that the rehabilitated area of Lot 36 will 
contribute to turbidity entering Coondaree Swamp. No clay 
will be exposed to run-off only the land and durable 
overburden and topsoil of the region. 

"''""& B ick Works: Arma<lale: 245 South Western Highway. Telephone: Admin (.09) 399 0399. Cardup: Kiln Road, Byford. Telephone: _(09) J99 0399. 
Malaga: Cnr Beach Road and Alexander Dnve. lelephone (09) 2491409. Waterloo: Dardanup Road Telephone. (097) 2 o 3000. 

of. :!', Bristile I.rd (Incorporated m Western Australia) 

~ 

ErS':,~ 
Comp,1ny 

. "'""' ~!:;l.r'ld;a;rift""'ilr.lPlall 
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Bunding of excavations would be a temporary measure unti 1 
arraneemPnt!=: can be made to divert all drainage away from 
the tortoise habitat. 

The height of these bund walls and their distance from Great 
Northern Highway will ensure that visual impact from this 
proposal is negligible. 

We await your most urgent consideration of our proposals. 

Yours faithfully, 

J . �[Jl----1--1--
��- - - - - · · 

Technical Manager. 

-I< 


